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A8STRACT
The overall purpose of this practicum was to develop, implement, and evaluate an
intervention which would assist the "Addt child" to improve her ability to cope with an
aging parent whom she perceived as having a "dificuit personality". An
intergenerational and feminist groupwork intervention strategy was utilized in this
project to provide support and improve the Adult child's coping skills. In particular, the
aim of the intervention was to faditate improved ways of coping through the reduction
of feelings of burden, andior the improvement of social support, and/or the improvement
of attitude toward the parent, and/or the improvement of self-esteem.
The group, conducted for eleven weeks in Winnipeg, Manitoba, consisted of eight
wornen who perceived a parent as having a "ciifficuit personality" and who were drawn
to the group by their desire to change their relationship with that parent.
The practicum findings indicated that the group was helpful to al1 group
members. It was particularly helpful in improving members' perception of the quality of
social support available to thern, and in creating positive changes in members' attitudes
toward their parents, as they engaged in resolving issues from the pst. This form of
group intervention was found to be an effective modality for helping the Adult child.
Implications for the practice of social work with the Adult child whose parent has a
"dificult personality" are outlined, and suggestions for friture study are offered.
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CEAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
In order to complete the requirements for my Master of Social Work Degree 1
chose to implement a practicurn. This report encompasses the rationale for the pmcticum
and provides as well, a summary of results It is organized as follows: Introduction;
Litetature Review; Intervention; ûbservations; Evaluation; Discussion; and Conclusion
The intervention chosen for this practicum involved a psychoeducational support
group comprised of 11 sessions for the Adult child. intergenerational and feminist theory
guided me in my intervention. Members were recruited based on their interest in
changing their relationship with their parent intervention focused upon the ne& and
challenges of the daughter rather than the mother and included mutual support, selfawareness, problem-solving, and skilis development. This focus was chosen to help
Adult children cope more effectively in interactions with their parent and to make
positive changes in their attitudes and behaviour.
Within the scope of this practicum, examination focused on the experience of the
Adult child who had an aging parent she perceived as having a 'difficult personality".
The term "difficult personality" was not intended to be used as a label, but rather was
used in this intervention as a way of introducing and vaiidating the difficulty the Adult
child was having with a parent and engaging the Adult child in discussion about the
dynamics of the relationship with her parent.
Throughout this report, the goup member will be referred to as the "Adultchild.
The Adult child referreû to in this practicum report is an individual who has experienced
a parent's projection of emotionatly abusive coping strategies on to the Adult child 1

am not using this r e m as a label but rather for the purposes of clarification- Throughout
the intemention the focus was on the experience of the Adult child in her relationship
with her parent. The "A" in adult is capitalized to signiQ the individuation and
empowered status of the individual and emphasize tbat the individual is no longer a
pwerless child but rather a self-possessed adult.
The group member referred to as the Adult child will also be identified using
female pronouns. 1 chose to use only female pronoms to improve the readability of the
text. 1 also chose to use female pronouns because, although males were not screened out
for this intervention, aU mernbers of this particular group were female.
The aim of my intervention was to facilitate the discovery of, and leaning about,
improved ways of coping for members. Examples of ways in which group members
rnight be anticipated to experience improved ways of coping included the development of
social support networks, and/or the reduction of feelings of burden, andlor improvement
of one's attitudes toward the parent, andfor improvement of self-esteem.
This chapter of the practicum report provides a brie€description of"the
problem" and provides a survey of available resources on childfparent relationships. It

also introduces the theoretical Frameworks, practicum objectives, and plan for evaluation
of this intervention.
1.0 THE PROBLEM

People with "difficult personalities" are ohen perceiveci as "manipulative,
unmotivated, malingerers, psychopaths, and prone to acting out behaviours" (Straker,

1982, p. 124). Forma1 caregivers often find these people difficult because of non-

compliance with, and misuse of. the health care system and resources.
1 am a member of the Psychogeriatnc Outreach Team at Deer Lodge Centre. This

is a service which provides consultation, education, support and treatrnent to elderly
clients and their caregivea. A nurnber of refenals have been received by our team fiom
formal caregivers requesting an assessment of individuals with 'bdificult personalities".
The reason for referral is usually for an assessment of cognitive functioning because of
the individual's difficult, demanding, and/or extremely passive behaviour. The team's
assessment, in some cases, is that these individuals are not sunering fiom dementia and

are cognitively well. The team sometimes also leams, &et speaking with family
members, that what may be perceived by the formal caregiving system as 'dificult"
behaviours have in fact been Iife-long patterns with these individuals. In general tems,
many of these Adult children describe their parents as people who lack insight, blame
other people for their problems, and refuse to take responsibility for themselves.
An Adult child with an aging parent who has a "'difficultpersonality" often

suffen from the consequences of what Susan Fonvard (1 989, p. 6) labels as a ''toxic
parental" relationship. F o ~ r uses
d the word "toxic" to describe a parent who inflicts
ongoing trauma, abuse, and denigration onto hisher children, and continues to do so
when hislher children are adults. The emotional &mage inflicted by a parent can spread

throughout a child's being, and as the child gows, so does the pain.

Many Adult children feel helpless and demeaned by their parent, others feel that
nothing they do is ever "good enough". One Adult child 1 worked with stated that

according to her mother "1 never measured up. I was always under my potential. Ialways
underfiinctioned".
It is extrernely t'nistrating and at times disheartening for Adult children to see
their parent behaving as chameleons, where their faces and behaviours change as they
interact with different people. The Adult child may feel confused and may otten doubt
the validity of her perceptions of her parent and consequently her perception of lik in
general. Another Adult child I knew professionally said "1 never felt like I had a mother.

I wasn't mothered or nurtured, and 1 didn't know about checking out reality".
When, as a child, an individual is beaten, neglected, sexually abused, treated Iike
a fool, overprotected, or ovehurdened by guilt, the individual may suffer fiom damaged

sel f-esteem which rnay lead to sel fdestructive behaviour (Fonvard, 1989). Forward
proposes that an Adult child, many times, may also feel worthless, unlavable, and
inadequate in one way or another an4 as a resuit, suffer socially, psychologically,
emotionally, and physically.
1.1 A SURVEY OF AVALABLE RESOURCES O N CHiLDffARENï

RELATIONSHrPS
Very little work has k n done in the area of working with Adult children whose
parent has a 'difficult personality". Few articles focus on the reactions, tasks, and coping
mechanisms of an Adult child who cares for an elderly parent with a "difficult
personality". As well, the nature of the relationship between the caregiver and the a r e
receiver is seldorn identified in the literature. Little if any content acknowledges the
dynamics and impacts of the relationship between parent and Adult child or addresses

the general health and well-king ofthe Adult child Similarly, the literature on the
subject of groups for Adult-chdd caregivers of the elderly parent who has a "difficult
personality" is nonexistent. There are also no articles on gmups, specifically designed
for these caregivers. Most literature in the field focuses on groups for caregivers caring
for an elderly person who is physically fiai1 andior suffen'ng from Alzheimer Disease.

Most groups for ~aregiversare also prirnarily informational and educational, ancilor
interactively supportive in nature.
More attention has been given in the literature to the indicators of relationship
quality between the Adult chiId and her parent. However, attention has focused prirnarily

on the amount of contact and types of assistance (Lang& Brody, 1983) which occur
between the caregiver and care receiver. The literature addressing the psychological
impact of role conflict between parent and Adult child is very limited A cornputer
search over ten years pduced only two major studies exploring this area Scharlach
( 1987) devised a study wherein his

findings suggested the need foc increased empirical

attention to qualitative and quantitative aspects of filial relationships and the factors that
affect relationship quality. This will be discussed in more detail in the Iiterature review
section of the practicum report.
Goldstein (1990) as well as other researchers (Hepbum and Waswa, 1986) have
acknowledged further issues which groups for caregivers usually do not address. These
include intergenerational conflict, family of ongin issues, the caregiver7slife afier the
aging person has died, and the need to stop caregiving before exhaustion occurs.

In facilitating a group with the intention of pmviding an opportunity for Adult

children to address unresolved parental relational issues, and to integrate them into their
present lives, 1 have taken into account several of the needs which Goldstein identifies as
iacking in many caregiver groups.

For the deveiopment and expansion of the theoretical fiamework, the literature
review will address the areas identified below.

FURTHER EXPLORATION OF THE PROBLEM
1. A Profile of the Aging Parent with a "diRcuIt personality"
2. Coping Strategies of the Aging Parent
3. A Profile of the Adult child
4. Coping Strategies of the Adult child
5 . Feelings of the Adult child
6. Interpersonal Dynarnics Between the Parent and Adult child

KEY ISSUES FOR THE ADüLT CHILD
1. Emotional Abuse

2. Caregiving
THEORES üTiLEED FOR THE INTERVENTION
3. Intergenerationai Theory
4. Feminist Theory
6. Small Group Theory

The needs of many Adult children whose parent is perceived as having a "difficult
personality" cannot be met through traditional support goups. Smith, Smith, and
Toseland (199 1) make reference to findings that caregivers themselves are Iikely to

attribute their poor relationship with their parent to historical causes other than
caregiving. Smith et al. believe that this may prevent them from perceivîng professional

interventions labeied as opportunities for caregiver support (such as groups) as an
appropriate setting in which to resolve long-standing parent-child conflicts (Brody, 1985:
Tobin, 1987). This perception is accurate, as research indicates (Goldstein, 1990)that
most caregiver support groups do not address or attempt to resolve longstanding parent-

child conflicts. As well, it has been my experïence that many Adult children do not
readily seek help because they blame themselves for feelings such as anger, resentment,
and inadequacy that were likely reinforced in early childhood, Besicles, they may think,

"why should 1 need help? It must be me, my parent does not have Alzheimer Disease,

he/she is not physically frai1 without available help, nor does my parent have a drinking
problem". The Adult child ofien cannot identify the source of her difficulties because

there is no tangible "illness" to base it on. The Adult child often does not discw these
issues with others, and instead feels undeserving of support and understanding She may
also feel guilty if she does talk about it, thinking that she is "complaining" about her
parent. One woman had dificulty talking to me about her mother because she somehow
felt that her mother would find out and she would then "pay for it" later. Such thoughts
and words reflect the ideas of Adult children who have grown up with a parent who has
a "di ficuit personality", and demonstrate the children's low levels of self-esteem and

feelings of inadequacy. These Adult children are products of families where at least one

parent did not teach or mode1 healthy ways of coping. It was hoped that the group could
counteract some of the effect of the negative messages about themselves which they had

been receiving frorn their parent.

Hargrave and Anderson (1992) suggest that patterns of dysfunctional
behaviours/relationships in families of origin, may continue into succeeding generations
if they are not resolved with other family members. While the authors i&ntiQ parents
who are very self-centered (which may indicate a "dificult personality" ), they do not

acknowiedge this as an issue for the Aduit child whose parent does not comprehend that
they have any issues to resolve. Therefore, the authors do not identifi whether the
interventions they are suggesting can be helpful to the Adult child whose parent is not
prepared to be involved in discussion or therapy.
It is rny opinion that Adult children who are motivated to work on
intergenerational conflicts can resolve pst issues, and may begin to resolve issues with
their own children, and with other interpersonal relationships, without the involvement of
their parent My intention in utilizing a group format was to provide an opportunity for
Adult children to discover andfor create healthier coping strategies and become less
emotionally affected by their parent. Through the group process, 1 provided an
opportunity for members to establish and improve other relationships in their lives.
t .3 PRACTICUM OIMECTIVES

The broad leaming objectives (including my professional development goals) I
attempted to meet through the development and implementation of this practicum are
listed below. These were
to develop and implement a support group targeted towards the Adult child whose
parent was perceived as having a "dificult personality";
to improve my skills and techniques in short-term group facilitation;

to further enhance m y knowledge of the dificulties associated with provision of care
to an elderly parent who is perceiveci as having a "difficult personality", and the
eff't it has on the Adult child; and
to develop knowledge and skill in collecting and analyzing evaluative data,
My h o p was to advance knowledge in the area of social work by
identifying unique interpersonal issues pertaining to this particular population as
displayed through coping mechanisms demonstrated by the Adult child;
testing out a therapeutic intervention for the Adult child whose parent has a
difEcult personality, focusing specifically on the development of new coping
mechanisms to deal with the triggers of the pst;
analyzing the benefits OF utilizing a psychoeducational support group
this population; and

format with

adding to the literature regarding how "social nomsy'impact on, and form
expectations in, families intergenerationally.

The value of group interventions for members is identified positively throughout
the Iiterature. Given the reality that the parent with a ccdifficultpersonality" will likely

refuse to engage in family therapy, the use of a group format for therapeutic purposes
provides an dternative interactive environment for the Adult chiid. Positive support for
group intervention is provided by researchers such a Toseland and Rossiter ( 1989), and

Goodman ( 199 1).
A closed, time-limited group was utilized for this group intervention, The group

ran for eleven two-hour weekly sessions and was facilitated by rnyself The content and
provcess of particular group sessions varid depending upon the specific needs of those
Adult children who were part of the group.

Sessions were audio-tapai for s u p e ~ s o r ypurposes and data gathering.
Information was alsri gathered h m the Literature Review, and pre- and pst-group
interviews with the Adult children
Group members had the opportunity to opt out at any time. Their identity was not
disclosed in any material which resulted fiom these sessions/interviews. Records were
kept in a locked file and were destroyed upon successful completion of the practicum.
Records were accessed only by mernbers of my practicum cornmittee who were

as follows: Shirley Grosser who provideci me with supervision, regarding formation
and development and tmination of the group, and feedback fiom taped group sessions;
Diane Hiebert-Murpby who assisted in interpreting evaluative findings; Geri
Mffirath who was available on-site daily, has an extensive background in gerontology

and assisted in editing my practicum report.

The effectiveness of the group was measured by evaluating members' improved
ways of coping either through the reduction of feelings ofburden, ancilor the
development of social support networks, andior improvements in attitude toward the

parent, and/or improvements in self'teem. The evaluation was comprised of both
quantitative and qualitative data which was collected through pre and pst group
interviews, monitoring of p u p interactions, and data obtained fiom self-anchored
scales.

-

CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW
The purpose of this practicum was to develop, implement, and evaluate an
intervention which would assist the Adult child to improve her ability to cope in her
interactions with a parent whom she perceived as having a "difficult personality" . ln
particular, the aim of my intervention was to facilitate improved ways of coping for
members through the development of mial support networks, a d o r the reduction of

feelings of burden, andlor the improvement in attitude toward the parent, andor the

improvement of selfesteem.
I chose a short-terni group facilitation intervention and incorporated

intergenerational theory and feminist theory into the intervention. By utilizing these two
theoretical perspectives, I attempted to develop an effective group intervention.
This chapter explores selected relevant literature that assisted me in exploring the

issues facing Adult children, and in developing and implementing my intervention. The

tint part of the Literature Review includes fùrther exploration of the problem. It
provides a profile of the aging parent with a "difficult personality", the coping strategies

of the aging parent, a profile of the Addt child, and coping strategies of the Adult child.
Feelings of the Adult child as well as a description of interpersonal dynamics between the

parent and Adult child are also discussed. The second part of the Literature Review

focuses on two particular issues arising from the exploration of the problem relevant to
the Adult child, i.e. emotional abuse and caregiver issues . The final section descnies

the theories utilized for the intervention.

A. FURTHER EXPLORATION O F THE PROBLEM
2.0 A PROEILE OF THE AGING PARENT WITH A "DWFICULT

PERSONALITY"
Rose, Soares, and Joseph (1993) propose that personality disorders are actually
exacerbated by old age due to increased losses and deteriorating health. Older
individuals with personality disorders ofien come to the attention of social workers (and I
wou1d add other health care workers) because of their lack of support systems. Increased
dependency and deteriorating health that often come with aging make a social support

system even more necessary for those individuals with personality disorders (Rose et al.,
1993). t would a h add that Family memkrs involved in this person's care may require

as much, if not more, support than their parent. Rose et al. state that providing services to
individuals experiencing personality disorden are actually impeded if recognition of

these disorders are overlooked, because professionals either become
overly/inappropriately involved, or terminate relationships with these individuals too
early because of frustration and buniout. A diagnosis of "personality disorder" can help
professionals to recognize the importance of setting limits and to clarify boundaries early
on. A recognition of the disorder can also help the professional to depersonalize difficult
and abusive behaviour (Roseet al., 1993). 1 would add that the recognition of a
personality disorder may also provide the social worker with an idea of the possible
issues faced by others who care For someone with this diagnosis, and encourage them to
consider other possibilities for intervention.

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders describes a
personality disorder as:

an enduring pattern of i ~ eexperience
r
and behavior that deviates
markedly fiom the expectations of the individual's culture, is
pervasive and inflexible, has an onset in adolescence or eady
adulthood, is stable over time, and leads to distress or impairment
@SM-IV, 1994, p- 629).
For the purpose of this practicum report, I have chosen to use the term "dificult
personality" and to avoid the psychiatrie label of personality disorder. t am not
completely cornfortable with this term either, because labels have a tendency to blame,
categorize and stigmatize. It was a k r much thought that I chose to use the term
"dificult personality" . My experience in working with Adult children who have
interactional struggles with their parents is that they often have a great tendency to blame
themselves for the difficulties. It has also been my experience that fiiends, family and
society in general have a tendency to blame and oppress the Adult child, sometimes
feeling sorry for the parent. This reinforces feelings of guilt within the Adult child and,
again, the Adult child tends to blame hersetf, often becoming resentful. I chose to use

the term "dificult personality" as a way of acknowledging and validating the Adult
child's experience. This acknowledgement and validation is in no way an attempt to
absolve the Adult child of responsi%ilityfor her own behaviours. Rather, it is an attempt
to help her understand which aspects of her parent's personality she has diflCicultycoping
with and then help her modifi her own behaviour to rnake it easier on herseIf. It is also a
step toward helping her accept who her parent is and learning to accept who she is as

Another m o n for avoiding the label of personality disorder is that it tends to be
ovenised. M e n a person is labelled as having a persondit. disorder, one is less likely to

ask "how?' The term "difficult personality" is one which hopefiilly is sufficiently openended that the professional will be confionted with the need to explore questions such as
"ln what way are they difficult", "How does this difficulty impact on the AduIt child or
the lives of other people in the environment of the aging person?", "What aspects of the
Addt child's personality contribute to the interactional conflicts?", and "How have

others coped with the patent's behaviours and has it been effective?"

.

In other words, in

contrast to the term "personality disorder" the term "dificult personality" challenges the
therapist to explore the impact of the parent's way of presenting self to the world with the
Adutt child Further, it provides an incentive for the child to develop new interactional
responses. It also can provide an opportunity for the therapist to help the Adult child put
into context the reason her parent may behave as he/she does.
The intent of this practicum report is not to label the aging parent but rather to
help the Adult child to understand and explore her view that one's parent may have had a
life-long pattern of dificult behaviours which are deeply ingrained and very dificult to
modify.
Research indicates that eariy childhood deprivation, abuse, and neglect conmbute
to the ernergence o f a "difficult personality". To develop a stable sense of oneself,a
child needs to grow up in a reasonably predictable environment that provides some
degree of consistency and is sensitive to a child's emotional needs. A person's sense of
self, hidher capacity to trust others, to cope with conflicting emotions, and hisher ability

to see others as s e p t e fiom himherself, develops in infancy and early childhood

(Robinson & Schogt, 1992). [fa child's needs are responded to inappropriately,
inconsistently, andor unpredictably, the child' s view of the world may be distorted
When extemal support is lacking, the child's emotional needs constantly overwhelm

hislher capacity to deal with hisher self and with the environment Unconscious coping
sîrategies develop and maintain themselves into parenthood and constitute some of the
symptorns of a "dificult personality".
Some coping strategies to which the aging parent with a ''dificult personality"

may resort include detachment, narcissism, passivity, and blaming. These ways of coping
are attempts at meeting their own perceived needs, and these coping methods may be
emotionally abusive to othea. The parent may have hidher reasons for adopting these

coping strategies. The intervention implemented in the practicum focused primanly on
the outcome of the parent's projection of emotionally abusive coping strategies on to the
Adult child and on improving the interna1 and extemal coping strategies of the Adult

child.
Neugarten, Havighurst, and Tobin (1968) identiFy four major personality types
which they view as crucial in deterrnining a person's level of success in aging. The four

are as follows: 1) the integnteû persoaality 2) tbe armor-defended personality 3)
the passive dependent penonality, and 4) the unintegrated persooality. The ideal
state is the integrated personality. This describes the person who is able to accept hislher

strengths and weaknesses. This type of personality maintains intimate relationships with
family and others, and is able to adjust as helshe grows older. in contrast, the personality

type which best fit5 the majority of the parents 1 have descri'bed would fit into the third

category; the passive dependent personality. This personality type has little interest in,
or commitment to, taking Gare of themselves cognitively, emotionally, socially or
physically. This individual is ofien highly dependent on family members and formal
caregivers, expecting that others will care for h i d e r . Some of these individuals are
generally dissatisfied with their Iives and often beiieve that others, not themselves, have
control over their own happiness,
Neugarten, Havighurst, and Tobin (1968) identi@two subcategories to their
category of the passivedependent personality. The first is the succor-seeking type
wherein the individual behaves or copes by maintaining a high level of activity as the
person seeks to gain the attention of others. The other subcategory involves an
individuai who behaves apathetically. This type of personality may maintain Iow levels

of activity and display little interest in life in general. While this apathetic behaviour
could place less physical and emotional expectations on family members, the lack of
physical and emotional care for oneself ofien requires that the Adult child be more
involved in direct "hands on" physical and emotional caregiving.
Because of the inflexible and narrow ways in which a person with a ''difficult
petçonality" copes with living, including their lack of insight and incapacity to reflect,
their vulnerability increases. This makes it more Iikely that such individuals will suffer
stress and break down under unptedictable circumstances. The many losses, role
changes, and dependency that corne with aging are very dificult to adapt to (Robinson

& Schogt, 1992, p. 174). As indicated previously, these stresses are rnost likely to

intensifi andior exacerbate difficdt behaviours2.1 COPINC STRATECLES OF TEE AGING PARENT

The behavioural manifestations, or coping strategies, of peapIe wiîh "difkult
personalities" Vary from individual to individual. The behaviours to be highlighted in
this report are those which have impacted on the Adult child, as reported by the Adult
child, making it di€tïcult for them to cope in their relationship with their parent andor
with life in general.
Framo (1992) identifies the qualities of behaviours that these parents may
exhibit. They may be rejecting, detached, unreachable, narcissistic, and self-centered to
the point that the needs of the Adult child to have her own life, and to have time away
fiom caregiving, are not wnsidered by the parent. These parents may cope by attempting
to provoke guilt, or to humiliate, exploit, deceive, a d o r manipulate others. These ways
of coping are attempts to absolve themselves of the responsi'bility of making life
decisions for themselves. An Adult child once infonned me that her mother would tell
her 'lou're the only one who knows my needs" and upon hearing this she would feel
guilty and, in her words, be "sucked in" to taking responsbility for decisions which were
ultimately her mother's decisions. She remembers being asked at the age of fourteen, by
her mother, if she should divorce her husband She had replied that she did not want her
parents to have a divorce, and subsequently was blamed by her mother for condemning
her for the rest of her life to live with him. She also told me that she was accused many
times of having almost killed her mother as a result of the birthing process.

2.2 A PROFILE OF THE ADlJLT CHn.D

Like their parents, some Adult children have grown up in an unpredictable

environment. Like their parents' their sense of self, their capecity to trust others, to
develop intintate relationships, to cope with conflicting emotions, and their ability to see
others as seprate from themselves are issues which may have been the result of
childhood deprivation, abuse, and neglect. Robert Subby (1 990) identifies that people
who grow up in these situations will suffer from a proactive "dis-ease of the spiriî". He

describes that they will have:
A delayed identity development syndrome characterized by a
psychological, emotional and behavioral pattern of coping that develops
as a result of one's prolonged exposure to and practice of a set of
dysfunctional fmily or social d e s .....This dissase is al1 about the
unfinished business of the p s t gening in the way of what is going on in
the present An adult child/cdependent aiways gets yesterday mixed up
with today. so that whenever something happens in the here and now, it
triggers off some unresolved feelings from the past. The addt child.codependent retreats into whatever fonn of behavior he or she used in
the pst to get through (Subby, 1990, p. 26).

If the message is interpreted by children that they are responsible for their parents'
abandonment, neglect or abuse of them, then they might leam to see themselves as
people who do not deserve to be cared for. "As adults they are drawn toward people,

places, and things that reinforce this script" (Subby, 1990, p. 86). As a result, Adult

children's attempts at healthy and mutual connections are often met with pain, rejection,
and dienation. In their desire to maintain relationships, they also sacrifice their own
ne& and wants (Malloy & Berkery, 1993).

Subby (1990) points out that many farnily systems theorists such as Bowen, Haley

and Satir have suggested that "dependency problems in chitdhood and later in adulthood
are the direct result of dysfunctional parenting patterns that cal1 upon children to act as

either partner or parent to an adult caregiver who is acting like a child" (Subby, 1990, p.

68). Thetefore, 1 wodd suggest that some children have leatned to survive in their
farnily by acting in a parenting role, although as mere children they were unequipped for
the job. Somehow the child may have felt expected to be the "farnily hem"

(Wegscheider-Cnise, 1990) or to be a "Super-responsible child" (Black, 1981). It could
also be said that as an adult, this individual may continue to be a caregiver io her parent,

and may respond to the social expectation that she must give care when her parent
requires even more attention. I think it would be very dificult for an Adult child to be
expected by society to revert back to previous s d v a l tactics of k i n g the 'Tamily hero"

or the "Super-responsible child". This would undoubtedly lead to a resurfacing of
unresolved feelings from the past in the Adult child. It wouid be as if having finally

escaped the parent's requirement that the child be caregiver, (with the attendant coping
strategies that the child was capable of developing) the social milieu now demands that

previous and child-like patterns of coping be re-instituted as the Adult child takes on the
role of caregiver once again.
tn addition, social role expectations of women precipitate a situation where most
caregivers are female and most ofien daughten. As a result it is women who appear to
be the more vulnecable gender to suffer from the burden of caregiMng (Brody, 1985).

Subby (1990) also points out that "instead of developing a clear identity, the
individual under the influence of these rules develops a chameleon-lïke identity". Adult
children have learned to conform to outside pressures in order to blend in, and disguise
their ûue self These children leamed to avoid the tnith by becoming overly invoIved
with, and manipulative of, outsiàe activities. An Addt child repoctedthat she "put my
feelings on hold or out on a limb so I wouldn't hurt her". Another Adult child sîated, 'Y
didn't r e a k what feelings were"- When practiced in early life, these patterns of coping

may have repfesented a creative effort to avoid pmïshment and pain. Eventuaily this
style of coping leads to an unwnscious emotional and psychological split within the self

and fùrther isolation fiom the self and others.
The Adult child's self-protective identity is what has allowed swival, as the fact
o f living with

a parent expressing a "dificult personality" ofien forces one to develop a

strong, creative, and persevering spirit This self-protective identity, while denying the
Adult child's emotional and physical needs, was the foundation which helped them to

suvive (Subby, 1990). These survival skills, however, are otten applied when there is no
real threat to one's life, and as a result, the skills are no longer an asset and sometimes
become a liability. When they persist the Adult child will continue to feel like a victim
with no choice. To continue to hold this belief is to misperceive andlm deny their adult

reality. ï h e surrender of personal responsibility for one's own Me, can result in
emotional abuse to oneself or others. Hence, the cycle continues as the Adult child
becomes a parent to a child, relying on unheaithy coping strategies leamed in the pst.

2 3 COPING STRATEGES OF TAE ADULT CHJLD
An Adult child who has grown up with a parent who has a "difficult personahty"
often behaves or copes by mirroring her parent If her parent was rejecting, detached,
unreachable, narcissistic, andor self-centered she may cope by rejecting herself, and
detaching €tom her own physical, emotional, psychological a d social needs (Framo,
1992). Like her parenf she does not take responsibility for herself However, unlike her
parent, she may have grown up expecting to meet one or more of her parent's physical,
emotional, psychological andor social needs to the detriment of herself.
Demaris (199 1) writes that families are drawn together again physically and
emotionally with the signs of their parents' mortality and the beginning of the later life
phase. Emotional intensity increases as unresolved emotional issues fiom the p s t

emerge. Family members also work closely around practical considerations of decisionmaking and changes in caregiving patterns between the generations which can also
increase the emotional intensity. Some Adult children may find themselves attempting to
cope with unresotved issues of abuse while canng for the parent who had k e n (and may
still be) abusive towards them.
It is interesting to me that Finkelhor (\984), who writes about the signs of

childhood abuse, identifies many of the same signs that Toseland and Rossiter (1989)
identify as symptoms which many caregivers experience. These symptoms include
depression, anxiety, guilt, self-blame, psychosomatic disorden, exacerbation of longstanding interpersonal problems, sleep loss, and isolation. Finkelhor identifies additional

symptoms including entrapmenk selfcontempt, and an inability to trust and develop
intimate relationships.
2.4 FEELiNGS OF THE ADULT C H L D
A child who grows up in a fmily where the needs of the parent have consistently

taken precedence over the needs of the child, even into adulthood, often feels
"defective", "wrong", and "30blame" (Donaldson-Pressman & Pressman, 1994, p. 8).

Although an Adult child may predictably fa11 into an unhealthy caregiving role
wîth his or her parent, this is not done without an emotional impact. Many children feel
a significant loss of control when they are around their parent and do not understand why
t his feelinp occurs. This loss of control also produces fear, hstration, anger, resentment,

guilt and anxiety as they react to unsatisfactory interactions with their parent In order to
heal, these Adult children must corne face to face with their fears of losing control,

getting hurt, k i n g rejected or abandoned. The lack of basic trust is a core issue in these
Adult children's lives and their fear of change is due to a lack of trust in themselves
(Subby, 1990).

2.5 INTERPERSONAL DYNAMlCS BETWEEN THE PARENT AND A D W T

CFlTLD
Adult children may want to resolve issues from the p s t , but may be unable to do

so with their parent because the parent is unwilling or unable to understand, reconcile or
accommodate this desire. This circwnstance can add further fnistration, anger, fear,
anxiety, yilt, and resentment to the Adult child's already existing emotions.

Framo (1 992) found that most of his clients had a great need for their parents to
validate their childhood mernories, perceptions, and feelings about their past Erik
Erickson (1986) also has identifid that validating their own children's experiences is a

developmental task for the elderly, when they are in the final stage of Iife contnbuting to
integrity or despair. Hargrave and Anderson (1992)also note that it is necessary for

parents to do this for their children in order for the family to resolve unfinished business.
When this validation occurs the Adult child may Fiel a great relief and even an increase
in self-worth; she may not feel so "crazy" anymore. Hargrave and Andenon believe that

if an Adult child does not receive this confirmation about what occurred, she may have

dificulty tnisting her own mernories, thoughts, and perceptions.
Adult children who cannoi resolve issues (both past and present) with their parent

feel stuck as they attempt to fûnction or "over-function" in an unhedthy, dysfunctional
relationship. Roberto ( 1992) summarizes Boszomenyi-Nagy and Ulrich's findings
( 198 1) and identifies three major obstacles to functiona! relationships. They are

discrepancies between one's own intemal expectations and the extemal
relational realities, which create projective identification, displacement,
narcissism, and an inability to adapt to Loss;

rigid repetitive patterns of relating with one another, which obstnict negotiation on
the transactional level; and
punitive or vengefiil behaviours by a person who feels entitled and bas no
remorse for her behaviour, and therefore is clearly rejecting interpetsonal growth
(Roberto, 1992, p. 5 1).
An inability to exercise healthy moral and emotional boundaries is usually a

characteristic of the Adult child andlor the parent (Subby, 1990). In the case of the

parent, the absence of healthy moral and emotional boundaries cteates a lack of
compunction about continually asking for help or presenting as pathetically inadequate
around her own selfcare. Subby tefers to this as a lack of conscience and, 1 would add,
this may also be the parent's only way of understanding how to cope with the situation.
Subby goes on to indicate that usually the Adult child has a conscience and experiences
"guilt and remorse" when compromising "someone else's moral or emotional
boundaries" (Subby, 1990, p. 138). Unfortunately, the Adult child o h n does not f e l
guilt and remorse when her own moral or emotional boundaries are compromised. This
leads to further denial and neglect of the self.

B. ISSUES
2.6 CHILDBOOD ABUSE ISSUES
Further exploration of the problem indicates to me that issues of emotional abuse
are very relevant to the Adult child who has a parent who she perceives as having a
"dificult personality". Steven Farmer (1989) proposes that until recent decades, the
philosophy of raising a child had been that a child needed to be trained early on in life to
be passive and obedient, and whatever a parent had to do to control and limit the normal
outbursts of a child's emotions was permitted.
Finkelhor (1983) suggests that each type offamily abuse (Le., physical,
emotional, psychological, etc.) has gone through a similar evolution as a social problem.
Historically, al1 fonns ofchildhood abuse have been minimized by families and by
society as a whole, as it was believed they did not occur fiequently.

The purpose of this section of the literahire review is to give an overview of the

impact of childhood abuse, symptoms, goals for change, and interventions. ParticuIar
attention is given to issues involving emotional abuse2.6.0 Delinitions of Emotional Abuse

Finkelhor (1983) suggests that abuse is a situation in which a more powetful
person takes advantage of a less powerfid one. He States that al1 family abuse seems to
occur in the context of psychological abuse and exploitation. Farmer (1989) wtites that
emotional abuse and psychological neglect or cCsîawation"are of equal, if not greater,
importance than physical assault.
Emotional abuse as described by Eliana Gil(l988). refers to verbal assault or a
lack of verbal or physical affection. It also tefers to a general lack of positive attention,

which may include such things as lack o€eye contact or lack of positive fmdback.
Farmer (1 989) expands on the issue of emotional abuse, describing it as including
"unreasonable demands put on a child that are beyond her capabilities and may include
persistent teasing, belittling, or verbal attacks" (p. 1 1). It also "includes failure to
provide the emotional and psychological nurturing necessary for a child's emotional and
psychological growth and development" (1 989, p. 1 1).

Authors Patncia Love and JO Robinson (1990) discuss "theemotional incest
syndrome", a style of parenting which involves the parent turning to hidher child rather
than hisher partner for emotional support. The parent's love is not a nurturing or giving

love but one which is an unconscious ploy to satisfy hider own unmet ne&.

As a

result of this role reversal a child is rarely given adequate protection, guidance, or

discipline. and is oAen exposed to experiences which are well beyond her age. The
authors continue by stating tbat an Adult child victim of "emotional incest" often cannot
pinpoint what was wrong with her family. As a result she has limited insight into the

underlying cause of her problems. In reading this book 1 found the terni "'emotional
incest" synonymous with emotional abuse.
2.6.1 Symptoms of Emotioaal Abuse

Eliana Gil(1988) and Finkelhor (1984) identib many symptoms of c h i l d h d
abuse which they amibute specifically to "emotional incest". The symptoms are listed
belowDepression
Anxiety
Guilt
Self-blame
Psychosomatic disorders
Exacerbation of long-standing interpersonal problems
Sleep loss
Isolation
Entrapment
Selfcontempt
Inability to trust and develop inhmate relationships
It is interesting to note that the first nine symptoms identified are the same
symptoms which are identified with a petson who experiences wegiver stress as
discussed by Brody (1985), Garcia and Kosberg (1992), Hargrave and Anderson (1992),
and Toseland and Rossiter ( 1989, 199 1).

Patricia Love and JO Robinson (1990) identify symptoms of emotional incest and

are included in the list below:
Depression
Anxiety
Probiems with sel'esteem and love relationships
Overly loose or rigid persona1 boundaries
FormsofsexuaIdysfunction
Eating disorders
Substance abuse
Al1 of these symptoms, as well, may exist with the Adult child who has k e n
physically, sexually and emotionally abused ( Farmer, 1989; Finkelhor, 1984; Gil,

The symptoms which have been identified above are also identified in the Adult
children of alcoholic/dysfunctional family Iiterature. Mellody, Miller, and Miller (1 989)
identify the "five core symptoms of codependence". These are:
dificulty experiencing appropriate levels of self-esteem;
dificuity setting functional boundaries;
difficulty owning our own reality;
dificulty acknowledging and meeting our own needs and wants; and
difticulty experiencing and expressing our reality moderately.
These symptoms complement the findings of the Iiterature which focuses on the effecis
of childhood abuse and therefore indicate to me that one or more fonns of childhood

abuse occur in an alcoholic/dysfunctional farnily.
2.6.2 Psycbological Impact of Eaotional Abuse

Finkelhor (1984) states that the distortion of reality and selpimage is generally

one of the most devastating effects of family abuse. The psychological manipulation
common among al1 types of family abuse is the tendency for the Adult child to blame

herself The individual ofien sees herself as having provoked the abuse or having
deserved ii,no matter how severe or arbitrary the abuse may have ken. Both Finkelhor
(1984) and Gil(1988) believe that another result of abuse is the tendency for the Adult
child to be exceptionally Ioyal to the person who has abused her despite the darnage that
has been done.
A pattern wmmon to a person who has been abuse4 according to Finkelhor

(1 984)and Gil(1988), also includes an extteme sense of shame and humiliation and the

belief that another person could not possibly understand or identi@with her feelings and
experiences. The Adult child who has grown up in an abusive environment ofien thinks
that she is the only one who has undergone this kind of experience. This individual will
ofien go to great lengths to keep secrets and then s a e r From the feelings of stigma and
isolation.
A significant final effect ofabuse, as reported in the literature, is a feeling of

entrapment (Finkelhor, 1984; Gil, 1988). The Adult child has dificulty either stopping
the abuse, avoiding it or leaving the situation entirely. She may want to go back to the
abuser and may ofien go to geat lengths to prevent interventions fiom occurringoutside
of the relationship (Gelles, 1976). Entrapment is connected to an imbalance of power
present in most abusive situations, to the Iack of social supports that are available to the
Adult child, and also to the potent ideology of family dependency. This makes it difficult
for the Adult child to even think about surviving outside of their family, no matter how
abusive it was (Finkelhor, 1983).

Although a person who has been emotionally abuseci has cause to be angry, she
may feel uncornfortable with anger. Many Adult daughters feel they have no right to
express their anger. This emotion becornes repressed and stockpiled, and expressed in
disyised forms such as passive-aggressive behaviour, depression, manipulative
behaviour, anxiety, and somatic complaints. The Adult female, in particular, ofien
suppresses her anger, expressing it through "self-blame, self-contempt, selfdefeating and
self-abusive behaviours" (Courtois, 1988, p. 209). The emotion of anger will be
discussed in fùrther detail in the section of the literature review entitied Caregiver Stress.
2.6.3 Definition of Codependence

Robert Subby (1 990) defines codependency as a:
delayed identity development syndrome characterized by a psychological,
emotional and behavioural pattern of coping that develops as a result of
one's prolonged exposure to and practice of a set of dysbctional fmily
or social rules (Subby, 1990, p. 26).
It is not uncommon in the experience of the Adult child that the "unfinished business" of

the past gets in the way of current life tasks and activities. For the Adult chiId/codependent, whatever may happen in the here-and-now, may trigger some unresolved
feelings fiom the pst. The Adult childko-dependent may retreat into whatever fom of
behaviour she used in the p s t to cope. Instead of l d n g to face the confiicts of lik,
the child learned that the tnith was to be avoided. As a result the individual becornes
overly involved with, and manipulative of, outside activities. A person may leam to
confonn to outside pressure in order to blend in, and the tme self may be disguised.
"Instead of developing a clear identity, the individual living under the infiuence of these

dysfinctional rules develops a chmeleon-like identity" (Subby, 1990, p.42). The

dysfiinctional rules of a codependent system give rise to a self-protective idenuty that
changes on the outside but remains the same within.

2.6.4 Goals for Change

Several authors have suggested sets of goals to keep in mind when working with
s d v o t s of abuse. Gil(1988) identifies a number of goals that victims of emotional
abuse may work on during treatrnent These include: repairing the client's self-image;

combating the client's sense of entrapment, despair, helplessness, isolation, and selfblarne; and increasing support in the client's lifeCourtois (1 988) believes that in order to heal fiom the effects of any type of
childhood abuse the Adult child must accept her losses, stop trying to heal her hrnily and
stop the self-sacrifice entailed in the effori. Framo (1 981) also identifies the importance

of working on accepting the loss of the parent one wished for but never ha& Farmer
(1989) adds that it is very important for the Adult ctùld to recover what she has lost,
which is her real self buried behind psychological bamers which were constructeci to
help her cope with abuse. The strategies used in childhood have turned into roles, have

limited growth potential, and have contributed to the individual's rigid emotional and

spiritual isolation.
Courtois (1988) identifies that the goals for change for someone who has been
abused include:
1. acknowledgernent and acceptance of abuse;
2. recounting the abuse;
3. breakdown of feelings of isolation and stigma;
4. recognition, laheling, and expression of feelings;

5. resolution of responsibility and s e v a l issues;
6. grieving
7. self-determinationand behavioural change; and
8. education and ski11 building.

In addition to the goals identified by Courtois, Fanner (1989) also emphasizes the

importance of helping the Adult child to leam to play again and the importance of

leaming to set physical and psychological boundaries with people in her life.
Finkelhor (3983) states that family abuse is any abuse of power and is one which
is a response to a perceived power deficit His perspective recognizes that individual

perceptions of life, whether they are based in reality or not, can be powerful influences in
one's life.

Donalcison-Pressman and Pressman (1994) write from the perspective of children
of dysfunctional families. They identiQ the need for individuals to revisit the pst,

moum the loss of the fantasy of the ideai parent, recognize reality, evaiuate one's present
situation, and take responsibility for change. Many of these needs are identified in the
child abuse literatwe as well.
2.6.5 Interventions

The clearest set of interventions for therapists working with individuals who have

experienced childhood abuse, are explicated by Courtois (1988). She suggests that a
child who has experienced incest or has corne from other types of dysfunctional family

systems grows up with misinfonnation or a lack of information in various life tasks and
skills. A child may have missed the nonnal leaming expenences of a healthy family life.

The therapist may need to function as both parent surrogate and educator
in teaching such basic life skills and information around communication,
decision-making, conflict resolution, friendships, intimacy, sexuality,
parenting, and boundary &ng (Courtois, 1988, p. 182).
Courtois (1988) identifies four categorical interventions when working with an
Adult child who has experienced abuse. These are:
stresskoping techniques;
expenentiallexpressive-cathartictechniques;
exploratoty/psychodynamictechniques; and
cognitiveJbehavioura1techniques.
2.6.6 Summary

This section of the literature review has identitied the effects of emotional abuse,
goals for change and interventions. As will be seen in the following section, symptoms
of chitdhood abuse have their parallels in symptoms of caregiver stress.
2.7 CAREGIVER ISSUES

Bowen (1978) defines differentiation as emotional maturity where an individual
has a well defined basic "sense of self'. He believes that while people at al1 levels of
diflerentiation experience stress, those at higher levels are less vulnerable to the negative
impacts of stress than those at lower levels of differentiation. Based on this theory, it is
my opinion that caregiver stress is greater for an Adult child if she has lower levels of

differentiation with the parent she is caring for. Hargrave and Anderson (1 992) also cite
Williamson who sees successful differentiationand adjustment as dependent upon an
individual's ability to take an adult position with her parent.
The pervasive myth which continues to e~istin our society is that the Adult child
(Brody, 1985). Bengston
does not cark for her parent as she did "in the good old daysT7

and Treas (1980), and Hareven (1982) report that the Adult child provides more care and
more difficult care to her parents over a much longer period of time (as people are living
longer than they have in the pst) than the Adult child of previous generations. There is
also evidence that the Adult child provides even more emotional support to her parent

than was done in pst generations.
Brody (1985) believes that parent care is not a simple "Stage" that fits neatly into
the developrnental stages of an individual over the Iife span. Caring for a young child
involves working toward a gradua1 decrease of dependencies on the pareniîcaregiver. In

contrast, canng for an elderly parent involves an increase in dependencies with great
variability and irreguiarity over a much broader time p e r i d As well, the pattern and
sequence of events are not uniform.

Toseland, Toseland, and Smith ( 1991) report that a nurnber of authon including

Johnson and Catalano (1 983), Noelker and Poulshock (1 982), and Scharlach ( 1 987)
believe that poor caregiver-care receiver relationshipsare highly associated with
caregiver distress. Brody also adds that the demands of parent care oAen do not match
the Adult child's psychological, emotional, and physiological capacities or well-king

(Brody, 1985).

Lewis and Meridith (1988) studied caregiving daughtea and elderly mothers and
discovered that difficulties w i t h the intergenerational relationship usually arose out of
an imbalance of power, wherein one person was overdependent, dominant or

manipulative. Relatioaships were munially supportive if both daughter and mother
gained corn the relationship and valud the contributions and cornpetencies of the other.

2.7.0 Who are the caregiven?

Anna Scheyett (1990) notes that although caring is extremely important in our
society, it is largely women who are expected to be caregivers regardless of their living

situations. They otten bear the burden of caring, which then results in their oppressioa
Tronto (1 989) believes that caring may also be a reflection of a survival mechanism for
women or others who deal with oppressive conditions, rather than a quaiity of intrinsic
value on its own. Just as women and othen who are not holding the majority of the

power in society adopt a variety of deferential mannerisms, so too it may have served
their purposes of sunival to have adopted an attitude that might otherwise be undentood

as the necessity to anticipate the wishes of an older peaon.
The literature identifies that, generally, adult daughters or daughters-in-law are
the principal caregiven io the elderly parent (Brody, 1985, Cantor, 1983). Most of these
women fa11 between the ages of forty and sixty years. Just as the majonty of caregiven
are women, the majority of care recipients are also women (Aronson, 1986).

Brody (1 985) emphasizes, however, that sons also sustain "bonds of affection",
and act as primary -vers,

when they have no sisters or there are no sisten close by.

It has been my experience that, although daughten are oflen the primary caregivers to

their parents, the situations in which men play this d e are not as lirnited as Brody
suggests. 1 have known sons who have k e n the primary caregiver for their parent even

when sisters in the family existed and lived close by.

Selig, Tomlinson and Lickey (1991) explain that the Adult child takes on the
caregiving role o

h at the cost of her own well-king because of the Adult child's

feelings of filial obligation. The strength of these feelings impacts on the Adult child's
perceived level of stress, burden and role conflict The authors highlight three views

about the bais br filial obligation. First, an Adult child may follow the "Honour Thy
Father and Thy MotheT commandment based in Christian history. Second, an Adult
child may feel indebted to her parents for raising her as a child Finally, an Adult child

rnay simply feel obligated to her parents out of love and friendship.
Goldner (1985) writes that as family life remains in the woman's sphere, it is the

woman, in her role as wife, mother, and 1 would add Adult child, who typically brings her
family members in for professional help. A woman, as well, is more likely to seek help

for herself than is a man. Societal n o m s also operate fiom the premise that the woman
is to blame for problems in the family and is responsible for problem resolution (tmberBlack, 1988). If a woman feels responsible for her family she will also experience guilt
and inadequacy when the family system is not operating optimally.

Alice Miller (1983b) writes of the pressures on some young children to deny their
mie selves and assume false selves to please their parents. She bel ieves that these

children are faced with the choice of k i n g authentic and honest or k i n g loved. I f they
chose wholewss, they were abandoned by their parent lf they chose love, they

abandoned their true selves. Pipher (1 995) suggests that adolescent girls experience a
similar pressure to split from their mie selves. This pressure cornes fiom the culture
rather than from parents. It is my opinion then, that if a femaie is caused to assume a

false self as a child, in adolescence North Arnerican culture only serves to reinforce this.
Sirnone de Beauvoir (1952) believes that adolescence is when girls realize men have the
power and that their only power cornes fiom consenting to become submissive adored
objects. Pipher writes rhat girls stop thinking, 'Who am l?What do I want?' and start
thinking, 'What must 1 do to please others"' (1995, p. 22). Many Adult children who
have a parent with a "dificult petsonality" have ofien not asked themselves these
questions of who they were and what they wanted Pipher writes that caring for others is
another way of k i n g submissive and to win approval and acceptance from others. The
unwritten social rules of having to be attractive, lady-like, unselfish, of service, to make
relationships work and to be competent without cornplaint, may result in depression,
eating disorders, selfkxiticisrn, deferentiality, anxiety, sornatic cornplaints, and
addictions (Pipher, 1995).

2.7.1 Symptoms of Caregiver Stress
AIthough there are positive effects of caregiving, such as providing meaningful
roles and an important purpose, this role can be extremely demanding and stressful
(Toseland & Rossiter, 1991). Even the integrated individual with a well-functioning
family can be disrupted when confronted with the many dernands of caring for her parent
(Brody, 1985). Brody (1 985) notes that many studies have identified that the rnost
petvasive and rnost severe consequences ofcaregivingoccur in the area of ernotional

strain. Bowers (1987) has referred to two aspects of the caring role, with one k i n g the

task dimension and the other k i n g the emotional dimension. He suggests that it is the
expressive aspects of the caregiving role which have been considered by the caregiver to

be the most dificult to handle. Interestingly, Brody also reports that many studies
identiQ emotionat support (wciaiization, concern, affection, and a sense of sorneone to
rely on) as that which most iriciividds want in their old age. Further, Smith, Smith and
Toseland (199 1 ) report that in their research, emotional support, rather than physical or
financial support, is the most common and important type of assistance provided by a
caregiver.
Various symptoms of caregver stress have been identified in the Iiterature. These
include depression, self-blarne, a~Ûety,fiustrsttion, anger, premature aging,
helplessness, sleeplessness, lowered morale, lowered levels of life satisfaction, and
exacerbation of longstanding interpersonal problems. Restrictions on time and freedom
create isolation, conflict from competing demands of various responsibilities, diftïculties
in setting priorities and interference with life-style and social and recreational activities
(Brody, 1985; Garcia & Kosberg, 1992; Hargrave & Anderson, 1992; Toseland &
Rossiter, 1989, 1991 ). Braithwaite (1 990) has identified five crises which are commonly
experienced by the caregiver of a dependent elder. He proposes that these crises have
direct bearing on the ability of the caregiver to provide emotional and psychosocial
aspects of care as well as instrumental are. These crises are: awareness of the elder's
degeneration; unpredictability of the elder, the nature of the relationship to the elder;
restriction of choices; and time constraints.
Garcia and Kosberg (1992) vnite that many of the feelings outlined above, as well

as the increasing dependency of an elderly relative, may result in not only anger but also
the propensity for abusive behaviour, as long-terni anger leads to chronic hostility. This

anger can result in physical problems, such as high b l d pressure, wdiovascdar
problems, and skin rashes. m e r factors which relate to unresolved anger a d abuse
include a hypercritical nature, economic dependency, lack of sympathy, stress, economic
problems, dcohol consumption, and emotional a d o r mental immaturity (Garcia &
Kosberg, 1992). Fuel is a&& to the fire ofanger when the elderly parent holds

unrealistic expectations of the quality of care given to them by their family rnembers
(Garcia & Kosberg, 1992).
According to Brody (1985)- futther exacerbations of anger and resentment occur
when the Adult child provides care due to indebtedness and feelings of guilt. The Adult
child feels that she must care for het parent as many of her peers do and defend against
the guilt by denying her own negative and "unacceptable emotions" (Brody, 1985, p. 26).
It has been my experience that giving the Adult child permission to express these

"negative feelings" is very therapeutic. It is also very therapeutic for individuals to hear

fiom othen that their Feelings are not altogether unique.
As if the usual stresses of caregiving were not enough, further strain i s created as

unresolved issues "rear their ugly heads". Demans (199 1) indicates that emotional
intensity heightens with the emergence of unresolved emotional issues from the past, as

family memben work around decision-making and changes in caregiving patterns
between the generations. The Adult child may want to resolve issues fiom the pst but

rnay be unable to do so with her parent because the parent is unwilling or unable to
understand, reconcile, or accommodate this desire. This circumstance may result in an
exacerbation of stress-related symptoms and/or behaviour in the Adult child ûemaris

notes that the caregiver may experience even more feelings of fnistration, anger,
resentment, and guik
O€ten the Adult child feels compelled by intemal andior extemal pressure to act
in a quasi-parental capacity in her parent's old age. Brody (1 985) indicates that if this
expectation is held by both the parent and the Adult child it will further intensiw the
m i n that each rnay emence.

In a later article Brody (1 990) suggests that "'people

cannot become children to their children, and children cannot become parents to their

parents. Love for a parent is different fiom the love one experiences for one's child"
(1990, p. 17). Hargrave and Anderson (1992) believe that when older people are treated

like children it deprives them, as well as other members in the family, of 'ïïnishing life
well". If the eiderly are absolved of the responsïbility of working through unresolved
issues they, as well as future generations, may suffer.
Brody (1985) and Tobin (1987) believe that dysfunctional caregiverare receiver
relationships are often indicative of long-standing interpersonal conflicts, pathological
co-dependence, or psychopathology. As noted in the Introduction, caregivers may
attriiute their poor relationship with the care receiver to historical causes other than

caregiving, and this rnay prevent them from perceiving interventions labeled as caregiver
support as an appropriate setting to resolve long-standing parent-child conf'iicts. This
belief is reinforced potentially, since most professionally initiated caregiver groups do
not focus on long-standing parent-child conflicts. The presence of services w h k h allow
for the examination of parent-child conflict would allow the Adukt child an important
opportuni-ty.

Anger and burden are increased further by current societal values and social

policy. Pressure on the Adult chdd to provide services and supports that are urgently
needed add further strain and guilt whether or not the caregiver is able or williag to rneet
these needs. Further stress can occur when the parent is unwilling to accept help fiom
resources outside of the family or the help is unavailable.

2.7.2 Needs of Caregivers
Smith, Smith and Toseland (1991) studied the problems identified in counselling
by caregiving daughters. Rather than view these issues as problems 1 prefer to refer to

these as caregiver needs. The authors found that some of the needs identified by
caregivers included that their parent be evaluated by a professional and that they be
provided with information about their parent's problems. Other needs included learning
how to manage problems and better understand and respond to the care receiver's
psychosocial needs, family issues, support, obtaining respite services, finding a cure, and
help with feelings of guilt and anger. Toseland and Rossiter (1 989) add that other needs
of caregivers include preventing psychological problems, increasing caregiver support
systerns, and improving caregivers' ability to care for themselves.
Tronto (2989) believes that there is no simple way that one can generalize fiom
one's own experience to determine what another person needs. She states that there is
some relationship between what the care receiver states she wants and needs and what
the w e receiver's açhial interests and needs are. Genuine attentiveness would
pmumably allow the Adult child to see through these pseudo-needs and leam to
appreciate what are the actual needs. Alice Miller (1 98 1), in discussing the parenting

needs of children, suggests that many parents act not sr, much to meet the needs of their
children as to work out their own unmet needs. which they continue to carry fiom when
they were children (Boszonnenyi-Nagy agrees with this view). If an Adult child is not
aware of her own needs, this wiH cloud her ability to see what another's needs tmly are.
Baines, Evans and Neysmith believe that:
Caring must be viewed as a source of both women's oppression and
women's strengths. Although feminists recognize how women have
been vulnerable to exploitation, social work practitioners must also
pay attention to the ways in which women clients have leamed to be
flexible and creative in dealing with 1ife's contingencies. A feminist
perspective in social work practice refiames many of the deficits
attributed to women clients as strengths (1992, p. 34).
2.7.3 Interventions

According to Smith, Smith and Toseland (1991), areas which should be addressed
in psychoeducational programs include improving coping skills, involving other family

members in counselling, helping caregivers to better understand and respond to the care
receiver's psychosocial needs, encouraging caregivers to use formal and informa1
resources, encouraging caregivers to ventilate distressfd feelings, counselling caregivers
regarding possible residential placement, and attempting to improve the quality of the
caregiver-care receiver relationship.
Selig, Tomlinson and Hickey (1 99 1) propose that caregivers oflen need to be
permitted to expect less of themselves. Women, in particular, need this permission due
to strong socialization noms which direct thern into caregiving roles.
Scharlach (1987) devised a study with Adult daughters and their mothers looking
specifically at the quality of the relationship between mother and daughter. He found

that when a daughter is assisted in reducing her own fèelings ofdiscornfort, rather than
when she is encouraged to do more for her mother, the effects are beneficial. A cognitive
behavioural intervention was compared with a supportive intervention. The cognitive
behavioural intervention involved assisting the daughter to modi% unrealistic
expectations of her responsibilities for her elderly mother and encouragïng the daughter
to interact with her mother in a manner that promoted the mother's self-reliance and
provided the daughter with emotional gratification. Utilizing this intervention, the
daughter was advised of the benefits of an older person having the opportunity to
maintain as much choice and control over her Me as possible, and the harmfulness OF
well-meaning assistance that fosters unnecessary physical and psychological dependency.
The daughters in the study were encouraged to cecognize their own limitations in ternis
of meeting their mother's needs and to reassess unredistic expectations which could
promote dissatisfaction and increased dependency. Specific techniques used were value
clarification, priority semng, challenging self-defeating automatic thoughts, and role
playing. Additionally,
the normal developmental tasks of mid-life were discussed, and it was
suggested that participants attempt to interact with their rnothers in
such a way that the independence and emotional needs of both would
be met to the maximum degree possible (Scharlach, 1987, p. 10).

Participants were also remindeci of the importance ofùeing realistic about their ability to
help their mothers: "%en

you iry to do more for your mother than is reasonable, it can

end up making both of you unhappy" (Scharlach, 1987, p. I 1).

In contrast to the cognitive-behaviwral-intervention the supportive intervention
developed by Scharlacb (1 987) ùivolved educating the daughter about the difficulties
experienced by the elderly and encouragingthe daughter to interact with her mother in a
rnanner that best met her mother's needs. From this description I wouId think that this
intervention would only increase guilt, resentment, mistration, and invali&te any of the
daughter's feelings, ne&,

or wants.

Scharlach (1987) Found that the cognitive behavioural approach was more
effective than the supportive intervention because it foçused on the needs and limitations

of the daughter, rather than those of the mother. He speculates that this approach aimed:

to help the daughter modify unredistic attitudes about filial responsibility and
may have reduced the pressure felt as a result of competing role demands;
to emphasize the importance of the mother's self-reliance which may have
inhibited unnecessary dependency, which is mistrating for a daughter and
destructive for the psycbologicaJ well-king of an elderly mother, and

to explain that feelings of buiden can be deleterious for both a daughter and a
mother which may have given the daughter tacit permission to alter her filial
attitudes and behaviour to decrease her own feelings ~Fdiscomfort(Scharlach,
1987, p. 12).
Garcia and Kosberg (1992) identiQ a number of techniques for helping caregivers

to manage their anger. 1think these techniques can also be utiIized for many other
emotions that a wegiver experiences. The following techniques are suggested
Teaching cognitive behavioural techniques to help the caregiver gain more personal
power over her behaviour and her lire (Garcia & Kosberg, 1992; Smith, Smith,
& ToseIand, 1991).

Asking the caregiver to keep a diary and document when she experiences the
emotion, what and who made her feel the emotion and what was the result of the
emotion. This not only helps an individual identitjr the person who stimulates the
emotion, but also identifies the different behaviours used when expenencing tbe
emotion
Sharing information with the caregiver. T h e awareness and identificationof their
own anger and self-interventions leading to the reduction in anger can only k a
beneficial step to the prevention of elder abuse and maltreatment" (Garcia &
Kosberg, 1992, p. 97). 1 would add that the caregiver must also be made aware of
the adverse physical, psychological, and emotional consequences of unexpressed
emotions to oneself and other people in their lives.
Smith, Smith, and Toseland (1991) also idemtie behavioural techniques and
training in communication skills as usehl interventions with the caregiver. Interestingly,
the authors noted that one of the most diE'£Ïculttasks in counselling was to convince the
caregiver to give up some control over caring for her parent.
Brody (1985, p- 24) notes that successFiu1tesolution of unresolved issues involves
the caregiver accepting what she cannot do as well as accepting what she can "and
should" do. 1 am uncomfortable with Brody's reference to what the caregiver "shouId"

do and prefer to help the Adult child to explore and accept those aspects of care that she

is psychologicaliy and physically prepared to do.
2.7.5 Summary
The impact of caregiver stress on the Adult child can have major psychological,
emotional, and physical consequences. As unresolved emotional issues resurface, or
become exacerbated, they increase the intensity of the stressors. The caregiver may
jeopardy" as both the pressures of caregiving and the unresolved
experience bbdouble
issues of the p s t corne to the forefiont. Providing the Adult child with the opprtunity to

address emotional issues and inkgrate them into her present life rnay prevent or
minimize the impact of this experience. The recommended goals for change are similar
for both ernotional abuse issues and caregiver stress issues. Therefore, recommended
interventions fiom both of these fields of practice may be integrated and utilized as
appropriate in a group setting.

C. TEIEORIES UTILIZlsD FOR INTERVENTION
2.8 ïNTERGENERATIONAL FAMILY TEiEORY

This section of the literature review focuses on several authots who have selected
and discussed Ivan Boszomenyi-Nagy's (1973; 1981; 1986)contextual family therapy
mode1 in some detail and who have reviewed other relevant intergenetational family

perspectives. Two references are of particular relevance to this project; the work of
Laura Giat Roberto in Transgenerational Family Thetapies (1992) and the work of Terry

D. Hargave and William T. Anderson in Finishing; WeIl(1992).
As signs of mortality and the stage of later life approach, emotional intensity is

rechanneled back towards the farnily of origin (Demaris, 1991). Parents and chiIdren
generally have had to move apart enough emotionally to allow for committed outsidethe-family attachrnents and living arrangements. It is my opinion that this is a critical
time for intervention to occur with those family members who are willing to participate.
Subsequeni writers, including Hargrave and Anderson (1 992), express a view
similar to that of Demaris and write that unresolved issues of the p s t and emotionally
charged relationships once again resurface as the family is forced to deal with issues of
aging. Harold Bloomfield (1983) notes that conflicting and unresolved feelings about

one's parent can affect a person's "moment-to-moment health and well-being" (p. 12).

career satisfaction, work and leisure time and her most significant emotional
relationships. Hargrave and Anderson (1992) believe it is necessav for family therapy to

occur in those families where long-standing rigid relationship imbalances exid If
therapy does mot occur, membea will likely be unable to achieve successful resolution of
issues from the past on their own. Many Adult children whom I have seen in my work
have a parent who refuses to resolve issues from the past and oRen does not identiQ that
there are any issues to resolve. As a result family therapy is not possible with a11
members present

Murray Bowen (1978) believes that as individuals resolve undifferentiated
relationships with their family of origin, they become less anxious, more differentiated,
flexible. able to cope with stress, and have Fewer personal and marital problems. In

Bowen's Natural Systems Moâel, which d l be discussed in greater detail, resolving past

emotional issues influences both the nuclear and intergenerational families.
2.8.0 The Contribution of Ivan Boszormen yi-Nagy's Contextual Family Therapy
Model
Piercy (1986) summarizes the contextual family therapy mode1 as one which

examines the idea that multigeneraîional obligations and pressures play a direct role in
the formation of ernotional symptoms. This model's central method uses an exploration

of cTamiliallegacies", "invisible loyalties", and "ledger balances". The therapist guides
the family toward tasks that increase rnutuality, strengthen and identi& resources for

trustworthiness, and encourage exoneration of previous generations, so that they are seen

in a iess blaming way. When possible, the therapist seeks to sort out the personal needs,
motives and capacities behind power alignrnents. The goal is to achieve a responsi%le
orientation to issues of faimess and trust between family members on the part of the
individual and the therapist (Roberto, 1992).
Boszonnenyi-Nagy's (1986) contextual mode1 is based on the idea that there are
four "relational realities," or templates for understanding and constructing the
interpersonai world and through it, "the self". The theories of healthy Functioning and
dysfunction, the process of change, and clinical intervention as well are based on four
dimensions. These dimensions are listed below.
1. Objectifiable Facts

2. [ndividual Psychology

3. Systems of Transactional Patterns
4. Relational Ethics: The Balance of Faimess (Boszormenyi-Nagy, Grunebaurn,

Ulrich, 1991)
1. Objectifiable Facts

Objectifiable Facts refer to existing environmental, retational, and individual
factors that are ~bje~fiable.
They include genetic predisposition, physical health, basic
historica1 facts, and events in a person's Iife cycle (Hargrave & Anderson, 1992).

2. ladividual Psycbology
Individual psychology represents "subjective intemal psychological integration
of experiences and motivations of individuals in the family" (Hargrave & Anderson,
1992, p. 48). This dimension specifically focuses on a person's own perceptions. An

individual's feelings of pride, shame, guilt, jealousy, and resentment can ofien have a
powerfiil influence on the structure and development of other relationships. Additional
important components of the individual's psychology include hope, loss, trust, needs,
stress, identity and defenses.

I believe that Bowen's Natural Systems model supports Boszomenyi-Nagy's
dimension of Individual Psychology. Bowen's model particularlyemphasizes one's
identity and sense of self. Bowen (1978) highlights the term "differentiationof self'.
Differentiationof self is seen on a continuum that ranges fiom "'undifferentiation"or ego
fusion, to a "perfect"self which can never be achieved (Bowen, 1978, p. 200).
Differentiation is theorized by Bowen to represent emotional maturity, and the less
differentiatedone is, the more wlnerable one is to stress. As a result, one recovers more
slowly fiom stress-related symptoms, if at all. The greater the undifferentiation, the
greater the tendency to react emotionally to others.
Roberto (1992) sununarizes Bowen's concept of low differentiation as having the
following characteristics: "emotionality, dependency, lack of capacity for autonomy,

rigidity, externalization, and psychosomatic or psychotic-level symptoms under stress"

(p. 12). The individual has less ability to problem-solve, and avoids conflict. The
person's life is "totallyrelationshiporiented" (Roberto, 1992, p. 12). She expends her
energy seeking approval, security, andor love or attacks another for not providing it
(Bowen, 1978, p. 20 1).

High differentiation is experienced by an individual when she has clear goals and
values. The person can state beliefs calmly, without atiacking the beliefs of others and

without having to be kfensive about attacks from another (Bowen, 1978). She can
demonstrate "nemiility, securïty, autonomy, confiict tolerance, and neurotic-level
symptoms under stressn (Roberto, 1992, p. 12). The individual has a basic sense of self,
less h i o n in close relationships, l e s energy invested in maintaining a sense of self with
others, and more energy and satishction in goaldirecteci activities. She reacts l e s to
either praise or criticism, "is more realistic in self-evaluation, and can lose
himselt7herself in intimacy when hdshe wishes to without anxiety7*(Roberto,1992, p. 12).
Goldenberg and Goldenberg refer to Bowen's concept of "undifferentiated family
ego mass". This conveys the idea of a family emotionally =stuck togethef', where "a
conglomerate emotiond oneness...exists in al1 levels of intensity" (1991, p. 149). An
exarnple of this is cited as the symbiotic relationship of interdependency between mother
and child which may represent the most intense version of this concept; a father's

detachment may be the least intense. This suggests to me that the Adult child is at

greater risk of being undifferentiated fiom the rnother in contrast to the father.
Therefore, she rnay be more vulnerable to stress if there are more unresolved issues with
the mother as compared to the father.
3. Systems of Transactional Patterns

The dimension of Systems of Transactional Patterns deals with the
communication or interaction pattern in relationships. These transactions produce
organization or laws tbat define power alignment a d o r coalitions, structure, and belief
systems (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986).

Karpel and Straus (1983) discuss Bosmmenyi-Nagy's third dimension as
addressing the question of how the motivating and determining forces as well as order,
pattern and predictability of the larger social systems affect the individual. Areas OF

exploration include subsystems, boundaries, communication, common patterns, rol es,
acknowledgement and claim (Karpel & Straus, 1983). These areas provide various ways

of descnbing cunent observable aspects of interactions and how these interactions
influence or prevent change, stability, andor adaptation from occurring (BoszormenyiNagy et al., 199 1). Boszonnenyi-Nagy et al. continue by stating that lack of adequate

"sel f-delineation" or differentiation of self leads to an unhealthy imbalance of

reciprocity, whereby a person protects another person in the reiationship fiom having to
define boundaries, make choices, and Function as a separate and autonomous individual.

Framo (1 992) expands on the area of common patterns and roles in families
where parents make it virtually impossible for communication to irnprove. He Focuses
on the development of intrapsychic conflicts in individuais which stem from their
farnilies of origin and are later played or acted out in other relationships. He
acknowledges the occasions when the attitudes or behaviours of family members are

such that they are not presently open to reconciliation or accommodation. He describes
parents who will use guilt provocations, exploitation, tantstlizing and never delivenng,
parentitication, humiliation, teasing accusations of treason, deceit, dishonesty, doublebinding, twisting their children's decent or autonomous motives into something evil or
unhealthy, and expressing fixed distorted views of their children. He suggests that most

clients get relief fkom parents validating their mernories, perceptions, and feelings about

the past. There is an increase in self-worth in rnany individuals when this validation
occurs. When they do not receive this confirmation they vaguely distrust their own
memory and senses (Framo, 1992).
Framo (1992) explains that it is not easy, and even seems to be a travesty, for
some individuals to get past their anger and forgive. He cautions the therapist about
asking clients to forgive their parents too soon- Bloomfield (2983)also cautions about
this. Alice Miller (1 990) stresses that the love a child has for his or her parents ensures
that the parent's conscious or unconscious acts of mental cruelty will go undetected
This, as well as the child's dependence on his or her parents' love, can make it
impossible as an adult to recognize these early traumatizations, which offen remain
hidden behind the early idealization of the parents for the rest of the person's life. The
conviction that the parent is always right and that every act of cruelty, whether conscious
or unconscious, is an expression of love, is ingrained in a person because it is based on

the process of internalization that occurs during the beginning months of life, and during
the time which precedes separation fiom the primary caregiver.
4. Relational Ethics: The Balance of Fairness

The dimension of Relational Ethics is seen as the comerstone of the contextual
family therapy mode1 and it focuses on specific relational processes. These processes
include the following:
consequences of p s t decisions and actions for curent relationships;
impact of these consequences on ail members of a farnily;
development of relational resources with emphasis on the most vulnerable
members; and

prevention OF further injury or damage in the present and future generations
(Boszomenyi-Nagy & Krasner, 1986).
This dimension deals with the subjective balance of trustworthiness, justice,
loyalty, ment, and entitlement between members in the fmily. In order to develop a
sufficient bais on which to experience emotions and thoughts, individuals are dependent
on the expenence of relating, giving, and receiving fiom another person. Relational
Ethics is based on an innate sense that demands balance between what an individual is
entitled to take and what she is obligated to give to reiationships (Hargrave & Anderson,
1992). When an individual responsibly fulfills her obligations, she basically empowers
the next generation to do the same; "this enhances family existence and mutual caring"
(Hargrave & Anderson, 1992, p. 56).
People who do not receive care, nurturing, and love From a relationship often wi11
seek a replacement for these emotions, probably in a destructive manner. They move to
get what they "deserve" for themselves, using threats, manipulation, or even more
dysfunctional behaviour. Destructive entitlement can manifest itself in such ways as
"paranoid attitudes, hostility, emotional cut-offs, and destructive behaviour" (Hargrave &
Anderson, 1992, p. 58).
Roberto (1992) discusses seven unique concepts identified by Boszorrnenyi-Nagy,
within the dimension of Relational Ethics which descnïbe relevant emotional processes.
They are listed below.
1. Legacy - a transgenerational mandate which links the inherited characteristics
of a current generation to its obligation to the next generation.

-

2. Trustworthiness the perception of a partner or parent as trustworthy is an
outcome of "a) k i n g aven credit for one's own contn'butions to the family; b)
k i n g responded to in a responsible rnanner when in need; c) observing that the
m e r or parent shows concm for fair distribution of familial burdens and
benefits" (Roberto. 1992, p. 46).

-

3. Ment identiwg the contnlbutions of another to her quality of life. "Tt is a

way of aclcnowledging the efforts of other family members openly" (Roberto,
1992, p. 46).

-

4. Earned Entitlement the opposite of dominance or control. It is " a stance in
which a family member receives caring or giving in the context of having eamed
or merited trust" (Roberto, 1992, p. 46).

-

5. Autonomv personal growth or goaldirected behaviour which exists dong
with trustworthiness. Consistent and caring connectedness over long periods of
time is universally essential for healthy fmctioning.
6. Revolvinp;Slate - displacement of feelings towards another or projection on
to an innocent third party.

7. The Ledger - the balance of fairness in a relationship. In an adult child
relationship the parent is entitled to provide love, care, protection, security,
nurturing and discipline. The child's only obligation is to grow (Boszormenyi &
Spark, 1973). In healthy adult relationships individuals are both entitled and
obligaîed to trust, respect, and establish intimacy.

Roberto (1992, p. 48) indicates that in Boszormenyi-Nagy's model, "healthy
functioning is rarely defined interactionally, but instead ethically (between individuals),
societally (within social systems), and contextuaily (within larger systems)".
Characteristics of desirable behaviours between family members are not specified
Instead, it is the various aspects of a relatiooship which define whether a healthy
relational context exists between farnily memben. In Leupnitz's (1988) sumrnary of
Bowen 's theory she notes that interaction and communication between family members
during therapy are less likely to occur and more conversation is directed through the

therapist In my opinion, this is sirnilar to Bosmnnenyi-Nagy's mode1 in that interaction
is less of a focus. As indicated previously, Bowen believes that as a person becomes
more differentiated from their fmily of origin, she will be able to more fidly engage in
current relationships and as a result comunicate more effective1y. I think that these
intrapsychic views of healthy functioning may encourage individuals to understand and
question their own value systems more objecu'veiy, and to take responsibility for making
decisions as to whether these values are positively affecting their ways of coping within
their own social conte*

Bouormenyi-Nagy and Spark (1 973) wrïte that the needs of

another penon are not to be aligned with one's own "objective" characteristics ,but that
the person leanis to discriminate the other's needs as valid and distinct fiom one's own
needs.

Roberto ( 1992, p. 5 1) highlights Boszormenyi-Nagy's theory that there are three
major obstacles to fwictional relationships. These are:
1. collision between intemal expectations and extemal relational realities,
creating projective identification, displacement, narcissisrn, and inability to adapt
to loss;

2. rigid, repetitive feedback cycles, which become bamers to negotiation on the
transactional level; and
3. punitive or vindictive behaviour by a person who feels entitled and has no
rernorse for this behaviour-in other words clearly is unprepared to grow
interpersonally.
2.8.1 Goals for Change

Roberto ( 1992) surnmarizes that transgenerational therapists understand the
intention of intervention for change as expanding the abilities of family members to

achieve greater relational cornpetence, enhance self-confidence and self-esteem,
complete important tasks in the individual and family life cycles, and care for and
provide (parental) guidance to children and young adults (Roberto, 1992, p. 93).
Contextual fmily therapy seeks to deal directly with invisible loyalties which
influence family members' availability to one another. Its central assurnption is that "fair
consideration of ..-relational obIigations can result in personal fieedom to participate in
life's activities, satisfactions, and enjoyments" (Boszonnenyi-Nagy, 1986, p. 414).
Roberto (1 992) indicates that the chief methodology in the contextual mode1 is
"multidirectional partiality", which requires an individual to examine her experience of
intimate relationships. One's ability to make change is related to the extent to which

one is open to examining the quality of one's family relationships, especially in
asymmetrical bonds with vuherable members such as children or elderly parents.

Thus, Roberto ( 1992) wouid identiSl Boszormenyi-Nagy's goals for change as:
to allow each farnily member to rely on self-validation, or validation built on fair
consideration of others;
to work towards a "balance of faimess", which is never fully attainable. This
requires exploration of the tnistworthiness or faimess of family relationships; and
'90 mobilize positive relational resources, rather than focusing on removing
symptoms or presenting problems" (Roberto, 1992, p. 54).

In addition to these goals for change Roberto (1 992) discusses Bowen's NaturaI
Systems Model as having two different goals for change. The first goal is " to help
individual members increase their h i c differentiation of self' (Roberto, 1992, p. 1 9).
The second goal is to '"detriangle pre-established three-person systems in steps, by

helping the client in therapy to remain emotionally separated while original two-party
tensions are addressed and resolved" (Roberto, 1992, p. 19). Both Boszormenyi-Nagy's
and Bowen's goals for change, as specified by Roberto, have been incorporated into my
intervention.
2.8.2 Interventions

Seven specific interventions are identified by Roberto (1992) using the
Contextual Family Therapy Mode1 and used in this group intervention. They are eliciting,
moratorium, rejunction, therapeutic crediting, siding, loyalty fiaming, and exonerationA brief description of each follows.

Eliciting - encourages members to spontaneously address their own concems
constructively. Their "beliefs and khaviours are considered within the
fiamework of balancing obligations and entitlements" (Roberto, 1992, p. 56)
between individuals. Support is given to any member who takes the steps to
improve this balance.
Moratorium - guides members to consider the benefits of making relational change,
without insisting that the change must be made. The therapist provides active
therapeutic input about options whiIe respecting the person's individual timing.
This presents to the Adult child the message that she is accountable for making
changes but also has the tieedom to decide when she is prepared to make the
changes.
Reiunction - involves reconnecting afkr a long period when dialogue has k e n severed or
restricted. According to Roberto (1 992) this is equal to what Bowen identifies as
"detriangling". It requires taking risks in acknowledging responsibility for past
problems and re-working them in a therapeutic setting.
Therapeutic Crediting - involves crediting one member after another, in order to create a
basis for trust fiom outside the fmily. It focuses on any initiatives taken, to
build hope and create prospects of more reciprocity in the future. "Pathological
symptoms are ofien reiated to unutilized or underutilized resources of support.
The therapist can mobilize unutilized resources by focusing on latent sources of
support and caregiving, in order to emphasize them" (Roberto, 1992, p. 57).

-

Siding involves earning trust by spontaneously relating to each member at different
times. Siding with one member is Manced by the expectation for accountability
from the same person. This begins with requiring the person to define hisher
point of view. There is an expectation, as well, to Iisten to and consider the
interests of other members, An inability to offer consideration indicates that
deeper siding is necessary. Siding softens periodic confrontation, and may be
used to offerthe benefits of making seemingly diîXcuit or painhl changes in
one's life.

-

L o p l t ~framing therapy is h m e d to respect existing luyalties, and examine
disloyalties. "It is based on the idea that Ieaving famity memkrs in unresolved
antagonism is damaging, and has mdtigenerational implications" (Roberto,
1992).

-

Exoneration "is the process of exploring parents' and grandparents' choices and
behaviours in a more hwnan(e), Iess judgmental context" (Roberto, 1992, p. 57).
The therapist raises these topics for discussion, as a way of partly dispelling the
"effectsof shame, blame, and irnplicit negative connotation that are attached to
those relationships" (Roberto, 1992, p. 57). The goal is not insight, but rather a
re-exploration and a cornmitmeni to understanding the parent's situation, hidher
choices, efforts and limitations. "If there is intense ambivalence, rage, guilt, or
grief, this procedure takes a long time and requires repeated use of
multidirectional partiality" (Roberto, 1992, p. 57).
It is my opinion that each rnember should be encouraged to explore her feelings

and should be encouraged not to rush into letting her "parent off the hook" so to speak.
This has been mentioned previously when I cited Framo (1981) who cautions the
therapist From asking clients to forgive their parents too soon. Donaldson-Pressman and
Pressman (1 994) also highlight that self-imposed (and 1 wouId add, other-imposed)
pressure to forgive often gets in the way of genuine recovery, as it can shut off the
necessary expression of anger and self-validation.
A working premise opetationaIized throughout my intervention involves Alice

Miller's (1 986) approach which she utilizes in therapy. Stie approaches an individual by
consciously identimng with the child within that person. She believes that asking an

individual questions about early childhood experiences will draw a person out much
more effectively than if the approach is one in which the therapist has an unconscious
identification with the parent and the parent's methods of raising a child

Framo (1981) believes that it is necessary for the Adult child to reconcile the wish
with the reality; that her parent is the way she is and that the Adult child will have to
"cut their losses" and give up the dream. He says it is important to stress that just

because their parents could not love. for r e m s not understood, it does not mean that
they are unlovable. I think this is an important area to address in a group setting Letting

go of the dream of the parent one wished for can serve to free up an individual and may
even help an individual to receive more from their parent A< the very least, it can help a

person to recognize that her own needs will have to be met elsewhere. "Elsewhere7', 1
believe, sometimes inchdes meeting one's own needs independently of others.

Framo (1981) also suggests that an Adult child should not cut off from her
parents and give them up. He believes that an Adult child needs coaching to become
more of a differentiated self when she is with her parents.

To be a differentiated self, I

believe, means being empowered to decide for oneself how involved one wants to be
with one's parent As adults it is up to each child to decide what is best for thern. If an

Adult child cannot interact wïthher parent without continued antagonîsm, why should
she continue to do so? Nice Miller (1986) warns that some therapists' efforts are often

directed toward recmciling clients with their parents because they themselves have been
taught and are also convinced on a conscious level that only forgiveness and
understanding bnng inner peace. 1have found that Bloomfield (1983) agrees that an

Adult child needs to release resentments, ventilate anger, and defuse guilt, before she
rnoves into understanding and forgiving her parent It is my opinion as welI that an Adult
child's quick forgiveness of her parent may be her way of avoiding her own feelings and
thus being absolved of responsiiiIity over her own Iife.
Bowen's theory, as mentioned previously, focuses on the differentiation of self,
another area which 1 have chosen to expIore with group members. Bowen (1 978)
contends that the basic self can change only from within the individual, and must be
based on new knowledge and experience. It is not influenced by interpersonal patterns of
behaviour, in that it is not changed by coercion, pressure, approval, or power. He
explains that the "'pseudoself'is a more fluid shifting of self, where beliefs and values
are acquired within a relationaI system. These beliefs are leamed in order to gain
rewards fiom a relationship- They are negatiable and are usually influenced by positions
taken by others. Pseudoself is the part of self that fuses in intense emotional interactions.
Roberto (1992) adds that, in al1 families, if parents are highly ~ndiffere~ated
they will
project this ont0 one or more of their children.
According to Bowen's theory (1 978), techniques involve role modeling and
coaching by the therapist who oeen will elect the most motivated member to induct
change in the wider famity system. Another technique used in this mode[, as sumrnarized
by Roberto (I992), includes individual psychotherapy involving a "seeding" technique in
which one member is coached to alter behaviour in farnily conflicts or relationships in
general, in order to force other members to alter their behaviour as well. In the group I
facilitated, 1 acted as one of the coaches to alter individuals' bebaviour. ûther group

members also acteci as coaches- It was not my goal to alter these individuals' behaviours
or to force others to change. Rather, the technique was used to help them leam
alternative ways of carîng for themselves, decreasing their stress and improving their
ways of coping. The option of continuing to cope in their usual ways was always

available to group members.
2.83 Summary

This section of the literature review highlights the attitude and philosophy which

has guided me in my intervention. More specifically, the section on intergenedonal
theory provides guidelines which were implemented during group sessions utilizing
psychoeducational techniques. This section also highlights several therapeutic
techniques which were utilized in the group context,
2.9 FEMINIST THEORY

The intention of this intervention required an understanding of selected feminist
approaches as well as intergenerational theory. The two perspectives are not always
compatible in philosophy, emphasis, or methods. This section of the literature review
discusses intergenerational family therapy fiom a feminist perspective. In order for my
intervention to be guided by both feminist and intergenerational theory it was necessary
to seek those aspects of each which supported the intervention..
Feminist theory in general "...recognizes what is involved in caring for others and
underlines the importance of increasing the autonomy and choices of caregivers and
those who they care for" (Baines, Evans, & Neysmith, 1992, p. 24). Many of the ideas
from feminist practice literature have been discussed in relation to caregiver issues.

General guidelines ftom feminist therapy which were taken into account in working with
this group are also included in this section of the Literature Review.
Walters, Carter, Papp, and Silverstein (1988) believe that unless the underlying
patriarchal values about the family are addressed openly and/or taken into account in
family therapy formulations and interventions, they will be understood by clients to be
implicitly accepted. Formulations based in "gender-fieen or "neutral" interventions are
in fact sexist. This is because they reproduce the social pretense that there is equality
between men and women.
2.9.0 Feminist Theory and Bosmrmenyi-Nagy's Contextual Family Therapy Model
Deborah Anna Luepnitz (1 989) has reviewed Boszomenyi-Nagy's contextuai
family therapy model and contrasted it to feminist theory. She notes that there is great
potential for the integration of contextual family therapy and feminism. She supports
that Boszormenyi-Nagy's emphasis on sensitivity, courage, and integrity and the
importance of remembering the pst as opposed to ignoring it. She identifies the overlap
of these qualities with the values of a number of feminist therapists (such as Jean Baker
Miller and Susie Orbach). Like feminist theory, the contextual famiiy model explores
loyalty and power issues which place responsibility on the parent when the child is
Young. Gelinas (1983, p. 320), too, notes that Boszonnenyi-Nagy's concepts of loyalty,
fairness and the "revolving slate" are very constructive in doing responsible therapy with
for exarnple, families in which incest has o c c u d . She identifies that the incest victim
usually feels loyalty to the abusing parent, and that this loyalty must be taken into
account if one is to make a therapeutic alliance with the client. She goes on to Mite that

a child will 'allow' herself to be parentified in large part because of her loyalty toward
her family, particularly ber parents. Becaw of this loyalty, a child's attempt to assist,
reassure, and protect her piirent, at a very young age, and under significant parentifcation

rnay result in complete rote reversal, with the child caring for the parent In time the
parentified child begins to meet the needs of other family members and sacrifices her
own needs. As a result, rnany daughters and some sons will g o w up k i n g attracted to

partners who are looking for a caretaker, and who are often immature, narcissistic, and
sometimes psychopthic.
According to Luepnitz (1989)' Boszomenyi-Nagy does not mention feminisrn or
raise the issue of gender. However, he does mention that young women can be exploited
by involuntary sexual assault through rape or seduction, and that the physiological

processes of menstruation, pregnancy, childbirth, lactation, etc. al1 tend to make women
unilaterally vulnerable. He States that 'they are entitled to receive compensatory
measures from society so that reciprocal faimess can prevail. ûthewise, the mothenng

capacity of many women will be undermined by their feeling of unilateral, sex-limited
exploitation" (Boszormenyi-Nagy& Spark, 1973, p. 385). He does not take into account
the social history of women's mistreamient and unrnet needs over the centuries. He does

however, support "assertiveness' and societal "protection" of women against h m and
violation. Luepnitz believes that Boszormenyi-Nagy's mode1 could be characterized by

"subtle blaming" or "overimplicating mothers". She does say however that his style is
"gentle and respectful".

2.9.1 Feminist Tbeory and Bowen

Feminist therapist Harriet Goldhor Lemer (1985) speaks very highly of Bowen's
theory and betieves that it fits very well with her feminist values and beliefs. Luepnitz
(1989) has also reviewed Bowen's theory in relation to feminist theory. She writes that

1ike feminist therapy, the goal of Bowen's therapy is broader than symptom remission. It
emphasizes the importance of family members gaining information about their family OF

ongin and insight into its significance in tbeir daiiy Iives. Harriet Goldbor Lemer
indicates that:
through both Bowen's work and feminism, a woman's sense of isolation
about her socalled pathology is replaced by an empathic understanding
of the continuity of women's struggles through the generations and
the ways in which she is both similar to and different from those
who came before her (1985, p. 37)Bowen also believes that if any kind of therapy is finished and a person cannot hold a
conversation with her parents or be in the same roorn with her mother "something is very
wrong". Betty Carter, a feminist theorist, also beIieves that "cutoffs" from one's parents,
grandparents, and siblings are to be avoided wherever possible (Luepnitz, 1989, p. 37).
As discussed previously, other authors such as Bloomfield (1 983), Framo ( 1 98 1), and

Miller (1983b)do not totally support this last point.
"A consistent theme in Bowen's work is that mothers ccovennvest"in their

children because of their inability to separate fiom their own mothers, who in tum could
not separate fiom their rnothers" (Luepnitz, 1989, p. 39). Theonsts Di~erstein(1 976)
and Rich (1976)identify the difficulty of establishing adequate boundaries between
mother and child. These theorists place this relationship in a social and historical

context, whereas Bowen does not As a result matemal "overinvestrnent" retains the
connotations of a character problem which can be translated into motfier-blaming, and
the father's role is minimized He writes that "the father plays a passive role in the
mother-child relationship, adding his approval to her actions" (Bowen, 1978, p. 435).
According to Luepnitz (1989) Bowen has consistently repeated that a tnrly
differentiated person is not synonymous with the ""ruggedindividual" or the 4one wolf'.
He reports that he does not equate differentiation with separation or isolation fiom
others, rather he believes tbat only differentiated people can have mature, loving
relationships. According to Luepnitz, even though Bowen insists that differentiation does
not mean unconnectedness, he describes a highly diffetentiated person as ccautonomous,
goal directed, intellectual and king-for-self". Luepnitz writes that one would expect the
high point of his differentiation scale ta be more characterized by phrases such as "the
ahility to integrate thoughts and feelings," " the ability to tolerate conflict and avoid

cutoffs," and "the capcity both to compete and to colIaborate" (1 989, p. 42). Bowen
instead seems to separate the rational and emotional systems within hurnan beings.
Leupnitz notes that it is noticeable that "what is valued in Bowen's system are the
qualities for which men are socialized and what is devalued are those for which women
are socialized" (1989, p. 42). Luepnitz continues by saying that it may be said that
society socializes females to be undifferentiated by teaching them to always put others'
needs first and by denying them the same degree of discretion as men with regard to their
economic and physical fates.

Bowen, unlike many family therapists, has attempted to apply his ideas about
therapy to society at large (Leupnitz, 1989). However, his view is that society has
regressed Leupnitz questions whether this implies that Bowen does not support
women's advancement in the last Mf century and the improvements made in the rights
of cultural minonties.

Harriet Goldhor Lemer (1985) believes that Bowen and his followers view
'Teminism as an emotionally reactive position that can lead clients down the nonproductive path of linear thinking (i-e.,bIaming men)or the relinquishing of selfresponsibility" (p. 39). Lemer's view, in contrast is "that a feminist perspective is crucial
to gaining a clearer, more objective view of the self and the factors shaping dysfunctional
farnily patterns" (1985, p. 39).
2.9.2 Codependency Re-defined

Malloy and Berkery (1993) wrïte that the problem with the label "codependency"
is that it ignores the social, political, and ewnomic factors that contribute to a women's
highly developed skills in workinglcarïng for people. The authors continue by saying that
a "Growth in Connection" (Malloy and Berkery) occurs if there is suficient mutual
empathy and energy invested in the mother-child relationship. An expansive growth
process can occur for both under these circumstances. It is the lack of shared and
flexible understanding which feeds worth, power, and energy, that is believed to be the
source of sharne and guili. 1 have some difficuity with this concept, in that it gives me
the impression that the child can give reciprocally to the parent. T agee with
Boszormenyi-Nagy's (1 991) klief that as a child grows it is up to the parent to provide

such things as caring, loving security, and it is the child's oniy obligation to grow.
Walters, Carter, Papp and Silverstein (1 988) also emphasize that a child is not

responsible for abuse, does not have equal power or responsibility, or equal options ,or
equal ability to change the cycle in families.

Malloy and Berkery (1993) also note that a woman (an& 1believe, a man to a

lesser extent, as well) who expenences shame and guilt will go to great lengths to
maintain relationships because relationships are the source of self, her ability to feel
emotionally real, vital, and autonomous. From the "Growth in Connection" perspective,

a woman (man) who grows up in a particuiarly fiagile family can be said to sufer fiom a
lack of rnutually empowenng relationships and to feel discomected and isolated.

Many girls who grow up in these kinds of families have leamed early in their
lives to assume the parenting role, to become the 'Tamily hero" (Wegscheider-Cruse,

1990)or to be a "super-responsible chilci" (Black, 198 1). The woman desires

connection, yet her experience of nonmutuality leads ber to believe that relationships are
not gratiQing ancilor are burdensome.
From the "Growth in Connection" perspective (Malloy & Berkery, 1993)
everyone is codependent to some degree. Dysfunctional codependence occurs when a

person's attempts at healthy and mutual connections are met with pain, rejection, and
alienation and when she, in an effort to maintain the relationship, loses sight of her own
needs and wants. If others respond in a disconfinning way, dysfunctional patterns repeat

thernselves, which then creates shame, uncertainty, disempowemenf worthlessness, and

self-blame.

2-93 Guidelines toward Feminist Therapy

-

Walters, Carter, Papp, and Si'lverstein (1988, p. 26-29) identiQ guidelines for
incorporating feminist therapy into practice. They include:
identification of the gender message and social constnicts that condition
behavior and sex roles;
recognition of the real limitations of female access to social and economic
resources;
an awareness of sexist thinking that constricts the options of women to direct their
own lives;
acknowledgment that women have been socialized to assume primary
responsibility for family relationships;
recognition of the dilemmas and conflicts of childbearing and child rearing in
society;
an awareness of patterns that split the women in families as they seek to acquire
power through relationships with men;
aCfirrnation of values and behaviours characteristic of women such as
connectedness, nurturing, and emotionality;
recognition and support for possibilities for women outside of marriage and the
farnily; and
recognition of the basic principle that no intervention is gender-Ciee and thaï every
intervention will have a different and special meaning for each gender.
2.9.4 Summary

This section of the literature review contrasted the Family Therapy section of the
literature review with feminist theory. 'Mother-blarning" themes occur throughout the
literature of family therapy and it is important that a Feminist perspective be integrated
into therapy in order that this blaming does not occur. Donalcison-Pressman and

Pressman (1 994) stress that those individuals who corne fiom a "dysfunctional" family

are &id to "blamentheir parent because they do not want to acknowledge their anger
towards them. Lt also seems to them that blaming their parents is too easy and may

somehow bacffite on them and leme them feeling worse. Unfortunately they are more
likely to blarne themselves for everything, including failed relationships, indecisiveness,
and their parents' dificulties. They mess (and I agree) that it is important to explore

one's family of origin and recognize its effects on one's development While a child is
not responsible for wbat happened as a child, as an adult one is responsible for one's own
recovery. Though this is similar to feminist values, the issue of anger and the need for an

individual to have permission to acknowledge the reality of past behaviours and
limitations of her mother ( and at times have feelings of blame particularly towards the
mother) at some point does not seem to be recognized as important from a ferninist
perspective. In contrast, 1 think the need to acknowledge feelings of blame and anger
toward one's parent can be a very important aspect in the process of one's healing.
2 . 0 SMALL GROUP THEORY
The following section of the literature review provides information which has
guided me in uiitiating, developing and analyzing the group intervention. 1 believe that

issues of childhood abuse and wegiver issues can be combined and worked upon in a

complementary fashion in the context of a group.
For the purpose of this practicurn I chose a psychoeducational group format as the
most suitable form of intervention to meet the stated objectives and attain treatment

goals. 'The prhnary purpose of educational groups is to help members learn about

themselves, their community, and their society". They are aimed at "increasing
members' information or skiils" (Toseland & Rivas, 1995, p. 25).
Toseland and Rivas (1995) defined treatrnent groups as meeting members7
socioemotional needs through education, growth, remediation and socialization, Within
this typology, this group can be further categorized as a "growth group", providing
bbopportunitiesfor members to become aware of, to expand, and to change their thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors regarding self and others" (Toseland & Rivas, 1995, p. 22).
Schultz and Schultz (1 990) have developed a model for caregiving which has
been used as a fmmework for psychoeducational groups for caregivers (see Figue 1).
The model empbasizes empowerment and positive adaptation through awareness,
problem-solving, and skills development. It is based on a blend of phenomenologicalpsychodynamic and cognitive-behavioural approaches. The phenomenologicalpsychodynamic approach encourages introspection to gain dynamic self-understanding
and clarification of options. The cognitive-behavioural approach enabies the caregiver to

find additional coping resources through acquiring skills to gain control over "maxi,
activities, and thinking patterns" (Gallagher, 1985, p. 264).
"The starting point in this Savrnbolof Growth is the personal, individual world of
the caregiver" (Schultz et al., 1993, p. 8). An increased self-awareness clarifies
understanding about circumstances surrounding the person and significant others, and
about the input of enviramental factors. Once personal strengths and available
resources are identifie4 there is a progression to the level of problem-solving.

With a renewal of energy cornes the fuller use of existing skills and
strategies and an eagemess to explore new options. Thus personal
growth, skiIls-development, and resource utilisation emerge, leading to
appropriate caring action for self and others ( Schultz et al, 1993, p. 9).

The Schultz and Schultz (1990) mode1 for caregiving is used as the basis for
developing group topics which include the pressures and tensions of caregiving, Ioss and
grief,family dynamics, communication skills, community resources, and stress reduction-

"The emphasis is on experiential leaming with much group interaction intersperseci with
didactic input h m the leader" (Schultz et al, 1993, p. 9).

Figure 1. SYMBOL OF CROWTH

Figure 1. A model for caregiving. (copyright Cynthia L. Schultz and Noel C.
Schultz, 1990).

2.10.0 Benefits of a Croup Format

Eliana Gil(1988) identified the lack of existing support groups For the Addt chiid
who has experienced physical and emotional abuse, or for the adult who was neglected or
abandoned as a child.
The benefits of utilizing a group format are many and support for this is provided

by mearchers in child sexual abuse such as Courtois (1988), Gil(1988), by group

treatment theorists such as Toseland and Rossiter (1989), and Goodman (1991).
Although this is not an exhaustive list, the reasons for utilizing a group format inchde the
following:
to provide an opportunity to share feelings and experiences in a supportive
environment with peers who share similar concerns;
to provide members with mutual supporf understanding, at"i?nnationand
validation of their perceptions thoughts and feelings;
to universalize and nonnalize members' experiences;
to encourage mutual sharing of information about effective coping strategies;
to reduce isolation and loneliness, through the experience of "king in the same

boat" with other group members;
to help members identi5 and examine problems and concerns and to use
systematic problem-solving procedures to resolve specific concerns;
to expriment with issues of safety and trust; and
to deve1op cohesiveness, and enhance self-esteem.

Goodman (1991) refers to Lieberman who also notes that groups make available
the opportunity to "share concens, participate in the siniggles of others, to feel normal
in spite of stress, to express feelings and fears, to share a reference group with others, to
72

exchange ideas about coping, and to provide an opportunity to help others" (Goodman,
199 1, p. 164). Another important component of the group process is to m a t e an

atmosphere which enhances personal dîscovery in group membersCourtois (1 988, p. 178-1 82) identifies M e r benefits of group treatment with the
Adult child who has been abused- These are:

to break secrecy and acknowledge abuse;
to act as a support network and new or "surrogate Eunily";
to provide a context and catalyst for the challenging of beliefs and childhood
messages;

to offer a unique f o m for grieving; and
to offer an opportunity for observation and exploration of interactional
patterns and client dynarnics.
2.10.1 Open or Closcd Group Membmhip

Short-terni groups are those which usually meet from between three to a dozen
sessions. The short-terni group is usually developed by the agency around a particular

theme, or to deal with a special issue (Cohn, 1974; D m Br Knott, 1977). Many of these
groups are oriented towards education or growth rather than remediation. Poey ( 1985)
stresses the importance of using specialized time-limited techniques to facilitate groups
which last hom ten to twenty sessions.

The open group maintains a constant size by replacing members as others leave.
Memben enter and teminate throughout the duration of the group. There are boih

advantages and disadvantages to an open group composition. Open groups allow for new

ideas and new resources to be brought to the group through new membership, which can

make the group more creative. The disadvantage to the open group is the "instability of

the open group, which resdts from loss of leadership, turnover in personnel. temination

of certain memben, m d loss of group identity" (Hartford, 1 971, p. 135).
The closed group "accepts no new members and usually mets for a
predetermined number of sessions" (Yalom, 1975, p. 277). An advantage of a closed
group is that membea are more likely to form a greater sense of cohesion because they
have al1 attended the group since its beginning. There is usually greater stability in roles
and noms in a closed group. The advantages of closed exclusive membership include
"higher group morale, more predictability of role behaviours" (Toseland & Rivas, 1995,

p. 163) and more cooperation among rnembea. Eliana Gil(1988) States that it may be
easier for the Adult child who has experienced abuse to make a short-tem rather than a
long-term cornmitment to attending a group. Once a penon has experienced the benefits
of the group experience she may be more likely to commit for additional sessions.

Flegenheimer (1982) also indicates that brief treatment modalities are prefened by many
clients and are ofien the only effective fom of treatment that an individual will accept. A
disadvantage oFa closed group is that "when members drop out or are absent the number

of members in the group may fa11 below that required for rneaningFul group interaction"
(Toseland & Rivas, 1995, p. 129).
Poey (1985) has reviewed Yalom's understanding long-term groups and sees the

following as important, as well, in brïef group work: interpersonal leaming,
cohesiveness, catharsis and insight. Poey adds to this list (1) "acute awareness of time

and the sense of urgency that pressures members and leaders to participate less hesitantly
and more courageously than they would have expected" (Poey, 1985, p. 350); (2) the

member's appreciati-onof the structure provided by foçusing on several problem areas
and king brought back to the task of working on those issues until there were results;
and (3) the members7appreciation of the therapist's facilitating skills of active
involvement, modeling, selfdisclosureand supportiveness.
Eliana Gil has Found that short-tenn groups ranging fiom ten to fourteen sessions
are useful. She will recontract with the sarne clients, if necessary, for additional sessions.
Toseland and Rossiter (1989) who reviewed groups for caregivers indicate that most
caregiver support groups run six to eight weekly sessions fiorn one and a half to two
hours. Toseland and Rossiter report that there have also been groups which meet for
more than eight sessions and some use an open-ended, long-tenn format
Lovett and Gallagher (1988) have facilitated groups which included ten weekly,
two hour sessions, and this is essentially how 1 have stmctured my group intervention.

However, I have found Schultz, Smyrnios, Grbich, and Schultz (1993) group structure
very interesting as well. They have developed a caregiver group where participants meet
two to five hours on a weekly basis for six weeks and then meet three more times on a
rnonthly basis. The 1st three sessions are structwed in a way which helps to strengthen
group ties and gradually diminish the leader's role.
2.10.2 Homogeneous and Heterogeneous Croups

The concept of homogeneous groups as discussed by Toseland and Rivas (1995)
indicates that members of a group should have some goals and personal characteristics in
cornmon. This aids in the facilitation of communication and enhances members7ability
to identifi with each others' issues. Commonalities between members also assists them

in building relationships with one another. The authors state that it is important for
members to share similarities of age, level of education, cultural background, degree of
expertise relative to the group task, communication ability, or type of problem in
common.
Heterogeneity or diversity is useful in areas of differing coping skilis, life
experience, perspectives, and communication skills. Differences in members' coping
patterns can help them leam fiom one another and broaden their views of options,
choices, and alternatives (Toseland & Rivas, 1995).
The composition of the treatment group according to Toseland and Rivas ( 1995),
should be homogeneous in that members have common concems and goals, but can be
heterogeneous in their coping abilities, life experiences, and learning.
2.103 Size of Group

Small groups generally range anywhere from three to f i k n members. Toseland
and Rivas (1995) report that in general the literature suggests that a treatment group size

of seven rnembers is ideal.
2.10.4 Group Format

Several sources were explored in considering the development of the group
format. Eliana Gil(1988) suggests a group format for the Adult child who has been

abused which lasts for ten sessions and is divided into six segments listed below.
Sessions One and Two: Group rules, group structure and goals
Sessions Two and Three: Priorizing goals
Sessions Four and Five: Self-Image

Sessions Five and Six: Self-Esteem (identiwng ones strengths and weaknesses)
Session Seven and Eight: Intimacy

Session Eight through Ten: Childhood abuse

This format became a basic guide for my group intewention. Additionally, 1
incorporated Boszonnenyi-Nagy's (1986) contextual family therapy mode1 dimensions
into the format. As well, 1 incorporated some of the topics identified in the group format

developed by McClelland (1993) which utilized a feminist approacb This format is listed
below.
1. Introduction of group and members

2. The aging process and stresses associated with caregiving
3 Self care and stress management
4. Emotional responses to caregiving
5. Women as caregivers

6. Formal and informal care

7. New ways of coping and achieving increased wellness
8. Closure of group
2.10.5 Stages of Group

Published group work material in the last twenty yean seems to suggest a strong
emphasis on the intervention-focused stages of group development and the concomitant

tasks of the worker. Less emphasis is given to a group's naturai stages of developmed

Useful material regarding the latter issue was achieved by accessing the research

completed by Garland, Jones, and Kolodny (1965) as cited and discussed by Charles
Zastrow (1 989).
Whittaker (1970) has reviewed a number ofrnodels of group development. 1
focused on the Garland et al. (1 965) mode1 of group development, and made reference to
Henry Maier's (1965) four stages of group development
which is very similar to the Gariand et al- stages of group development (Whittaker, 1970,
p. 134). Garland et al. identib five stages of growth in group development and Maier
identifies four stages. Maier chooses not to look at termination as an actual stage of
group development. The five stages are identified and briefly described as follows:

-

-

Stage 1 Pre-aniliation Approacb and Avoidance (Carland et al., 1965)

Loeating Commonness (Maier, 1965)
This stage of group development involves rnernbers becoming familiar with each
other and their situations. Some mernbers may demonstrate ambivalence toward
involving themselves in the group's activities as they begin to trust and decide on their
level of cornmitment to the group. Members may also fèei the need to protect themselves

as a group situation c m be fightening. They may be aîtracted to the benefits of k i n g

part of a group but may require some distance at the start. Garland et al. (1965) suggest
that this " m s length", "non-intimate" involvement at this stage is, on the whole, a
healthy process.

-

Stage 2 Power and Control (Gariand et al., 1%5)
Creating Excbange (Maier, 1%5)
Once members have established that the group experience may be safe and
rewarding, they will begin to invest emotionally. As this occurs, members may lock
hom and test each other as well as the facilitator. Noms, roles and patterns of
communication begin to develop at this stage. Cliques and alliances may also develop as
a way to protect oneself fiom a more "powerful and aggressive" member. Scapegoating
may first appear at this stage of development and the drop-out rate is usually highest at
this stage.

-

Stage 3 Intimacy (Garland et al, 1%5)
Developing Mutual Identification (Maier, 1%5)
The third stage of group development involves an intensification of individud
investrnent. It also involves more of a wiilingness to express feelings towards group
members and the facilitator. Clarification of power relationships in the previous stage
allows for tieedorn to express autonomy and intimacy in this stage. The facilitator is
sometimes referred to as a parent. There is a striving for satisfaction of dependency
needs, and sibling-like rivalry or transference may be demonstrated between group

members. "There is a growing awareness and mutual recognition of the significance of
the group experience in tenns of personality growth" (Garland et al., 1965, p. 34) and
making changes in their personal lives.

-

Stage 4 Differentiatioa (Garland et al., 1965)

Developing Croup identification(Maier, 1%5)

Stage 4 is d e s c n i as the stage of group development which involves a growing
ability of members to accept each other as "distinct individualsn "Clanfication of and
coming to terms with intimacy and mutual acceptance oFpersonai needs brings the
freedom and the ability to differentiate, and to evaluate relationships and events in the
group on a reality basisn (Garland et al., 2965, pp. 37-38). Memben are increasingly
cohesive as they cmrnunicate more openly and provide mutual support. Leadership is
more evenly shared and members are also more open to experiment with new and
alternative behavior patterns (Zastrow, 1989).

-

Stage 5 Separatioa (Garland et ai., 1%5)

The final stage of group deveIopment involves members beginning to move apart

and accessing "new resources for meeting social, recreational and vocational needs"
(Garland et al., 1965, p. 41). Members may demonstrate such coping behaviours as
regression, deniaI, and recapitulation. Garland et al. write that recapitulation serves as an
evaiuating function, which can help the group to explore the meaning and value of the
overall experience. "If the group experience has made a significant impact on the group
members, the assumption is that it now becomes the fiame of reference for approaching
new social, group and familial situations (Garland et al., 1965, p. 41).

Tasks of tbe Worker
"Tasks of the worker" have been identified by Garland et al., (1965) as well as
Maier (1 965). 1 have attempted to incorporate both the Toseland and Rivas (1 995)

framework of group development and the Garland et al. (1965) stages of group

development in relation to the tasks of the worker.
Toseland and Rivas (1995) provide a framework for understanding group
developrnent in relation to the tasks of the worker. They divide the framework into four
main stages: the planning stage, the beginning stage, the working stage and the ending
stage.

The planning stage of group development includes establishing the purpose of the
group, recniiting memben, cornposing the group, orienting memben to the group,

contracting, and prewng the group's environment (Toseland & Rivas, 1995). This
stage does not coincide with any stage which Garland et al. (1965) have identified as they

focus on group development and Toseland and Rivas look at tasks and intervention
stages.

The initial group meeting involves discussing the purpose of the group,

contracting *th respect to ground niles for the group and setting group goals. This

b e g i ~ i n gstage coincides with the Garland et al. (1965) preaffiliation stage. The

authors identifLthe tasks of the worker as providing prograrn structure and initiation.
Other tasks of the worker identified by Garland et aL(1965) include an acceptance of the
process of "approach and avoid", gently encouraging trust between rnernbers, facilitating
exploration of commonness and differentness.
The working stage as identified by Toseland and Rivas (1 995) involves the
preparation, structuring and evaluating of group process. In planning group sessions, the
facilitator creates a plan of weekly topics and structures, to a certain degree, the process

of group interaction. The weekly agenda of group sessions involves a "checking in" time
to break the ice, followed by the topic o f discussion and an open group discussion of the
topic. The group facilitator also assists members in meeting their goals through enabling,
brokering, mediating, advocating, and educating Toseland and Rivas (1 995) suggest that
intrapersonal intervention in a treatrnent group should utilize cognitive restructuring
through stopping, refiaming, and relaxation techniques such as creative visualization and
progressive relaxation to assist members in changing thoughts, beliefs, and feelings about
life's stresses and creating a positive group climate.
Several of Garland et al.% stages of group development coincide with the
working stages descn'bed by Toseland and Rivas (1 995). Stage 2: Power and Control, as
described by Garland et al. ( 1I6S), outlines the tasks of the group worker as allowing for
rebellion, protecting the safety of individuals, and c l a m n g power stniggles. In Stage 3:
Intimacy, the worker focuses on clarifjing negative and positive interpersonal feelings.
The tasks of the worker in Stage 4: Differentiation include helping the group to operate

on its own, facilitating opportunities for the group to act as a unit, and facilitating the
evaluation process.
The ending stage focuses upon both a formal (wrïtten) and informa1 (verbal)
evaluation of the group in terms of members' learning, meeting stated goals, and looking
toward the future. This stage coincides with Garland et al.'s (1965) Separation stage.
The tasks of the worker at this stage include letting go, focusing on group and individual
mobility, the achievement of personal needs in the hture, and facilitating evaluation.

Poey (1985) identifies four stages of a group as well, where both the tasks of the

worker and the stages of group development are cornbined but not clearIy identified
separately. Stage one (sessions 1-3) includes the introduction of members and leaders,

therapeutic milieu building, and problem-focused contracting. Stage two (sessions 4-6)
involves orïenting members to the therapeutic modalities and the establishment of
cohesiveness. Stage three (sessions 7-9) invoives increased mutualiiy and functional
role-relatedness. Stage four (Session 10-12) is the closing stage of the group . This
involves summarizing what has and has not been accomplished and saying g d - b y e .

2.10.6 A Model of Croup Leadership
Three leadership models of social group work have been identified by Toseland

and Rivas ( 1995). These are the social goals model, remedial model and reciprocal
modeI. I have chosen the reciprocal leadership rnodel for the purpose of my intervention.

In this model, the leader's goal is to form a mutual aid system among group mernbers to
achieve optimal adaptation and socialization. The focus of the work is to create a selfhelp, mutual aid system among al1 group members. It is the facilitator's rde to act as a
rnediator between neecis of members and between needs of the group and the larger
society. This style of group leadership is in keeping with a feminist approach. The
facilitator also contniiutes data not available to the mernbers. Group members are those
who share common concems. One of the methods used in the group includes sharing

responsibility, whereby members discuss concems, support each other, and develop a
cohesive social system benefitting al1 those involved ( Toseland & Rivas, 1995).

2.10.7 Summary

This section of the Iiterature review has provided a rationale for the value of
group interventions. It also highlights information regarding usefiil structure, content and

development of groups which provided the basis for the development of this intervention.

-

CBAPTER 3 INTERVENTION

The purpose of this practicurn was to develop, implement, and evaluate an
intervention which would assist the Adult child to irnprove her ability to cope mth a
parent whom she perceived as having a "difficult personality" . In particular, the aim of
the intervention was to facilitate improved ways of coping through the reduction of

feelings of burden, and/or the improvement of social support networks, a d o r the
improvement in attitude toward the parent, andor the improvement of selfesteem. I

chose a short-term group facilitation intervention based upon intergenerational and
ferninist theory.
The intervention for this practicum was comprised ofeleven group sessions. Pre-

and pst-group individual inteMews were conducted to provide additionai background
and contexhial information. These interviews were used to e ~ c the
h data base and to

eval uate the effectiveness of the group.

The group was initially cornprised of eight membea and was closed to new
referrals once pre-group interviews had begun. Potential mernbers were intervieweci for
the purpose of sample selection and to collect information prior to the commencement of
the group. The individual became a group member if she met the stated criteria, signed
the consent form and agreed to be a rnember of the group.

3.0 MODEL FOR INTERVENTION
The model for intervention utilized for this practicum was developed through the
compilation of theories describecl in the literature review section of this practicum report
Figure 2 provides a visual representation of this model.
As presented in Figure 2, the planning stage €or the group occurs before the goup

actually begins. This involves locating members for the group and coordinating where,
when, and how long the group will meet It also involves pre-group interviews with each
individual member of the group. Pre-group interviews prepare the prospective members
for the group. They are asked to sign a consent forrn and asked some questions about
their parents' as well as their own health problems and supports. They are also asked
questions about the behaviours of their parents with which they have difficulty coping
and what coping strategies they use to deal with the stress resulting fiom the
situation/relationshipwith their parent. tt is also at this time that quantitative mesures
are administered. Each group mentber may begin to think more about her pst life
experiences in relation to her parent, and naturally begin the process of a life review. As
presented in Figure 2, Boszormeriyi-Nagy's (1 986) contextual family therapy dimension
of Objectifiable Facts, or life review, has already begun.
The initial stage of the group intervention involves identifjmg common ground
and differences among group members. The worker facilitates the process of individuat
members descniing themselves and their situations. Through the process of information

Figure 2.
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voluntarily shared behveen individuals, group mernbers begin to get to know one another.
This is the time when group members are beginning to become more aware themselves,
their environment and the situations of others as identified in the Schultz and Schultz
(1 990) Symbol of Growth model identified in Figure 1. Boszormenyi-Nagy 's (1 986)

contextual family therapy dimension of individual psychology is integrated into the first
part of the Symbol of Growth model.
The working stage of the group intervention involves tasks of the worker which
include enabling, brokering, mediating, advocabng and educating (Tosehd & Rivas,
1995). Other tasks of the worker include focusing on the hnction of the group, clarifjing

and confionting, and then focusing on changes outside of the group (Garland et al.,
1965). It is during the working stage that systems of transactional patterns and relational

ethics (Boszormenyi-Nagy, 1986) are introduced and discussed with group members.
Intervention strategies identified by Boszormenyi-Nagy and outiined in the literature
review section of this practicum report are also utilized by the worker.
Schultz and Schultz (1990) identi@the problem-solving approach which becomes
integrated into the middle stage of group development This is where members identiQ
problerns, explore options, and set goals for themselves. Through this process members
begin to experience personal growth, skills development and resource utilization. It is
during the working stage as well that the group goes through stages of power and
control/creating exchange, intimacy/mutual identity, and differentiationlgroupidentity.
The ending stage of the group intervention involves members integrating the
contextual family therapy dimensions (Boszormenyi-Nagy, 1986) and moving forward

aller the group teminates. As identified by Schultz and Schultz (1 990) in their Symbol
of Growth model, rnembers will have leamed appropriate caring action for themselves

and others and are helped to recognk that these skills take practice to develop, maintain,
and improve. The task of the worker involves facilitating discussion around how

members can achieve their own fuhire needs and continue to develop personal growth, to
develop skills, and to maintain or increase their personal resources. It is at this time that
group evaluations are completed and p s t group interviews are conducted by the worker.

Throughout the process of the group intervention group members leam the
features of healthy adult relationships (Boszormenyi-Nagy, 1986) which are identified in
Figure 2 as k i n g trust, respect, and intimacy. Group members are encouraged to explore

and evaluate the quality of the curent relationships in their lives as the worker facilitates
the actual development and growth of healthy adult relationships among group mem bers.

The followi-ngsection outlines the purpose, goals, ground mies, and agenda for
the eleven-week group.

3.1 PURPOSE OF THE CROUP

The overall purpose of the goup was to assist Adult children to cope more
effectively with a parent whorn they perceived as having a "dificult personality" . A

variety of techniques were used including providing mutual support. facilitating problemsolving skills, and introducing experiential exercises such as anchoring, relaxation,

assertiveness-trainin&practicing stress management skills, and providing emotional
validation. Through these interventions, the aim of the group was to assist members in

reducing perceiveci burden, andlor developing social support, andfor facilitating positive
changes in their attitude toward their parent and/or improving their self-esteem.

3.2 GROUND RüLES OF TEE GROüP
The following ground rules were shared with group members by the facilitator at
the beginning of the first session. They are listed below.
1. All discussions within the group are kept confidential in order to respect the privacy

of group rnembers.
2. Each group rnember has the right to express hetself and to be heard by group
rnembers.
3. Feelings or opinions expresseci by each group mernber are to be respected and
accepted
4. Each group rnember is expected to bnng up concems in group sessions in order to
deal with îhem openly.

5. If a rnember is unable to attend a session, or decides to terminate group involvement,
she will noti5 the group facilitator.

Members added one more group mle and that was to have a IO-minute smoking break
during the two-hour session. Interestingly, this rule did not continue &er the first
session because once future sessions began, the group did not care to stop for a break.
3.3 CROUP C O U

The facilitator raised the following group goals for discussion with the group
members at the first session:

to provide a safe environment in which the group member shares cornmon
experiences and feelings, and gains support and validation from others;
to regain a sense of balance in one's life;
to prornote control and mastery over one's feelings, thoughts, and behaviours;

to promote education and understanding about current problerns and carîng for
oneselc
to gain new ways of perceiving relationships each member has with her parent,
herself, and others in her life;
to assist the group rnember in making changes in her own support network and in
gaining fûrther support and recognition for her stniggles in dealing with her
parent; and
to form the basis for possible ongoing mutual support among group members.
Members were asked to decide for themselves which of these goals were the most
meaningful to hem, and were asked if they had any to add- 1 advised the members that
they did not have to share which goals were the most important for them. They did not
share the goals most important to them and did not add any goals to the list.
Members were a h asked to think about whether they wanted to focus
particularly on sny of the areas outtined by Kent Poey (1985), i.e.
autonomy;
identity formation;
interpersonal skills;
assertiveness; and
intimacy.
Given this opportunity, members still did not add to the list of group andior individual
goals.
3.4 OUTLiNE OF CROüP SESSIONS
AI1 but the last two group sessions began with introductions and the sharing of

current issues with group members. Group sessions were pre-planned for members,

informed by intergenerationaufeministtheory. However, the needs of members (and
feminist practice) supported flexibility in imptementation and therefore, sessions were

revised as necessary to Focus on the current needs of the group members. Some portions
of group sessions foçused on topics which were identified by group rnembers.
Session #1 Introduction, education, life review

- Introduction of group and members
-Solicit input fiom group members about what they hope to achieve

- Review ground rules
- Review purpose and goals of group

- Members begin to share their personal experiences.
Session #2 Life review: Copiag and roles in one's family of origin

- Mini-lecture on the roles different members play in their fmily of ongin
- Group discussion
Session #3 Life review: Roles in one's family of origin and in one's present
relationsbips

- Further exploration into coping and roles in one's Family of origin and in one's current
living arrangement

- Utilizing genograms to illustrate roles and patterns
- Group discussion
Session #4 Feelings: Cuilt and setting limits

- Focus of discussion focused on feelings of guilt and setting limits as identified by
group members in previous sessions

- Members divided into dyads to discuss their experience with guilt
- Group discussion

Session #5 Setting limits

- Focus of discussion continued w*thsetting lirnits with one's parent a d o r other
individuals in one's life

- Group discussion
Session 116 Feelings: Addressing f a n of k i n g like one's parent

- Focus o f discussion centered on fear of k i n g like one's parent.

Comrnonalities

between parent and child were identified and discussed
Session #7 Communicating feelings and taking charge of one's current situation

- Focus of discussion centered upon information brought by a group member on how to
take charge of one's Iife

- Group discussion
Session #8 Relational Ethics and taking responsibility for change

- Mini-lecture on Boszormenyi-Nagy's "'Relational Ethics" and the balance of faimess in
relationships

- Group discussion
Session #9 Reiational Ethies and taking responsibility for change

- Further exploration into the relational ethics in one's f m i l y of origin and how they
continue to be played out in current relationships
Session #lO Care for the caregiver and planning for future need satisfaction

- Focus of discussion was on individual needs of group members and ways of meeting
those needs in the future.
Session #Il Evaluatioa and Terminrtion
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SOüRCE OF REFERRALS
ReFerrals were made through the Psychogeriatric Outreach Team at Deer Lodge

Centre in Winnipeg Manitoba. Tearn rnembers agreed to identi6 potential participants
who were Adult children oFa parent who was perceived by the Adult chiid or the team
member as having a "difficult personality".

3.6 SAMPLE SELECTION CRITERIA
It was necessary for potential members of the group to fit the following criteria:
1 . be an Adult child of an elderiy parent who was perceived as having a

'difficult personality";
2. that the Adult child's parent or the Addt child was referred to the
Psychogeriatric Outreach Team at Deer Lodge Centre;
3. that the Adult child was rnotivated to change her relationship with her parent;

4. that the parent was unrnotivated to change hisher relationship with one's
daughter, h m the Adult child's perspective or that the Adult child was
not yet prepared to engage in therapy with her parent; and
5. that the Adult child may or rnay not have perceived herself as a caregiver to

her parent; and
6. that the Adult child was not exhibiting behaviours which would be disruptive
to the group process.

Group sessions took place at Deer Lodge Centre, 3 North Pavition every

Wednesday, from September 18 to November 27,1997. The group ran from 6:00 p.m.
until 8:00 p.m. This time was chosen in an attempt to simulate a typical farnily gathering
which generally occurs over the meal hour. Coffee and snacks were provided.

3.8 DATA COLLECTION

Data collection included quantitative and quditative techniques, which are
descnbed more extensively in the evaluation section of this chapter.

Pre-and pst-group interviews with membea allowed me to gather important
descriptive data in a case snidy format Many of the variables studied around the issue of
differentiation couid not be measured by quantitative methods. Thus, questions in the
interview attempted to gain such information as the burden and stress of caregiving, and
characteristics of the parent-child relationship. These issues factor into coping abilities
of the Adult child. Possible outcornes experienced by the Adult child in coping with
caregiver stress may be more accurately measured by self-report and therapist assessrnent
than quantitative measures. Scales can also be obtrusive and do not always contribute to

the therapeutic relationship. 1 decided that, in balance, gathering data should not

ovemde the importance of providing sewices.

Quantitative data was collected through measures of burden, child's attitude
toward mothedfather and perceived social support for caregiving and social conflict.

These selFanchored scales are descrtkd more thoroughly in the evaluation section of
this chapter.

Group sessions were audiotaped and analyred for the purposes of collecting
information and clinical supewision. A record of my observations of the group process,
and individual treatment progress reports, also provided further data.

3.9 EVALUATION

Evaluation of the group intervention was measured by both quantitative and
qualitative analysis. Quantitative analysis i s defined by Earl Babbie (1 986, p. 558) as
"the numerical examination and interpretation of observations, for the purpose of
descnbing and explaining the phenornena that those observations reflect" Qualitative
analysis (Babbie, 1986)is defined as the "nonnumerical examination and interpretation
of observations, for the purpose of discovering underlying meanings and patterns of

relationships" (p. 558).
The quantitative data in this intervention was gathered using the basic "AB"
Single System evaluation model. This mode1 directs the administration of scales to the

Adult child both on a pre- and post-test basis. Measurement before the intervention
provides a baseline and measures specific dependent variables before the intervention (an
independent variable). The post measurement provides &ta on any changes of the same
specific dependent variable.

Qualitative data in this intervention was obtained Rom individual pre- and postgroup inteMews. A written openended evaluation was also filled out during the final
group session (see Appendix B). Information gathered throughout group sessions was

also an avenue by which qualitative data was obtained. This data was compiled in the
t o m of comparative case studies and will be discussed in Chapter 4 ofthis practicum

report. Although comparative case studies have been criticized as lacking validity, a

number of other authors have suggested that using the method of trianplation can

increase internai validity and that findings can .be generaiized (external validity) in a

more confident manner if the findings apply to a number of cases (Stoecker, 1991 ).
As indicateâ, combining both quantitative and qualitative measures is known as

%iangulationn. This method provides richness and detail in that one type of data cm
elaborate the findings of the other (Rossman & Wilson, 1985).
The benefits of using triangulation as described by Jick (1979) include:
increasing confidence of results;
assisting in an integration of theories; and
providing a context in which the behaviour can be understood.

Patton (1990) notes that triangulation of quantitative and qualitative data provides

a type of comparative analysis which strengthens the reliability of the data gathered.
3.10 SCALES

Four ~el~anchored
,standardized scales were administered to members involved
in the group intervention. They were adrninistered in the following order, pre and p s t

gr0up:
1. Child's Attitude Toward MotherlFather ( C A W A F )

2. Caregiver Burden lnventory (CBI)
3. Perceived Social Support for Caregiving and Social Conflict Scale (PSSC/SC)

4. Index of Self-Esteem (ISE)

1, Caregiver Burden Inventory (CBQ

The Caregiver Burden Inveniory is a standardized, empirical maure which was
developed by Dr. Mark Novak and Carol Guest. It was originatly developed in 1987, and
was revised and expanded in 1989. The scale is a multi-dimensional, 24 item

questionnaire developed to measure specific areas of burden in caregivers' lives. It is
classified as a self-anchored rating scale and is quite easy to administer. The scale
consists o f five factors: (1) Time Dependence; (2) Developmental Burden; (3)

Physical Burden; (4) Social Burden; and (5) Emotional Burden. Scores for each factor
range From 0-20, except for physicai burden, Factor 3 which ranges from 0-16. Physical

burden scores are mathematically adjusted by multiplying the score by 1.25 which gives
the equivaIent score out of 30.
Novak and Guest (1989) found the interna1 consistency reliabitity (Coefficient
Alpha) hi& at -89 for the overall scale, with alphas ranging fiom .73 to -86 for the

Factors.
The Caregiver Burden [nventory has been used primarily on caregivers of those
who sufièr from dementia. Further research with caregivers of the aging person who has

a 'üifficult personatity", for exarnple, may expand its applicability.

2. Perceived Social Support for Caregiving and Social Confiict Seale

(Ps=/SC)

Catherine Chase Goodman (1991) developed these two scales . The first nine
questions relate to perceived social support for caregiving and they include aspects of
self-hetp support as well as information exchange and emotional support. The next three
questions make up the social confiict scale which was developed to measure negative
aspects O t supportive relationships. The scales were developed through factor analysis
on a sample of 206 caregivers. Goodman (1 991 ) reports good intemal consistency and a
CO herent

factor structure.

Goodman notes that the scale can be easily adapted for use with other populations
participating in self-help and support groups. She believes that because the PSSC and SC
appear to reflect support h m peers, family or fiiends, it is an ideal tool to evaluate
outcome or compare benefits h m groups.
3. Child's Attitude toward Motbermatber (CAMICAF)

The Child's Attitude Toward Mother (CAM), or Father (CAF) scale (Walmyr
Publishing Company, 1992) were designed to measure the "degree, severity, or
magnitude oFa problem" a child has with hisker mother or father. These scales can be
used with adolescents or addis. It is generally not recommended that they be used with
individuals under the age of 12.
Scores for the CAM and the CAF range from 0-100. These scores can be
regarded as twe ratio scale values, in that O would indicate that the individual has no

difficulties with hislher parent and a score of 100 would represent the highest possible
level of distress that the scale is capable of measurïng.

The CAM and the CAF have two clinical cut-off scores. The first is 30 and the
second is 70. Individuals who score below 30 can be presumed to be fiee of a clinically
significant problem in this a r a Scores above 30 indicate a clinically significant
problem in this area. Scores larger than 70 indicaie that the individual is nearly always
experiencing severe distress. Scores this high indicate that the individual may use foms
of violence to deal with the ongoing problem.
The CAM and CAF scales have Alpha coefficients of -90 or larger. Content,

constnict, factorial, and known groups validity nearly always achieve validity coefficients
of -60or greater (Walmyr, 1992).
4. Index o f Self-Esteem (ISE)

The Index of SelFEsteem or ISE (Walmyr, 1992) was designed to measure the

degree, severity, or magnitude of a problem an individual has with self-esteem. Selfesteem, as conceptualized and measured by the ISE, is the evaluative component of self-

concept. The ISE scale cm be used to obtain context specific measures of client
problems with respect to selksteem. Therefore, the scale can be completed by asking
the client to fil1 it out, for example, in ternis of their social life or their family life.

Scores for the [SErange fkom 0-100. The scores can be regarded as mie ratio
scale values, O indicating the individual has no dificulties and 100 indicating the highest
possible distress level that the s a l e is capable of measuring.

Cut-off scores Cor the ISE are the same-asfor the CAM and CAF. A score below
30 indicates no significant problems and a score over 30 cm be presumed to have clinical

significance in the area of selfesteem. The second cut-off score is 70, and scores higher
than 70 indicate that the individual is neariy always experiencing severe distress. As with
the CAM and CAF when scores reach this level there is a possibility the individual may
use some form of violence to cope.

Reliability and Validity are similar to the CAM and CAF. Interna1 consistency
reliability scores is reported to be -90 or larger (Walmyr, 1992). Contenf constnict,
factorial, and known group validity achieves validity coefficients OF -60 or greater.
1 chose to use a number of quantitative measures to explore various

characteristics of individual memben. Pre-group results demonstrated a variety of
scores on these scales which indicated to me the wide range of needs of this particular
group. I did not necessarily expect to see cirastic improvements in the scores of the CBI,
CAM, or ISE pst-group. There are mimy reasons for t his. Finf the length of the group
(1 1 sessions)was not expected to address deep seated issues of selfesteem or of one's

attitude to one's parent. Second, scores on the CBI, CAM, and ISE may indicate little
change or even regession in pst-test scores. This, however, may be more realistically

indicative of progess as the Adult child rnay have become more aware of her feelings
and attitudes about herself as she began to process these issues in greater depth. Third,
issues such as self-esteem, attitude toward one's parent and caregiver burden c m be

expected to fluctuate regularly depemding on one's current overall living situation at the

time of testing.
I was also interested in the changing qualitative perceptions of group members
and how the members perceived the group as having helped them to cope. To'access
information about their perceptions 1 developed a qualitative questionnaire which was
administered at the eleventh session, the final meeting.

-

CaAPTER 4 OBSERVATIONS
Potential members for the group in-on

under study for this practicum

report were recmited through the PsychogeriatricOutreach Team at Deer Lodge Centre.

Team members agreed to identifjr potential participants who were Adult children of a
parent who was perceiveci by the Adult child or the team members as having a "dificuit
personality". The team members who identifid potentid group members also conîacted
these individuals and advised them OF the up-coming group. If they were interested the
tearn member requested permission to release their name to me. The initial referral list

consisted of 26 names of potential group members (2 men, 24 women) whom I contacted
by telephone (or left a message) to confinn their interest in the group. If the person was

still interested 1sent them a letter of introduction in M y , 1996, which explained the
scope and purpose of the group. Thirteen ietters were sent out, al1 of them to women.
In August another letter was sent to interested individuals requesting that they

contact me to schedule a pre-group interview for September. Ofthe thirteen individuals,
eight were recruited for the pre-group interview.
Some prospective members of the group advised me that they could not attend
due to time constraints. Other prospective group members did not feel that a group
setting was an environment where they wished to discuss their problems they were
having with their parent. Still other members did not infonn my why they wete not
attending the group, and 1did not ask them specifically. 1do know that many of my
conversati~nswith these individuals gave me the impression that they felt that they
already had enou& to deai with, withod adding yet another commitrnent of attending a

group. These Adult children sounded very tired and did not want to engage in any m e r

discussion about their parent.
Pre-group interviews were scheduled the week before the group sessions began.

The purpose of the pre-group interviews was to pre-screen potential participants for
suitability, to gather demographic, contextual, and baseline information, and to discuss
the potential bene*

involved in @cipating in the group intervention. The pcticum

was also discussed and individuals were asked to sign a consent form (see Appendix A).
Of the eight women inteniewed a11 of them were suitable for the group, and they
maintained their membership until termination These women were al1 daughters of a
parent whom they perceived as having a "dificult personality".
The daughters in the group ranged in age from 40 to 65 years with a mean age OF
52. They came from a range of socioeconomic and educational backgrounds. Five of the

eight members in the group were mamed and considered themselves to be in relatively

stable relationships with their partners. One member had k e n rnarried twice and both
marriages ended due to her husbands' deaths. Throughout the duration of the practicum
she was in a relationship with a man with whom she did not live. Another member had
been rnarried and was divorced. Another member was single. Al1 group mcmben except

one had at least one son or daughter.
There were seven parents who were identified in the group as having a "difficult

personality" (two of the group members were sisters and both identified the same parent

as having a "difficult personality"). Of the seven parents, six were mothers and one was
a father. The ages of the parents ranged from 73 to 85 years, with a mean age of 81. Six

of the seven parents with a "di€£icult personality" were widowed. Five of the seven were
living alone when the group commenced. One (who had two daughters attending the
group) lived with her husband, another lived with her only daughter who attended the
group, one lived in a personaf care home, and one was admitted to hospital just before
the group had begun. Five of the seven parents received home care services.
The focus of this chapter is to present a profile for each of the group members,

describe the focus and process of each group session, and introduce the findings ofboth
quantitative and qualitative data. This provides the reader with contextual information
which will be referred to and evaluated in the next chapter.
The client profiles contain self-reported information that was gathered from
members during the pre-group interview. AI1 group rnembers names have ken changed
and personal circurnstances altered in this practicum report to protect the identities of
group members. The narrative is presented in the present tense.
4.0 INFORMATION COLLECTED PRE-GROtJP
4.0.0

#1 Alice

Alice was bom in Winnipeg and cornes Fiom a European background. She is 56
years old and has 3 children who are atl over the age of 30. She is mamed and lives with

-

her husband and one child- Alice reccived a grade 12 education and works part t'ime.
She is afiliated with a church. Two weeks before the group began Alice became a

grandmother for the first time. She feels quite positive about her situation, in general.

Alite is the eldest OF five children and is the only child living in Manitoba. She
thinks that although her siblings are far away they are relatively supportive. One si73ling
however, can be quite opinionated
Alice thinks that her father was very strict and did not tolerate any disrespect
towards her mother. She reports that in his eyes "Mom could do no wrongn. She also
thinks her father protected her mother because she had apparently had a hard life. She
believes that he did no1 do her mother "any favors" by protecting her.
Alice feels that she "was expected to gmw up right away". She says that her
mother bbaIwayshad pneumonia3*and she feli that she k
'wasthe cause of the pneumonia"She thought this k a u s e she believed her mother would not have been so sick and
overworked if it were not for her and her siblings.
Although AIice thinks that she is not like her mother she says &1hope I'm not like
that when I'm oldn. She also fin& it dificdt to hem fiom others "what a sweet person"
her mother is, as her mother has never been "sweet" to her. She does not remember her
mother kissing her and remembers k i n g told that "she was too old for that". Now that
her mother is older she wants to be kissed by Alice but Alice does not kiss her mother.

Alice's mother is over 80 years old and lives independently in her own home.
Alice has "ut watched over" her mother for the past eight years. When Alice's father
died her stress increased with respect to her mother. According to Alice, her parents had
depended on Alice and her husband for theit mial life.

Alice's mother receives no home care or other outside support. She describes her
mother's health problems as "old age", "nervous" and a "scared person". She states that
her mother's memory is quite good but that she is "hard of hearing".
Alice reports that the behaviours she has diffïcuhy coping with in respect to her
mother are the inappropriate statements her mother rnakes when she is with her. She also
makes indirect comments about what needs to be done around the house but never
directly asks for help.
tn her interactions with her mother, Alice copes by not saying much. She says,

however, that she is becoming more assertive with her mother, She says "if she [mother]
had cataracts it would be easief' and "i could blame something for why she behaves as
she does", but Alice feels that her mother is physically healthy for her age.
Alice's healthy ways of coping include golfing, playing keyboard, playing
badminton, working, and going out for lunch with fiiends. Less healthy ways of coping
include smoking, keeping her thoughts and feelings about her mother bottled up, taking
out her

hstrations on her husband, and blaming herself for things. She states also that

she rarely cries and does not take well to criticism.

4.0.1 #2 Pat
Pat was born in Winnipeg and is tiom a European background. She is 65 years
old and has one child. She received a grade 1 1 education and worked in accounting
before she retird Pat has no siblings. She attends church on a regular basis.
Pat was married and has divorced. She separateci fiom her husband when her
child was one year old Her child lives in an institution due to congenital mental and

physical deficits. Pat's husband, and parents, suffered tiom alcoholism. Her parents
separated when Pat was a pre-teen.
Pat herself suffen From high b l d pressure and also takes an anti-depressant
She bas seen a behaviour therapist in the pst to help her overcorne her fear of flying.

Pat has few friends. She says that she does not seek out relationships wiih othen
for "fear of gening hurt". She confides in one family member who she sees as a close
friend,

Pat's mother is over 80 yean old and hw father is no longer living. Pat's mother

moved in with her several years ago, when Pat began caring for her. Her mother suffers

€rom a variety of chronic, degenerative conditions and requires a wal ker for ambulatingShe also suffers fiom high blood pressure and has had a number of small strokes which
have resulted in word-finding difficulties. Pat7smother continues to dnnk alcohol,

having 2 to 3 beer each day. Pat cooks most of the meals and does all of the grocery

shopping. Her mother takes Handi-transit to various appoinmients, but still manages to
wash dishes and do the laundry. She also manages her own finances.

Pat reports that she has dificulty coping with her mother's ambivalence about

making decisions. Her mother shows no recognition for things that Pat does but requires
to be constantly "patted on the head for everything". Her rnother is not happy for Pat and
is ofien jealous; she is great at giving advice or criticking others but cannot accept when

others do it to her. Pat says "1 feel like 1' m tied down to something that she wants". She

also recopizes that her mother is "always charming to everybody else''-

Pat responds in her interactions with het.motherby usually not safing anything

indicating "Men 1 should confront her 1just don't". She feels that her mother often says
things to her when she isn't expecting it and, therefore she does not always respond the
way she would like.

Pat copes with the stresses of caring for her mother by taking courses. She has
recently joined a goal-sethg class and is consideringjoining AI-Anon. She also reads,

sleeps and takes time for herself. She says that she does not talk about herself very much
and ofien isolates herself as a way of coping. She feels she is a procrastinator, dws no<

exercise regularly, and is a binge eater. She recognites her accomplishment of having
quit smoking several years ago.
4.0.2

#3 Ann
Ann is 53 years 014lives with her husband, and does not work outside of the

home. She was bom in Winnipeg and received a grade 1 1 education. She has k e n

marrieci to her husband for many years and the couple have a set of twins who live on
their own. She cornes from a European background and has one brother who lives
outside of the province. She attended a church as she was growing up but no longer is

affiliated with a partîcular church.
Am's mother is over 80 years old and has lived alone since the recent death of

her husband Ann has cared for her mother over the pst few years. Her mother has a

number of medical conditions. She is cognitively well. Ann is trying to reinstate
homecare for two hows each day to cook meals and do the cleaning. She States however,

that her mother is very resistant to accepting help from those other than family members.

Ann helps her mother with major grocery purchases and takes her mother to various
appointments.
Ann says that she has difficulty coping with her mother's "whining'",

stubbomness and constant phoning She also says "she never ever listens to what you teIl
hep, "she has always been a control freak" and was "spoiled". Ann also says that "my
mother likes to cry wolf', she "rarely apologizes" and things Ann does are "never good
enough". Ann does not know how her father ever lived with her mother.
Ann says that her mother "drives me crazy". She indicates that her mother is very
self-centered. When Ann gives her an answer to a question "she dmsn't want to hear itn
or "doesn't like the answer". She descriis her mother as "never a social person" but
very attention seeking and jealous of others who were receiving attention. AEter Ann's

father died her mother said on a nurnber of occasions "I'rn going to sit in this house and
die".
Ann copes in interactions with her parent by screaming or arguing. Coping
strategies she uses are walking, talking, keeping busy, reading, throwing things, and
screarning. She womes that when she talks about her problems, others will think "My
God, she's just like her moiher".
4.0.3

#4 Beth

Beth is 55 years old and is French Canadian. She was boni in a srnall town in
Manitoba and went to college for a nurnber of years. She lives with her husband in an
apartment and has two children who are over the age OF 30. Beth was mamed at the age
of 18 and worked for a local Company, flrst as a steno and then as a financial analyst.

She took an early retirement package at the age of 50. She went to church as a child and

still attends.
Beth is the second eldest in the family and has four siblings. She has two siblings
who live in Winnipeg, and two siblings living outside of the province.
Beth was raised by her grandmother, and moved in with her parents when she was
a teenager. She basically raised her brother and younger sister. She says that she also did
most of the laundry, cooking ,and housecleaning growing up. Her mother often went to
bingo and was rarely home, and her father worked long hours.
Beth suffers from deteriorating back disks and muscles which are myofascial.
Her husband had a heart attack in the pst and presently has a disease which requires
frequent surgery.
Beth has cared for her parents For several years. Her mother came fiom a family
of 10 children. She was the second eldest in the family and now only has 2 sisters who
are alive. There was a period of several years when Ekth's parents lived on the same

property. Beth found this very stressful and says that she would never do this again.
Beth's mother is over 80 years old and lives with Beth's father who is older than
she. Her mother is hard of hearing, suffers from depression, arthntis, and high blood
pressure. She says that her mother has "very bad nerves", is easily depressed and is
"scared to be alone". She is cognitively well. Her rnother uses a walker for arnbulating
and does not really require any help around the house but does not do much anyway.
Beth's father does "'everything" for her mother inciuding cleaning, laundry, washing
dishes. Beth believes that her father has not done her mother any favours by doing things

for her ( A k e also had made this comment about her father). Beth or her sister will take
their mother to various appointments and Beth cooks some meals to take over to her
parents. Home care cornes in to do cleaning and help Beth's mother bathe.
Beth has difficulty coping with her rnother's inappropriate comments. If her
rnother is in the same room as someone who is overweight, she will ask them "why are
you so fat"? Beih says that her mother used to 'tattle on rny son", however, when this
happened Beth told her mother "he's my son not yours, and 1 don't want to hear it".
Beth copes in interactions with her mother by setting limits, walking away, and

will sometimes argue but then back off. She also says that her rnother is nice to other
people but nasty to her father and sibling (Alice and Pat also made reference to this).
Beth says that her mother was "spoiled" while she was growing up and was "always very

manipulative". Other coping strategies include golfing reading, talking to h-ends,
eating, travelling, doing crafls, and cooking.
4.0.4

#5 Karen

Karen and Beth are sisters. She is the youngest daughter in the family and is 40
years old. She has four siblings. Karen has been mamed for eleven years and she has 2

chitdren. She is a graduate fiom a community college and is presently working as a
manager. Karen weni to church as a child but is not affiliated with any church at this
time.
Karen does not consider herself a caregiver. She says that she visits her parents
when she cm which is no more than once a week. Her mother had tuberculosis and also
suffered a "newous breakdown" (see Beth's profile for more information). Her mother

has never been on her own and never worked outside of the home. In facf although her
rnother says that she worked very hard and "had a hard life" as a child, many of Karen's

aunts Say that she worked very M e . Karen remembea that her mother "was always

sick" but at this point in her life "has never k e n healthier7'.
Karen has difficulty coping with her mother's "condescending tone of voice".

She also describes her mother as k i n g impatient and inappropriate. She says that her
mother has a habit of exposing herself in the living rmm. She also changes her top in the
living room when f m i l y and fiends are around. Karen sees her mother as '%ery

demanding" and that her "Dad was rny Saviour". There has "never been good
communication"between her and her mother and she says 'she's not a giver, she7sa

taker". Karen's mother "ha5 always favored the boys" and one brother in particular
"could do no wrong".
Karen copes in her interactions with her mother by "usually ignoring her". She
says that if a person acknowledges her mother7sposition "she711go on and on". Karen
deals with her stress by taking stress management courses, baking, working on her
cornputer, television, golfing, and not "'eatingright". She also says that "working is a
way of dealing with the stress". Karen has a very supportive husband and this has also

been a great help to her.
4.0.5

#6 Carol

Carol is a 53 year old French Canadian woman whose mother was of a European

background. She is a second cousin to Beth and Karen and an only child. Carol was
bom in a small town in Manitoba. She has been widowed twice in the pst and is

presently seeing a gentleman, She lives alone in her apartment and has an adopted child
who is married.
Carol has a grade IO education and works outside of the home. She went to
church as a chiid and continues to attend church regularly. She suffers fiom a sore back,
hips and han& She also has "bad newes" and high cholesterol.
Carol's father is over 80 years old and her mother is no longer living. Her father
recently lived with her for seven months. He walks independently and now lives in his
own apartment suite in the same block as Carol. Carol does d l the cooking, cleaning,
washing, ironing, paying extra bills, grocery shopping, escorting him to various
appointments. Carol's father has a number of health problems. They include hardening

of the artenes, hearing problems, ulcers, borderline cataracts, aging of the retina, and
eczema. He has a pacemaker and has had two heart aîiacks. Carol's father has a hisîory

of misuse of alcohol. However, over the past year he has had vev liîile to drink- Her
father smokes, but has cut down on this as well. Home care services have been coming
in weekly to give her father a bath.
Carol has difficulty coping with her father's behaviour of being what she calls "a
very poor listener". He has always had a tendency to talk over people, and this has

worsened due to his deteriorating hearing. His attitude is that "he knows best" and "he's
always nght". Caro1 says if you make a suggestion he does not listen and if you Say "do
whatever you feel is comfortable" he responds by saying "well do it yourself'. He has a
strong tendency to blarne others and Carol ofien feels in a no-win situation. She
recognizes that her father has trouble with intimacy and gives Carol the mixed message

of "1 want yoy but I don? want you". Her father is also very self~enteredand it's
LC

always 1, 1, 1,". He does not know how to give a compliment but is "a good flirt" with

the nurses when he is in hospital. Carol says that "'as long as this man has control he's
okayn. If not, there are problems. Carol feels that "at al1 times he has me on a yilt-trip"
and that she needs to learn how to control herself when it cornes to her father's
behaviour. Carol recognizes that she does protect her father and realizes to some extent
that she can be verbally abusive to others as she has leamed this fiom her father.
Carol says that she copes with the stresses of her father's behaviour by going out
dancing. She also swims, does crafts, goes shopping and talks to fnends. She has at least
5 fiends who cal1 her everyday to see how she is doing.
4.0.6 #7 Marie

Marie is 49 years old and lives alone. She was bom in niral Manitoba and grew
up in Winnipeg. She lefi home when she was in her pre-teens and lived with her

grandmother. Her parents come from a European background She has one younger

sister who also Iives in Winnipeg. Marie has a University education and is presently
working in a helping profession.
Marie's mother is in her late 70's and lives alone. She has becorne less mobile
and more weak as she has aged. She suffers from a heart condition as well as depression.

Marie says that "her memory is very good" but that "she needs a lot of things that she
refuses to acknowledge". Her mother refuses to accept homecare but phones Marie
"evety day".

Marie feels guilty when she says no to her rnother. She copes with this by being

straightfonvard with her mother. She also reads, sings, walks her do& vacations, and
accesses her support sysiem to cope.
4.0.7 #8 Ruth
Ruth is a 47 year old woman who was bom in Winnipeg. She also comes from a

European background. She does not affiliate with a pa~icularchurch at this time. Her
one and only sibling [ives in Winnipeg. She has been mamed for 26 years and has two

children. The younger child Iives with Ruth and her husband. Her older child, who lives
nearby, refises to see or speak to Ruth Ruth, however, does see and talk to her three

grandchildren. Ruth has a college education and presently works outside of the home.

Ruth sufers fiom depression and takes an antidepressant She says that the medication
is "a cover-upn which masks the problems she has in her life.

Ruth was raised in an environment where "you were to be seen and not heard".
She remembers that her parents were "very good in bnbing me*. She remembers playing

her mother7sgame that if her mother was angry and going to "beat" her she would cry so
that her mother would not hit her "quite so hard".

Ruth's mother is in her early 70's. She presently lives in a personal care home
due to progressive dementia Ruth has cared for her mother for several years and

currentiy visits her mother every &y- Before she moved into the persona1 care home her
mother lived with Ruth and her family for twelve years. Ruth also says that her father
"made me promise I'd take care of my Mom".

Ruth has difficulty coping with her mother's memory loss and the telephune calls
during which she is accused of being "such a poor daughter". It is also difficult to hear
the messages on the telephone and then when Ruth visits her mother, she is Iovey
dovey" towards her.
Ruth copes in her interactions with her mother by "ignoring if'. In general she
copes by working, smoking and trying not to remember things. Before she lefl home she
cried everyday and says she has "never cried since 1 leR my Father's house". She feels
that "working is my life". She also copes by using distraction, which involves protecting
others; in fact she says "1 protect everybody". Ruth also does community volunteering by
visiting an elderly woman.
4.1. GROUP SESSIONS

Table 4.1 provides a visual representation ofgroup sessions which are described
in this section ofchapter 4. The focus of this section is an exploration of issues which
were addressed within the group context, and themes which were raised during the group
sessions. Each goup session will be identified in ternis of the focus of discussion,
significant themes arising out of the sessions, and a discussion of the group process in
terms of tasks of the worker and stage of group development.
Al1 but the 1 s t two group sessions began with introductions and the sharing of
how each member's week had gone. Members were also encouraged to raise any issues
from the week before which required clarification or more discussion.
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1
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4.1.0 SesJion #1- htduction, educrition, Iife review

The main purpose of the first session was to facilitate group discussion and to
discuss and gain féedbaçk about the group's niles, purpose, goals, and Fwus of
discussions, Members began to talk about themselves with each other. This facilitated
the process of a life review which is sirnilar to Boszormenyi-Nagy's (1986) first
contextual therapy dimension of Objectifiable Facts. AIthough 1 validated rnembers'
frustrations with their parent 1 also began to provide educatioa thmugh alternative
considerations and feedback in order to reframe their parents' behawours as being
ineffective coping styles.
Themes

Members began by introducing themselves and indicating what they hoped to
achieve by coming to the group. Several significant themes emerged through this
process. Themes of guilt instilled by a parent, relatives, society in general, and religion
("Honour Thy Father and Thy Mother") were highlighted Other themes included
numerous phone calls, feeling btamed, members having 'Wieir buttons pushed",
protecting a parent's feelings, being expected to perform tasks that a parent was capable
of doing, and being spoken to in an abusive manner. Members also discussed the

anxiety about feeling that they would end up like their parent. They raised the issue of
feeling apprehensive about talking about their parent, feeling that they would not want

their own children blaming or speaking negatively about them. It was stresseci that the
goal of the group was not to blame the parent, but to acknowledgc the behaviours of the

parent and attempt to understand how it has affected them, and what they as adults, o n
do about it now,
Stage of Croup Developmeat

The group quickly engaged and displayed cohesion as the first session ptogressed.

To facilitate cohesion [ identified similarities between parents and Adult children but
also acknowledged that al1 members had unique experïences. interactions between
members became more spontaneous as the session progressecl This led to the sharing of

common experiences, and suggestions of dealing with certain situations. Beth emerged
as a natural leader in the group by engaging in a leadership role at various times

throughout the session.
Garland et al. (1965) describe the tint stage of group development as the Preaffiliation stage. Maier (1 965j identifies it as locating commonness. In the first session,
most group members found it very easy to identiQ and discuss common issues and in my

opinion this was indicative of members operating at the first stage of group development.
Alice said "1 just can't believe what t'm hearing here because each one has similar

[situations] makes me feel that I'm not the only one".

According to Garland et al. (1965) the Cirst or initial stage of group development
also involves vacillating responses to program activities. One example of this occurred

during the first session with Ruth She was very quiet during the first half of the gtoup
session. At the break she advised me that she did not know if the group would meet her
needs as she saw herself as very different from the others. [ asked her if 1 could share

some of her situation with the group members during the second half of the group. She

agreed with this and when I did share this information and Ruth began to speak more
openly, comrnonalities were identified between the members and differences were also
recognized. At the end of the group session she said that she would corne back the next
week.
Pior to the group's beginning, I had hoped that the subject of meal times would
be raised, and by providing snacks over the dinner hour I hoped that eating together

would facilitate a positive experience in which individuals could share equaly and
actually enjoy themselves, something they may not have experienced as children. The
subject of meal times was brought up spontaneously by Ruth, who remembers that there
was "never a supper where I could sit down: 1 would take one bite and I'd be up in my

room crying", "'one word frorn that man, it was worse than the physical abusen. Carol
and Alice could also relate to similar negative experiences at rneal times.
At the end of the session al1 eight members were eager to fiIl out a measure

(Farnily of Ongin Scale, Fischer & Corcoran, 1994) to help them understand their farnily
of origin more clearly. As the rnernbers left Deer Lodge Centre they al1 rode down
together in the elevator, interacting with ease.

-

4.1.1 Session #2 Life review: Coping and roles in one's family of origin
This session began with members introducing themselves, discussing their week
and raising issues from the 1st week. Throughout this session, individual members were
encouraged to discuss their perceptions of their own situations aIong with their feelings
associated with them. Boszormenyi-Nagy's (1986) contextual family therapy dimension

of Individual Psychology guided me in this way as this dimension specifically focuses on

a person's own perceptions and Feelings. During this session i provided a bcief minilecture on coping and coping strategies- Mernbers then divided up into pairs to talk
together about how their parents coped with stress and how their parents7coping
strategies affected them as children. Afier this exercise we discussed these coping
strategies and members began talking about the various d e s which they played in their
families. This discussion gave members an opportunity to continue with a life review, as
they explored events in their personal lives. The tife review or Objectifiable Facts
represents Boszonnenyi-Nagy's (1986) first contextual therapy dimension. 1facilitated
the exploration of this dimension at every group session, as 1think it is an ongoing
process which provides the context for Boszormenyi-Nagy's other therapy dimensions.
Roles such as placater, blamer, computer, distractor and Leveller (Satir, 1988)
were also explained and discussed. Boszormenyi-Nagy's (1 986) third contextual therapy
dimension titled Systems of Transactional Patterns guided me in this way because one of
the components involves the exploration of roles in one's farnily of origin.

Themes
One of the themes at this session was revisiting what meal tirnes were like in
one's family of origin. Ann recalls meals when her mother was significantly absent from
the table. Ann said "she was never there For me". Pat said that she "had a great
childhood where there were very little restrictions. She said that meals were relatively
fine until her mother started to date a particutar gentleman, and when he was present at
rneals there would be arguments. Pat said that she and her mother no longer eat together
even though they live together.

Beth and Karen both recall ihat when their father was not at home they would

have to fend for themselves at rneal time. The sisters do not recall their mother ever
cooking and remember that when they were old enough they did much of the cooking.
Carol, AIice and Ruth reiterated their experiences of meal times. Alice said that
meals were very tense and were "no fun at all". She said that when she had fnends over
she was very af-raid that her father would embanass her in fiont of them. Marie said that
she was served "beautihl meals at lunch" and would have to fend for herself at dinner
time. She had positive mernories about meal time.
A theme which was identified by Ruth, Ann, and Pat was growing up in a family

where boys were favoured over girls. Ruth said "My brother was a king and 1 was a
nothing". This resulted in discussion about how men and women are raised differently
and what injustices have occurred as a result o f this socialization.

Conversation began about roies in one's ûmily oForigin and the roles each
rnember played in her own family. Pat was able to see that her mother coped by
placating after having been told by a friend of hers that Pat henelf had a tendency to
placate. Alice could identiQ this as well. Other group members identified that many of
their parents' way of coping involved blaming othea.
Stage o f Croup Development

When members introduced themselves at this session they also relayed their
impressions of the last group session. In general, these comments were very positive.
Alice said that after the last group session she did not feel elated but felt very peaceful.
Mane said that she felt very differem afler the first group. She said that she went home

and watched comedies on the television and "laughed longer and harde?'

than she usually

did. She said that when she speaks with her fnends about her parent, the discussion is

usually very "cerebral". She said that in the group she thought that people discussed the

issues at more of a gut level. Marie said that it also helped to put her situation into
perspective.
Pat said that aRer the last group she did not know how she felt. She indicated that

through therapy in the p s t , she has learned that she has dificulty recognin'ng how she

feels. Ruth said that after the group last week she felt the same as when she came in.
Karen said that she felt "pretty good" afier the last session. She agieed with
Marie and said that she does not normally "get jokes" but when she went home the week
before she watched comedies as well and said that she laughed at jokes she normally

would not get She said that she was relaxed and euphoric, feeling better about her
current situation. Carol said that after the last group she felt more in touch with the
degree to which she felt guilt in her relationship with her father-

Beth did not have anything partïcular to add and Ann said that las1 week felt like
a begiming session.

I began challenging some of the individuals in the group at this session, because I
thought that some goup rnembers were ready because of the natural cohesion that

developed the week before. I a s k d Ruth to think about her caregiving role and what
purpose it was s e ~ * nRuth
g was able to identiQ that she sees herself as "a very canng

perron" but wondered why she was so cornpellecl to visit her mother. 1 introduced the
idea of her need to explore her caring role and the need to take risks sometimes in order

to fiel better. She was somewhat apprehensive about hearing this but did acknowledge

that there may have been more to her carîng than she saw at the moment As a group
facilitator 1 felt that Ruth was wanting to maintain control and as a resuh was testing my
skill. It was my impression that this example was a demonsiration that the group had

moved into the second staF of group development, that of p w e r and control (Garland et
al., 1965). Maier (1 965) has identified this stage as creating exchange. Another example
which demonsüated this second stage of group development was Am's expression of
strcing feelings about what her mothet "made"her do. When I gently chalienged her,

suggesting that she had sorne control over this, she looked uncornfortable and nonverbally responded in a way that indicated she was unreceptive to hearing this.

Group mernbers were very interactive and supportive to each other during the
group session. Group members gave each other feedback and assisted in problemsolving certain situations. Ruth recalled a nurnber of traumatic experiences kom her

childhood. Croup rnembers were very supportive to her. Particular feeâback was given
to

Ruth with respect to the number oftimes she visits her rnother and she had some

dificulty hearing this. Some members made suggestions which Ruth was not ready for,
for exampie cutting d o m on how ofien she visits her mother. 1played mediator in this

situation and stressed that perhaps Ruth had to feel better about herself before she could
consider this and Ruth agreed.

-

4.1.2 Session #3 Life review: Roies in one's family of origin and in one's present

relationships
Alice, Pat, Ann, Beth, Karen, and Carol were present at the third session. Pat
made the suggestion that members re-introduce themselves every week, and members
agreed with this.
This session was used to assist members in continuing to explore the roles in their

families of origin and in their relationships at present. Genograrns were utilized to
dari@and dernonstrate the dynamics of particular relationships. Boszonnenyi-Nagy's
contextual therapy dimension of Systems o f Transactional Patterns was discussed in
more detail. Components of this dimension which were discussed included roles, power

alignments, family structure, belief systems, and boundaries. These components were
also discussed within the framework of feminist theory. The Family-of-Ongin scale
results were also retumed to those members who had filled them out. Some discussion
took place about the meanings of the scale.
Themes
A theme which arose as members checked in at this session was their parents' use

or overuse of medication. Al1 of the mothers with the exception of Carol's had k e n
prescribed valium at some time in their lives. Members discussed their futrations with
doctors who had premibed medications to their parents but also recognized that doctors
were often at a loss in ternis of how they could help their parents. At that time Alice's,
Am's, Beth's and of course Karen's mother were al1 taking an antidepressant, which
was showing more positive results than the valium ever ha&

Other themes which came out of the group session included king told by othea

not to ciy, lack of affection or over-af]Tedon between parents, lack of positive
compliments about one's physical appearance while growing up, a parent's tendency not
to say please or thank-you when their children do something for them, and the-fearthat

they would turn out like theic parent
Stage of Gmup Development

Karen indicated that since she had been attending group sessions she was much

more attentive to how she deals with her own children,
Membea were quite involved in giving feedback to other group memben about

their genograms. Convenation was also very spontaneous as members discussed their

experience with their parents on pamcular medications. Beth and Karen seemed to have
gained particular insight into their mother's behaviour based on the kind of person their
Father had been. Pat spoke the least this session and a number of group members went up
to

her at the end of the session tel Jing her that they also wanted to hear fiom her.
Beth brought a note pad and pen to this session and took down notes for herself.

Carol joked that Beth was the note taker for her as well. I encouraged other group

memben to write in a jouml to help them in working through some of the issues which
were raised in the group.
Group memben continued to explore their own experiences and became more

fiee to disclose abusive situations in their past. 1 believe that this increased disdosure
piaced the group at the stage of intimacy and rnutual identity (Garland et al., 1965;
Maier, 1965): Carol spoke of many difficult experiences in her childhood, particularly

with respect to her physical appearance. She said that because of her dark complexion,
she had wom make-up since she was 7 years oid Her grandrnother used to scrub her

knuckles in hopes to remove the darkness of the skin. She also wore a big stniw hat in
the sun so as not to darken ber skin. Carol said that her mother treated her as a fnend and
that she knew al1 the facts of life by the time she was ten years o l d Carol also said that
she was always able to talk about these experiences but was able to do it now without
becoming as angry. She thought that this was happening as a result oFattending the

group.

-

4.13 Session #4 Feelings: Guilt and setting limits
Five members of the group were present at the fourth session. Carol's father was

in the hospital and vecy ill, Marie was sich and Pat was out of town. Discussion at this

session was focused around guilt and setting limits. 1 utilized Boszormenyi-Nagy's
contextual therapy dimension of Individual Psychology for the ficus of this particular

session. This involved members continuing to explore their feelings and perceptions at a
deeper level.
Themes

Themes of resentment, anger, diffculty in setting limits were highlighted.
Particular resentment was experienced by Marie and Ann in that they felt the roles had
been reversed and they were now parenting their parent Many other members expressed

resentment about feeling that they had to make decisions on behalf of their parent, even
though their parent was often capable of doing so on their own. Conversation also

diverted to a discussion about how the memkrs' mothers used to dress them and make
decisions based on what their mother Iiked rather than their own wanis and needs.
Stage of Croup ûevdopment

Before introductions began at this session Ann stated, "1 was told today 1 was not
responsible for my mother". [t was my impression that this reality was starting to sink in
for her.
This session clearly indicated the group's movernent towards persona1
involvement and a wi1linguess to bring feelings out into the open. This session
represented to me that the group was in the stage of intimacy and mutual identity
(Garland et al., 1965; Maier, 1965).

My role as facilitator was minimal during this session. Mernbers gave each other
a nurnber of suggestionsand even confionted each other in a constructive way.
Beth and Karen gave a number oFexamples OFhow they set limits with their
mother. Alice was particularlyinteresteci and said a number of times how she admired
them for being able to be finn with their mother. She also expressed the fear that if she
did set a limit with her mather she may never see her again. Karen and Beth made a

number of staternents which suggested ways of setting limits without king "nasty". Beth

said that she did not respect her mother nor could she because of her behaviour. She did
Say however, that she did not want to be mean to her either. Ann also commented that if
you respond to your mother with meanness 'you're just stooping to her level". Ann aIso
spoke of her mother who made few decisions, and was beginning to realize that the more
she did for her mother the more dependent she becarne.

Ruth spoke of her lack ofoutside interests. She identified that she enjoyed
exercise and Beth basically told her that she should begin to visit her mother every other
day and on the opposite days,exercise. When Ruth heard enough h m Beth, she held up

her hand and said "Wait7'- She then began to talk about the depression she had k e n
struggling with over the winter. Group members were very attentive and supportive to
her. AM very supportively commented that Ruth needed to have something else in her
life, and Ruth agreed.
t commented that I thought Ruth had changed since the first time 1 met her. Other

group members agreed and Ann said that she found Ruth to be more open. Ruth
managed a smile which she almost seemed to be trying to hold back It was my
perception that Ruth was really beginning to look at herself and explore who she was.
She continued to talk about how she had never planned for her Iife to end up "Iike this".
She stated, "What are they going to remember me by?... 1 don't want to be remembered
as, 'oh, she was good to her mother' ....When t grow up 1don't know what 1 want CO be....

What's my purpose?...."1was a very selfish personbut] the good person in me has always
been in there". Ruth raised the importance of people listening attentivety COher, a
comment which she had made before. She stated "A lot of people just don? listen". 1
facilitated Ruth's need to explore this further and asked her "how much do you listen to
yourself'. She said 'tery Iittle" and laughed. She then changed the subject raising the
issue of her younger child who was moving out the next week. Beth said that the empty
nest would "be wondefil". m e r members could relate to this difficulty, however Ruth
was not convinceci.

-

4.1.4 Session #5 Setting limits

Introductions took a great deal of time at this session. Marie had not attended for
2 sessions due to illness and a work meeting. Members caught up with each other about

what had been happening in their lives. Through the process of introductions, setting
lirnits was raised again and actually practiced by some group memkrs. Boundaries and
setting Iirnits are both components of Boszormenyi-Nagy's contextual thempy dimension
of Systems of Transactional Patterns and guided me in this session. By this time
members were beginning to integrate the components of Boszormenyi-Nagy's first three
contextual therapy dimensions.
Themes

Themes which arose out of this session included accepting compliments, selfesteem, and the fear of k i n g like one's parent.
Pat raised some interesting themes in two dreams that she had experienced. She
said that two weeks ago she dreamt that her cousin died. This was the same week that i
had told group membecs that my cousin had been diagnosed with a terminal illness. A
week later she dreamt that she was walking down a road with over-hanging trees
floweting with beautiful Spring blossoms. She related this to the death of her old self,
new growth and personal development.

Stage of Gmup Development

Group members continued to demonstrate increased intimacy and mutual identity
which indicated to me that the group continued to be at the stage of intimacyJmutua1
identity (Garland et al., 1965; Maier, 1965). Ruth spoke about the difficulty o f having

her child leave home, and identified the difficuity both of them had expressing their
feelings. Group members were very supportive. When 1 asked the group what could be

done to help Ruth during this dificult time, Carol offered that she would cal1 Ruth
dunng the week. ûther group members agreed and dl members shared their phone

numben with Ruth Group mernbers also agreed that I could photocopy a list o f phone
nurnbers for ali group members to have. This also showed evidence that the group was in
the stage of intimacylmutual identity.

At the end of the session I identitied that the group sessions were at the midway
point Ann made a comment about having 20 instead of 10 sessions. 1 asked group
members to think about whether they would like more sessions and it was agreed that this
would be discussed at next week's group.

-

4.1 4 Session 116 Feelings: Addressing fesrs of k i n g like one's parent

1 decided to devote this session to focusing on further exploration into one's fear

of being like one's parent and cognitive behavioural techniques in dealing with one's

feelings and behaviour. At this point members were continuing to integrate Objectifiable
Facts, Individual Psychology, and Systems of Transactional Patterns which had been

explored in the context of Feminist theory.
Themes

The main theme of Session #6was to discuss fean of "endingup like one's
parent" or being like one's parent This theme had ken mentioned in al1 of the
preceding sessions. Mernbea spent some time thinking about their own personal
characteristics which were sirnilar to their parent's characteristics. Some of the

characteristics included passivity, king uncaring, ineffective communication, anxiety,
controlling others, sarcasm, blurred boundaries, overprotectiveness, and dependency.
One of the main characteristics which group mernben Feareb was that they might cope
with anxiety the way their parents did- Beth said that she did not know what her anxiety
was about, but was learning to control it. Beth also agceed with me that she has high

expectations of herself and is a high achiever.
Karen initially could not identiQ characteristics in herself which were similar to
her mother's. 1 facilitated further exploration into this by asking her whether her mother
tended to be sarcastic, something Karen had been accused of king by others in her life.
Karen said yes, and Beth agreed that Karen was sarcastic.
Other themes which were raised during this session included responding vs.
reacting to one's parent, trust, struggles with autonomy, fear of being "tm happy",
"waiting for the other shoe to drop" and dreams not yet hlfilled.
Stage of Croup Development

Karen pointed out that since she had been attending the group she had begun to
look more at how she affects others. She gave an example of an incident with her
husband when he had told her that she was sarcastic. She inquired further into his
statemenq accessing cognitive behavioural techniques of thinking, feeling and behaving
having leamed this from a previous group session. Pat made some suggestions as well
about how Karen's husband may have felt.
Alice said that she was able to tell her sibling that she had been attending the
group even though she did not receive support for this. She also stated that the group was

helpful in that she was meeting more people and hearing how they were dealing with
their problems. She said '4 get a plus out ofthis and when 1 go home 1 feel reaily good".
This session demonstrated to me that group members were continuing in the stage

of intimacy and mutual identity. At one point Ann teased Beth about taking the biggest
piece of cake and this incident reinforceci to me Garland et al.'s (1965, p. 34) suggestion
that "sibling-like rivalry tends to appearn at this stage of group developrnent
Marie made occasional comments during the session but in general spoke very
little. She continued to demonstrate strong personal control in group sessions and made
comments which I found difficult to respond to as they were said in a superficial or
joking way. When mher inquiry was made about her cornments she did not wish to
elaborate at any deeper level. Marie's lack of participation may have been partly due to
the fact that she had missed two sessions in a row and was not feeling as much a part of
the group.
Group rnernbers showed continued insight into themselves and who they were.

Ann stated thai she was seeing more and more how she was a "hyper person" and was
starting to practice relaxation techniques. 1 stated that 1 had noticed that she had become
more open and calm since the group began. ûther members agreed with me. Ann also
spoke of her fear OF king judged by others. Discussion ensued and Marie made further
suggestions about relaxation and deep breathing exercises.
Pat told group members at this session that she had Felt "badly jarred", and "out
of kilter", with her ''cheeks feeling heavy" afkr last session. She said "the trouble is 1
really don? talk to people and 1 don't say what 1 Feel, maybe I'm just afiaid oFmy

feelings. 1 don? know what they are in the fiat place". The gmup was supportive and

this acknowledgement indicated to me that Pat was continuing to explore herself and her
feelings at a deeper level. Pat then continued to speak about her adult child who was
disabled She said that she was able to show her child affection, which was something
she had never received She said that showing affection in r e m is now second nature to

her child. The group gave ber credit fur this accomplishrnent
AM s p k e again ofher fnistration with her rnother, but acknowledged that she

may have more control over this than she tealized. She said "1 think 1 realize that [Ihave
more control] now, [but] it's going to take awhile".

Ruth spoke at length about her fear af tinding out who she was, and the fear that
many changes would take place in her life if she did find out who she was. She stated

that, "one of these sessions made me realize something, that 1 go to see rny motber no<
for her sake but for my sake...after 1 left that session I thought that's exactly what it is".
A11 group members were supportive and agreed with Ruth. Betb also reinforced that it

was okay to visit for Ruth's needs. Carol agreed. Ruth however, Felt that this was

uncarhg and other group members disagreed This uncaring characteristic was explored
and group members reinbrced that many of Ruth's thoughts were not uncarhg but were

thoughts that many other group members had Carol identified that some of the things
Ruth was describing were a result of king shy rather than k i n g uncaring.
At the end of this session. the group was asked to decide about the idea of

extending the group. All members were actively involved in this problem-solving

process. It was clear that most members wanted the group sessions to be completed

before they became too busy in preparation for Christmas. tt was agreed that the group
would be extended one more session.
It was at this session that each member received a list of al1 members' phone
numbers. Members were also asked to think of adjectives which would d e s c n i other
group members as a way of providing each Other with constructive and honest Feedback.

-

4.1.6 Session #7 Communicatingfeelings and taking cbarge o f one's current
situation

Alice, Carol, Paf Beth, and Ruth attended the seventh session. Weather
conditions were less than ideal on the evening of this session as it was snowing and the
roads were slippery. Discussion centered around communicating feelings and steps to

having more control in one's life. The communication of feelings is connected to
Boszorrnenyi-Nagy's contextual therapy dimensiori of Systems of Transactional Pattern
which guided me in this session. Healthy and unhealthy ways of coping with anxiety
were also discussed. Members were involved in role playing and the session ended with
a relaxation exercise.

A major theme that arose out of the session was learning how to take charge.

Beth initiated discussion about five steps to taking charge which she had heard about
over the radio. This was discussed for most OF the session. The five steps to taking

charge were to: (1) be central; (2) get over being nice; (3) set goals; (4) take yourself
seriously; and (5) build alliances. Other themes which arose Fiom the group included
responding vs. reacting, fear of king "too happy", contidence building, learning to Say

no, caring for oneselt one's need for praise and encouragement, and giving meself
positive messages. It was interesting that afkr discussing the fear of turning out Iike
one's parent last week, this was the first week where it was mt identified.
Alice relayed a personal exarnple which heIped in demonstrating assertiveness
and taking charge. This was explored through role playing. Group members gave each
other constructive feedback aller the role play and throughout group sessions.
Stage of Group Development

This session represented a transition fiom the intimacy/mutuality stage of group
development to differentiatiodgroup identity. 1 see this transition as occuring as
members shared more about themselves but also appreciated differences between each
other as Alice role played a scenario in which she iearned to assert herseK Members
respected her need to practice and were supportive but also recognized that not al1 group
members had difllculty with assertiveness. It was interesting to watch proup members
during this role play. I had to discourage members from "rescuing" Alice a minimum of
five times. Members continualiy wanted to provide her with answers which she was
capable of coming up with herself Group members demonstrated anxiety about Alice's
anxiety. 1 raised this example at the next session for further discussion.
Group members identified a number of ways they coped with anxiety. &th and
Carol identified that they keep busy as a way of coping. We talked about what could

happen if we were one day unable to utilize a particular way of coping, for instance how
would one cope if one were no longer able to keep busy because of emotional or physical
reasons.

Pat spoke of her dificulty asking for help. Afker she identified this issue, she
gave an exarnple of a situation with her mother indicating that she had gotten angry and
felt 'cjagged" after the incident This was the first tirne Pat described a personal situation
with her mother. Carol and Alice said that they could relate to her situation and Beth
reminded her that her mother was not going to change, but that she had every right to be

angry. Fat was very open to suggestions which goup members gave readily. She spoke

of how her mother engaged in power struggles and recognized in herself her part in
engaging in the struggle. Pat also disclosed the way she had treated her son as a result of
the way she had been treated. She said "most of his life 1 treated him like my mother
treated m e except up until this past year, when I knew 1 had to be teaching him
differently and not get angq al1 the time; it's made a big difference as Far as he's
concemedWCarol spoke OF her father's health problems. She recognized that she had some
gifis h m her father inchding a good sense of humour and a strong will. It was my
impression that Carol was beginning to understand her father in a more positive way.
Beth spoke more about the constant anxieîy she felt and said that she did not
know where it came Frorn. Carol was able to give her some insights because she had

spoken with Beth's farnily's housekeeper when Beth was growing up.

Ruth talked about her continued insight into her own anxiety and relayed an
example in which she had to ask her boss to be excused from a certain task. Excusing
herself was dificult for her because, as she said, "1 got stressed not knowing what was
really stressing me, because 1 never get stressed". She said that she had not known what

was bothering her at ihe time but later tealized-shewas feling anxious about the fact that

she had learned that her mother was king transferred to another persona1 care home.
Ruth was able to work this through in her mind and as a result was relieved when she
understood what her anxiety was about.
Ruth was also very relieved because her mother hadjust told her "You know you
don3 need to come here everydayn. Pat asked her if she had mixed feelings about it and

Ruth said, "yes ...because I don't know what to do with my time no$.

Ruth also said that, 'since 1 have been coming here, I've been really questioning
myself ... I'm starting to come into doing things, thinking different, and I've gotta
become a person, a whole person on who I really am and if that means king vulnerable
and showing people, then that's what I'm going to have to do. I'm starting to really dig

and trying to bnng out al1 my emotions and little by Iittle... It's gonna be a slow process.
It could take a long time because I've hidden it for so long, but hopefully 11
' 1 Rnd out

who I am . One thing you said to me, which had never entered my head 'the real m e
would love to go to England'

..- and once you gave me that

permission Ifelt better".

This statement demonstrated to me Ruth's need to have extemal permission. This was
discussed with the group and I suggested that we did not have to wait For others to give us
permission but that we could give ourseIves permission to do what we wanted
Iasked group members to think about their parent and themselves in relation to

Boszormenyi-Nagy's balance of parent-child relationships for next week. i also asked
that each member pick out a meaninghl greeting card which they would tike to receive,
buy it, and bring it to the final group session.

-

4.1.7 Session #II Relational ethics and taking raporsibility for change

Members present at the eighth session were Beth, Ann, Karen, and Pat. Weather
conditions were very poor again as there was a big snow storm. The purpose of Session
#8 was to discuss and understand Boszonnenyi-Nagy's parent-child relationship ledger

(relational ethics). I provided a mini-lecture on this dimension which was then discussed
as a group. The group ended with a guided imagery exercise which was a strategy in
helping members gain more cornpetence and confidence (see Appendix C). The group

members found this interesting, however I am not sure if members actually incorporated
this strategy for future use.
Tbemes

Themes which arose out of the meeting were trying to understand a parent's
childhood by asking himher questions about it, fear of success/failure, fear of being too
happy, boundaries, re-parenting oneself, importance of social support, and mist
Stage o f Croup Development

Members shared more of their experiences growing up, making connections
which they had not made before. 1 facilitated the exploration of childhood experiences

and utilized Boszonnenyi-Nagy's ledger to help memben identi@ the needs that were not
met in their own childhood and then in their parents' childhood. 1 also stressed that as

adults we were responsible for finding ways that would meet our own unmet needs.

Members were also differentiating themselves more fiom their parent as they explored
how their own experiences growing up had been different from their parents'
expenences.

In my opinion, members conhnued to demonstrate the differentiatiodgroup
identity stage of development. The following is an example of what 1 believe to be an
indication of group identity, wherein mernbers were almost overidentiGing with each
other. 1 utilized a group exarnple fiom last week to demonstrate members' need to
overprotect each other. 1 r a i d the role play which occurred and asked members of the
group about their need to protect Alice as she was struggling to corne up with a response

in the role play. Discussion ensued about one's need to overprotect another. Karen
related this to how she sometimes deals with her children and A m also talked about her
strong feelings about another group member's past life experiences. AM said she was
feeling that she wanted "to fix it" and Beth said to her that she had io back oK Group
members in general felt Fiee to give each other constructive Feedback. i believe that this
process was enhanced when 1 asked members to think of adjectives to descnbe each
other in order to provide each other with feedback.
Group members identified improvements in their ability to express their feelings
and deal with their parent- Pat said that she seemed to be responding more quickly and
effectively with her mother. She also said that the suggestions she had received fiom the
group the previous week were helpful to her. Pat was very verbal at this session and
spoke at length about not feeling much like a "social character". Al1 group members
were supportive and encouraging. She said it was easier to talk in the group because "1
know everyone and 1 feel protected here".

-

4.1.8 Session #9 Reiatbnal ethics and îaking responsibility for change

Beth, Carol, Ruth, Alice, Pat, Ann and Marie were present at Session #9. Marie
an-ived late because o f a work meeting. The putpose ofthis session was to discuss
family relational ethics again and assist rnernbers in learning ways to re-parent
themselves. The group session ended with an guided imagery exercise (see Appendix C).

Themes
Themes raised during this session were similar to last week's session, Discussion
focused more upon the experiences members' parents had growing up. Communication
skills were also discussed and role played
Stage of Croup Development

Alice said that since she had been coming to the group she did not think about her
mother everyday, although she still stmggled when she talked to her mother. Alice gave

an example ofan incident which made her Feel guilty and invited members to give her
some suggestionslinsights about it. Members were very ready to provide her with
feedback.
Carol brought note paper with her to this session. It was in the third session that
she had made reference to Beth as being her note-taker. 1 believe that ihis demonstrated
that Carol was taking more responsibility For herself and for her learning.
It is rny opinion that the stage of group development identified by Maier as group

identification and by Garland et al, as differentiation was demonstrated by group
members at this session. As suggested by Garland et al. (1 965), the group becomes its
own " h m e of reference" and this was demonstrated by two examples, one given by

Carol and one given by Ruth Carol recognized that when she was having difficulty
communicating with her daughter, she thought o f "the group" and this helped her to
express herself more openly. This demonstrated ,as well, that she was anchored in the
group session. The second example occuned when Ruth told Alice that if she was
having difficulty asserting herseif to "think of usw,"cal1 us".
As members became more settled into the the of differentiationlgroupidentity

stage ofgroup development my role as group facilitator became less necessary.

-

4.1.9 Session #10 Care for tbe caregiver and planning for future need satisfaction

Alice, Carol. Marie, Beth. Pat, and Ann were present at the tenth session.
Weather conditions were poot again for the third week in a row, and a snow storm was in

progress before the session began.
The topic of the final forma1 session was caring for oneself. I asked the group
members to think about what they needed to do to take care ofthemselves now and in
the future. Members participateci in another anchorïng exercise to facilitate an increased

feeling of autonomy and empowennent.
Themes

Themes arising out of this session included improving communication,

fiendships, a great appreciation for the group, and concem over maïntaining contact with
one another,

Stage of Croup Development

Appreciation for the group expenence was demonstrated when AM said "It's
good to sit in a group and just talk about what you've done al1 week, and you go fiom

there and you get stuff off your chest". She asked other group members for their
opinions and Beth responded by saying that talking about events came naturally to her. A
dynamic was starting to develop behveen Ann and Beth where Beth's verbal and nonverbal messages were indicating that she was sethg

limits with Am who seemed to be

seeking Beth out more than other group members.
Alice said that although fnends were important, she felt that they did not really
understand the way that members in the group understood her. Marie indicated that there
was a common element with al1 group members and 1 reinforced that common eIements
are usually what fnendships are b e d uponMuch time was spent discussing opportunities for group members to get together

as a group or as dyads. Members volunteered a number oftheir personal
hobbieslinterests and invited other members to join them. Telephone contact had aiready
been occurring between members since the session in which members shared their phone
numbers with each other. A11 members encouraged one another to cal1 them in the
future.
The tenth session focused largely on members' needs in the Future when the
group would no longer exist as it had up until this time. Beth and Carol seemed more
withdrawn at this session, presenting as though they were beginning to distance
themselves from the group. Ann and Pat were in partïcular need of knowing that
although sessions would not be held at Deer Lodge Centre, members could still meet
over coffee or at one of the members' homes.

It is my perception that group members were in the final stage of Garland et al.'s

-

(1 965) final stage of group development separath- The authors wrïte that as members

anticipate the impending dissolution of the group, they find new resources for meeting
their social, recreational, and vocational needs. In t h group's instance they were
already trying to meet these neeâs through establishing informal meeting times in the
future or by withdrawing fiom intense involvement in group matters. Garland et al. also
note that other reactions have been observed in groups who are in the process of
termination. These reactions are: denial, regsession, recapitulation of p s t experiences,
evaluation, flight, and pleas from members who do not want the group to end. It was
observed that some members were still wanting the group to continue, and others were
ready to terminate. Because it was encouraged that members could continue to meet and
rnembers also reinforced the desire to meet, they did not see this session as being as tinal.
It was interesting that Marie, who spoke very little during al1 of the sessions, began to
raise issues about negative experiences as she was growing up. Up util this point she
had said virtually nothing about the negative experiences she had experienced in her life.
Members participated in another pided imagery anchoring exercise at the tenth
session. "Anchoring" as described by Grinder and Bandler (198 1, 1979) includes visual,
auditory, kinesthetic, olfactory, and gustatory components. It refers to the tendency for
any one of these components to bring back the entire experience. For example, Carol
said that on the weekend as she was saying good-bye to her &@ter she was reminded
OFthe discussion the group had held the previous week on the subject of Carol's

discornfort with the way she hugged her daughter. Carol's memory of the group

experience suggests that this session provided an anchor for her the next time she
expressed herself to her daughter. The memory gave her the confidence to hug her
daughter the way she truly wanted to hug her.
The exercise which members partkipated in at this session involved members
thinking and atîempting to experience an unpleasant event which they wished they had
dealt with differently. When they had a sense of the components outIined above, they
were then asked to think about what resource they could have used that would have made
the event more positive. Examples such as assertiveness, contidence and patience were
given. Once members were in touch with that resource they were asked to 'anchor" that
feeling by pressing one of their finger nails. Once that had ken completed they were
asked again to recall the unpleasant event but live it out or imagine it again, this time

taking with them the resource that would help them. Members were asked to press their
finger nail ("anchof') to enhance the positive resource- They were also asked to imagine
how the event would have turned out had they had that resource with them.

ALter this exercise Ann asked the group how one knows what assertiveness is if it

has never been experienced. Discussion ensued and it was reinfofced to Ann that she
demonstrated assertiveness in discussions which took place in the group. AM agreed and
another anchoring exercise was introduced in which Ann agreed to participate. Members
enjoyed and participated willingly in these exercises, however, I am unsure as to how
effective anchoring was for this particular group of people, because they did not give me
specific Feedback about the exercise. I also did not experience king able to "see" the

physiological changes which might demonstrate that "changen had occurred for a group
rnember.
4.1.10 Session # I l - Sepration and Termination
Al1 group members except Marie were present for this session. Carol's father had

passed away the day before and Beth had contacted everyone but Marie during the day.
Many of the members had sympathy car& for Carol and it was decided that the group
would send Carol flowers. The death OPCarol's father may have drawn members closer

together during this session, as it too marked an ending to the rnemben. It may have also
prompted members to make plans to meet again in the future so as not to make the
termination of the support group mean the end of still maintaining contact with each
other.
This session marked the end of the group sessions. A written evaluation bnn was

given to each rnember which they filled out during the meeting. Mernbers were then

asked to take out the greeting card that they had purchased and address it to themselves.
Afier this was done members were asked to pass their card around so that everyone had
the oppomuiity to write something on the card which they appreciated about that person.

When this was completed each person had her own card back with everyone's personal

message on it. Members went out for dimer to celebntte the end of the group's focmal
meetings.

-

CHAPTER 5 EVALUATION
The purpose of this chapter is to preseril and discuss results gathered from
quantitative and qualitative evaluation &ta. As discussed previously, quantitative

measures utilized in this group intervention included The Caregiver Burden Inventory

(CBI),Perceived Social Support for Caregiving/Social Conflict Scale (PSSCISC), Child's
Attitude toward MotherFather (CAMICAF), and the Index of Self-Esteem (ISE). These
measures were administered to al l group members pre-group and pst-group. Pre-test
scores were quite varîed indicating a very heterogeneous sample. Scores on the Cl31

ranged from 9 to 50.5 with a mean of 3 1.16. The PSSC scores ranged fiom 13-37 (mean
= 24) and

SC scores ranged fiom 2 to 1 1 (mean = 7). The CAMKAF scores ranged frorn

29.3 to 79.3 with a mean of 55.7. This mean indicates very elevated scores with respect

to one's attitude towards one's parent, according to Hudson (1 982). The ISE scores

ranged from 20.8 to 62 with a mean of 38.4.
One qualitative measure utilized in this group intervention consisted of an openended questionnaire (see Appendix B) which was Filled out by group members at the
eieventh session.

5.0 QUANTITATIVE AND QUALiTATLVE RESCLTS FOR EACH GROüP

5.0.0

#1 Alice
Quantitative Data

Data presented in Table 5.1 indicate improvement from pre-test to pst-test on the
social burden scale on the CBI, and on the PSSC, CAM, and ISE.

-

Table 5.1 Results of Pre-test and Post-test Measures for Client #l

Caregiver Burden Lnventory
Factor I Time Dependence
Factor 2 - DeveIopmental Burden
Factor 3 - Physical Burden
Factor 4 Social Burden
Factor 5 - Emotional Burden
CBI Total

1
1

-

3

-

10
2.5
4
16
35.5

Perceiveci Soeial Support for Caregiving S a l e
Social Confiict S a l e

1 Chiid's Attitude toward MotherlFather
Index of Self-Esîeem

I

1 9
19
7.5

3

18
55.5

25

l

/ 62.6
42

l

I

1 59

I

33.3
L

The total score on the CBI was much higher in the pst-group in te^-ew than in
the pre-goup interview, indicating an increase in perceived burden. 1 believe this
increase was partly due to a distressing incident Alice had experienced with her mother
the day before the pst-goup inteMew. Aîice told me that on the previous &y she had

learned by chance that her mother had a severe case OF shingles. Her mother had not
advised Alice of this and had not seen the need to see a doctor a b u t i t Alice said that
she had never seen anything so infected This ordeai aiso occurred shortly after her
mother had broken her ankle days before. In addition, these things occurred just before
Alice and her husband were to leave on a trip. It is rny opinion that anyone experiencing
the increased stress as descnid by Alice would be affected in tenns of feeling guilty,
responsible, burdened and resentful.
Perhaps Alice's perceived burden as measured by the CBI also increased because
she had become more truthful about the actual burden she felt in caring for her mother.
She had less difficulty filling out the questionnaire at the pst-group interview, and in
contrast to the pre-group interview, did not hesitate to answer questions in a way which
might be viewed by others as negative.
Table 5.1 also depicts changes in Perceived Social Support for Caregiving and
Social Conflict as indicated in the scale of the same name (PSSCfSC) (Goodman,1991).
Alice's score increased by eight points on this s a l e which indicates an improvement in
perceived social support for caregiving as measured by the PSSC. Particular areas of
improved perceived social support included the following three items: "Others 1 know
have given me information about difficult personalitiesn, "Others I know have hetped me
realize my problems are not unique", and "I've leamed from others 1 know by watching
how they manage stress".
Table 5.1 identifies pre- and pst-test scores in one's attitude towards the parent

as measured by the Chdd's Attitude toward MotherE'ather Scale (CAMKAFI. Alice's

score on the CAM was slightly lower indicating improvement in her attitude towards her
mother. However, aithough it had improved it stiii was in the range which suggests
difficulty in one's attitude toward the parent The signiticance of this score may be more
meaningful, in that her attitude toward her mother had not worsened given the dificult
day she had just experienced with her mother. As well, although Alice showed increased
burden as measured by the CBt, her attitude toward her mother continues to indicate
improvement as measured by the CAM. During the post-group interview, Alice was
much more open with her feelings ofanger, and did not speak of feeling as guilty about
her feelings towarâs her mother.

As indicated on the table, Alice's score on the ISE shows a slight improvement in
her selfesteem, however the score remained above the clinical cut-off. Alice also said
that a number of people had corne up to her at work and had noticed a positive change in

her. They noticed that she seemed more calm and confident.

interesthg changes from

pre-test to post-test on items of the ISE were "I feel that othen get along much better
ihan 1 do7,"1 feel that 1 am a beautifil person" and '7 am afiaid 1 will appear foolish to
Ot hers7'.

Written Evaluation

Alice indicated on the final evaluation that she found the gmup experience to be

"very helpfùi and informative". The personal benefits and changes derived fiom her
participation in the group were that "1 believe I'm much calmer and more accepting of
my dealings with my mother". What she found most helpful about the group was the

camaraderie "with everyone", "because although each have different problems, they do

have similar problems, experiences etc. [and] just Iistening and king part of the group
hel ped".
Alice indicated on the final evaluation that she believed the quaiity of her
relationship with her mother had changed because of her "newn attitude. She said it was
easier for her to ignore things that her mother said and not get as emotionally involved.
She attnibuted this change to "maybe jusi the idea that people here understand me better
than my ftiends". Alice wrote that she did not think any of her other relationships had
changed since the start of the group.
Case Discussion

Alice attended ten of the eleven sessions. She indicated at the first session that
she would like to leam more patience. She said "there must be a way of dealing with this
that doesn't spoil your life". On her written evaluation she reported that she saw herself
"much calmer and more accepting of my dealings with my mother". This statement as
well as her improved score on the CAM indicate to me that to some degree she achieved
the goal that she had identified ai the first session.
Although Alice reported that she experienced no changes in other relationships in
her life, 1 believe that some important shifts did occur, with respect to relationships at
work and relationships with her children. People at work had noticed a positive change
in Alice and AIice no longer felt as responsible for the quality of the relationship between

her children and her mother.
The pst-group quantitative measures were given to Alice the day after she had
experienced a very dificult time with her mother and this may have affected the results.

However, 1 think that irnproved scores on the PSSC, CAM and the [SE in combination
with positive qualitative data tndicated meaningfiil and positive changes in these areas.

5.0.1 #2 Pat

Quantitative Data
Pat's scores as presented in Table 5.2 on the various quantitative measures
indicate improvement in the area of physical burden, social burden and emotional burden

an the CBI, which improved her overalt score on the CBi. There was aiso improvement
on the PSSC. Her CAM score showed a slight improvement as well.

1

Table 5.2

- Raults of Pretat and Post-test Maures for Client #2

Caregiver Burden lnventory
Factor 1 T h e Dependence
Factor 2 - Developmental Burden
Factor 3 - Physical Burden
Factor 4 - Social Burden
Factor 5 - Ernotional Burden
CBL Total

12.5
4
14
50.5

11
47.25

Perceived Social Support for Caregiviag Scale

17

32

-

1
1
1

Social Conflict Scale
Cbild's Attitude toward Mother/Father
index of Self-Esteem

7
L3

1 7

16
1 1-25

2

I

1

1 2

1 5

1
l

68

62

Pat's score on the Social Burden subscale of the CBI suggest very Iittle burden for
Pat. Before the group began Pat said that her mother did not interrupt her social life

because she really did not have a social life that could be interruptd
Factor 5, "Emotional Burden" was very high for Pat pre-test. Her pre- and psttest score indicates that Pat's

emotional burden was slightly less than it was before the

group began. Pre- and pst-test scores indicate some decrease in overall caregiver
burden. When 1 reviewed these results with Pat she said that she does feel less burdened
by the stresses of caregiving with her rnother than she did pre-group.

Table 5.2 depicts improvement in perceived social support as measured by the

PSSC. Items which showed particular improved support as measured by the PSSC
included: "Others I know have given me useful advice about how to plan for the future",

"Others have heIped me gain insight into my behaviour and feelings as caregiver",
"ûthers I know have given me information about difficult personalities", and "Others 1

know have helped me realize rny problems are not unique".
Pat scores suggest a small increase in social conflict as measured by the SC. She
said as she was filling out the SC pre-test that she did not have people in her social life,

and as a result teally had no one to k in contlict with except her rnothet. The fact that
her SC score increased may be an indication that there were more people in her social

lire as a result OFthe group. This could be viewed as positive even though she may be
dealing with more conflict.
Pat's scores indicate a slight improvement in Pat's attitude toward her mother as

measured by the CAM. Pat recognized that her attitude toward her mother had become

more positive. Pat's scores indicate slightly decreased selfksteem as measured by the

SE.
W ritten Evaluation

Pat indicated on the final evaluation that her impression of the group was 3hat it
is a worthwhile experîence not to be missed". Pat found that "findingout that we share
many cornmon experiences" was the most helpful to her. She found that the group

helped her to think of herself and her situation in "amore positive light".

Pat indicated that her relationship with her rnother had improved since the
beginning of the group in that they are "more communicative and listen to each other

bettef'. She believed that thk had occu~edbecause she had a better understanding of
herself and her mother as well as her own khaviour and her mother's behaviour.
Pat also believed that the quality of her relationships have improved in general

and wrote "1 think it (Le. the group) has given me more reception to othen". Like Alice

she recognized changes in her attitude and indicated that "insight into how we handle our
problems was a revelation".
Case Discussion

Pat attended ten of the eleven sessions. Pat stated at the first group session that

she wanted to leam how "not to upset myself'' and "howI cm manage how not to have
my buttons pushed". Pat acknowledged at the eighth session that she was responding

more quickly and effectively with her mother. She also identified improvement in the

quality of the relationship with her mother on the written evaluation, and this was

reinforced by an improved score on the C M Pat's caregiver burden lessenal as
measured by the CBI, as well by her own self-reports.
Pat's self-esteern slightly decreased as measured by the ISE. Pat recognized that
she had to continue to work on her self-esteem. She recognized on one level what she
needed to do to increase her self-esteem but was having difficulty carrying through and
fully appreciating this on a deeper level. She had already taken the initiative to take a
course in self-esteem which was beginning in the next month- Pat had one suggestion for
the group and that was that she "would like to keep on meeting".
Pat raised some interesting dream themes at Session #5. She relayed two
drearns. First, she dreamt that her cousin died. This was the same week that I had told
group members that my cousin had been diagnosed with a terminal illness. Second, a
week later she had dreamt that she was walking d o m a road with over hanging trees
flowering with beautiful Spring blossoms. She interpreted this to represent the death OF
her old self, new growth and personal development. Third, afier the group ended on the
evening of the eighth session, Pat infonned me that since the previous two dreams she
had been having a nurnber of nightrnares. She said that she thought this was perhaps her
psyche trying to resolve those things she had not resolved €tom the pst. She saw this as
positive and 1 reinforced her view.
5.0.2 #3 Ann
Quantitative Data

Table 5.3 provides pre- and pst-test scores for Ann.

Table 4 3 - Resolts of Pre-test and Post-test Memures for CClieat #3

Caregiver Burden hventory
Factor 1 - Time De~endence
Factor 2 - Developmental Burden
Factor 3 - Physical Burden
Factor 4 - Social Burden
Factor 5 - Emotional Burden
CBI Total

16.
34.25

16.
46.25

Perceived Social Support for Caregiving Scate

20

34

1O

10

5
12
1.25

I1

Index of Self-Esteem

11

2 -25

O

Social Conflict Scale
Child's Attitude toward Mothermather

1 15

11

79-3
37.3

3

l

1

76-6
50

Ann's score on the CBI greatly increased tiom pre-test to pst-test, indicating
increased burden. Time dependence increased more than any other factor. This is very

interesting because not only did Ann have the support of the group for eleven weeks, she
had also been receiving individual counselling from a sociaI worker, and at the time of
pst-group testing her rnother had been admitted to a facility for assesment and
treatment for almost one month. Ann stated that when she was filling out the scales
during the pst-group interview, she found herself being more honest, and this rnay be a
reason for the score results indicating increased burden deteriorated. Perhaps Ann's tack
of control over the situation with her mother king in another facility, may have also

increased her anxiety and perceived burden.

1

A very positive increase was observed in Am's PSSC scores. She scored 20 pre-

test and 34 pst-test. Particular improvements in support as measured by the PSSC were
noted on the following items: "ûthers 1 know have helped me deal with frustrations 1
have as a result of k i n g a categiver", "Others have helped me gain insight into my
behaviour and feelings as caregiver", Others I know have given me information about
dificult personalities", "T've leamed tiom others 1 know by watching how they manage
stress".
Interestingly, even though Ann's CBI score indicated increaxd burden her CAM
score actually showed a slight irnprovement This score however, was still mncerning as
Hudson (1 982) reports that scores above 70 indicate a potential For violence towards
oneself or others. However, two items on the CAM which showed important
improvements were "My mother gets on my nerves" and "1 feel violent toward my
mother".
Ann's ISE score showed a decrease in her self-esteem. Again Ann attributed this
to the fact that she was more honest in answering the items on the pst-test than she was

on the pre-test. I also believe this had to do with Ann's tendency to compare hersetf with
others in the group who she perceived as coping better than she. Items which showed
particular detenoration were "I feet that others get dong much better than 1 do" and "1
feel that if I could be more like other people 1would have it made".
There were items that did indicate particular improvement on the ISE and these
were "1 feel that 1 am a very comptent person" and '4 think I have a good sense of
humor".

Writtea Evaluation

Ann's impression of the group experience as indicated on the final evaluation
was that "it was a new experience and 1 leamed how to communicate". She wrote that

the persona1 benefits derived fkom the group were that she "learned how to open up and
how to not let othea manipulate me". She reported that the group was 'chelpful and non-

judgemental". She said it "felt like a family", something she had nirely experienced in
her life. I think that this was a very rneaninghl statement particuiarly because she shared

wîth the group how dificult it was for her to be able to trust people.
Ann recognized changes in the quality of her relationship with her husband fiom

pre-test to pst-test She wrote "1 now can get him to communicate more easily [as 1 am]
leaming to express my feelings and not keep them inside".
Case Discussion

Ann attended ten of the eleven sessions. Ann stated at the first session that her
mother "pushes every button you can imagine". She wanted "to know how to deal with

it

without biting her head OF'.
Ann could not identi& any changes in the quality of her

relationship with her mother afler the group terminateci, although I believe her anger
which she expressed during the group did lessen to some extent and this resulted in her

being more patient with her mother.
I believe that AM was in a state of crisis during the p e n d that the group was in

process. Her father had recently died and her mother's physical health and coping
abilities were deteriorating. This made it more difficult for Ann to process the
information presented in the group and achieve her goals. One comment she had made at

the beginning of the group was that 1 had been her "life line" when i had catled her about

being a part of the group. She aiso said that she had been feeling very ''desperateW at the
time, and 1 observed an improvement with AM in that she no longer felt desperate after
the group had terminated. As stated previously, she also felt more supported than she
had pre-group, and positive changes occurred in how she expressed her anger. AM'S
suggestions for the group were that "it should continue al1 year roundw
5.03 #4 Beth

Quantitative Data
Beth's scores Fiom pre-test to pst-test on the quantitative measures al1 improved
with the exception of self-esteem. However, her low score on the ISE before the group
cornrnenced indicated that she already had a healthy level of selfesteem.

1

Caregiver Burden lnventory
Factor 1 - Time Dependence
Factor 2 - Developmental Burden
Factor 3 - Physical Burden
Factor 4 - Social Burden
Factor 5 - Emotional Burden
CBI Total

Perceived Social Support for Caregiving %le
Social Confiict Scale

-

I

3
2

4
7
1.25
5
1O

3
6

1

27-25

1 l4

I

"

-

1 27

O

1 39

Child's Attitude toward MothedF'ather

65.3

53.3

Index of Self-Esteem

28

34

Beth's score on the CB1 showed improvement from pre-test to pst-test. She said
that her rnother had becorne more demanding of Beth since the group began but because
she understood her mother better it did not create as much of a burden for her. Beth's
developmental burden improved particularly on the items which read "1 wish 1 could
escape from this situation", and -1 expected t h things would be different at this point in
my life". Her emotional burden also improved particularly on the items which read "1

feel embarrassai over my care receiver's behavior" and "1 resent my care receiver".
Beth's score on the PSSC also improved fiom pre-test to post-ïest. ltems which
showed greatest improvement included "Others 1 know have given me usehl advice
about how to plan for the firture", "Others have helped me gain insight into my behavior

and felings as caregiver", and "1' ve learned fiom others [ know by watching how they
manage stress". Her SC score indicated bat she had less social confiict in her life pstgroup than she did pre-group.
Beth's CPLM score decreased fiom pre-group to pst-group, however her postgroup score still indicates that she has difficulties in relation to her attitude toward her
mother. Hudson reports that scores above 30 indicate a clinically significant problern in
the area of attitude toward parent. Beth's score on the item "My mother does not
understand me" improved. She said that she thinks this is because she does not really
care any more if her mother understands her or not.
Beth's score on the ISE was slightly worse pst-group than it was pre-group. Her
score before the group began indicated that Beth did not have a clinically significant
problern with self-esteem because her score was less than 30 (Hudson, 1982). She

attributed her deteriorated self-esteem score as king due to a severe headache she was
having at the time of the post-group interview.

Written Evaluation
Beth indicated on the final evaluation for the group that "for a first time group

-

such as this 1 was pleased everyone was fnendIy and sympathetic to others a very gooci
experience". She wrote that the persona1 benefits denved h m participation in the group
included "knowledge that others have the same and sometimes more problems" and that
she was "not alone". She found that the " k d o m to speak fieely and openly" in the
group was the most helpfiil.
Beth identified that the quality of her relationship had changed with her mother in
that she had 'more understanding of their situation" because she thought more "about
their upbringing and own childhood, (didn't even consider this before)". She did not
identifi any changes in other relationships in her life. Beth's only suggestion for the
group was that members keep in touch with each other.
Case Discussion

Beth was the one group member who attended al1 eleven group sessions. Beth
identified that she had corne to the group to help her father cope with her mother and also
lessen her own guilt. She recognized that her guilt had dissipated to some degree.
A very important change in wegiver burden occurred as measured by the CBI.

Beth also said that little had changed in her life since the beginning orthe p u p except
that her mother was more demanding than she had k n before.

Beth took her membership in the group seriously. She was one of the mernbers of
the group who took notes during sessions. She also took on a leadership role many times

throughout the group interventionand benefitted From ail of her efforts. She felt
cornfortable with how much she had learned and was prepared to move on from the
group experience.

5.0.4 #5 Karen

Quantitative Data

l

Table 5.5 - Results of Pre-test and Post-test Measures for Client #5

Pre-test

1 Caregiver Burden Inventory
Factor I - Time Dependence
Factor 2 - Developmental Burden

Factor 3 - Phvsical Burden
Factor 4 - Social Burden
Factor 5 Emotional Burden
CBI Total

-

~

I

1

.-

1 Post-test

-

O

9

O
O
O
O
3

1 22.6

( 33.3

O
O

O

Perceived Social Support for Caregiving Srale

Child's Attitude toward Mothermather

1 Index of Self-Esteem

Results of quantitative measures administered to Karen are presented in Table
5.5. Her quantitative scores from pre-test to post-test improved on the factor of

emotional burden on the CBI. Improvements were also indicated from pre-test to post

test on the PSSC, SC, and the CAM. Her scores on the CAM and the ISE pre-test did not
indicate that these areas were particuiar problems for her.
Karen's scores on the CBI suggest that Karen's emotional burden decreased from
pre-test to post-test She agreed with this finding and felt that the group had helped her
wi th easing the emotional burden as she understood her mother better. Her score on the

item "1 feel embarrassed over my care receiver's behaviour" improved from 'very
descriptive" to "moderately descriptive". Her score also improved on the item "1 Feel
angry about my interactions with my care receiver" changing from "moderately

descriptive" to "not at ali".
Karen's scores on perceived social support showed an increase. A particular
increase in sconng was observai with the item "Others i know have given me useful
advice about how to plan for the future". There was also a decrease in Karen's score on
the SC which would indicate decreased conflict. She scored particularly lower on the
question "people don't approve of some things I've done to care for my relative with a
difficultpersonality". This could indicate that the way she had been doing things for her
rnother was reinforced by her attendance in the group. This may have also occurred
because she developed a deeper understanding of the stress which occurs when a
caregiver spends a great deal of time caring for their parent as she heard others talk about
in the group.

Karen's score on the ISE was higher pst-group indicating a decrease in selfesteem. She attnbuted this to a difficulty she was having adjusting to her husband's new
working schedule which was causing stress in the relationship.

Karen's score on the CAM indicates a more positive attitude toward her mother

fiom pre-test to pst-test. Her pre-test score indicated that she had slightly les than
clinically significant problems in her attitude towards her.mother in the first place.

Wriîtea Evaluatian
Karen's evaluation of the group experience was vety positive. She found it to be
a "'relaxedsetting" where "group members felt cornfortable with each other'9 She
indicated chat the benefits of the group included "thinking before you speak" and
realizing 'you are not alone".
Karen also found it helpfùl to talk about her own and others experiences growing
up. She said that she gained a new understanding of her sister Beth's experïence growing

up and as a result had a greater appreciation for her sister. Karen recognized that her
relationship with her mother had changed in that she was more patient with her mother.
She stated that she had a better understanding of her mother and was more receptive to

her needs. She also said that she had experienced positive changes in her mother as well.
Karen recognized that the quality of her relationships with her husband and
children changed in that she was less sarcasticwith her husband and more patient with

her children. She stated that she "realized the importance of relationships and 1 don't
need to be stressed".
Case Discussion
Karen attended nine of the eleven sessions. Her initial reason For attending the

group was in order to help her father cope better with her mother's behaviour. 1 think she
was s~rprised
by the degree to which she benefitted personally.

relationship and the one with her father and had been spending a great deai of time
analynng why she was in this relationship. She was also seriously considering ending
this relationship on the day of the post-group interview.

-

Table 5.6 Results of Pre-test and Post-test Measures for Client #6

1

Caregiver Burden Inventory
Factor 1 - TUne Dependence
Factor 2 - Developmental Burden
Factor 3 - Physical Burden
Factor 4 - Social Burden
Factor 5 - Emotional Burden
CBI Total

I

I

15

O

14
8.75

7
7.5
2

1 2
6

O

9

8

Perceived Soeial Support for Caregiving S a l e

Social Confiict S a l e

Child's Attitude toward MotberIFather

39.3

24

Index of Self-Esteem

20.8

14

'

Caroi's score on the PSSC improved from pre-test to pst-test Items on the PSSC
that showed greatest improvement in support included "Others have helped me gain

insight into my behavior and feelings as caregiver", "Others know have given me
infornation about difficult personalities", and "'ûthersI know have helped me realize my
problems are not unique". The SC score decreased indicating somewhat less conflict in
one's life.

Carol's CAF score improved from pre-test to pst-test This change moved her
from above the cut off of 30, indicating a significant problem in this area, to well below
the cut off. Carol's score on the ISE also improved although her pre-test score indicated
that she did not have a significant problem in the area of self-esteem.
Written Evaluation

Carol indicated on the final evaluation that she "really had a good impression" of
the group expenence. She wrote that the personal benefïts and changes derived fiom
participating in the group were that she was able "to tell my father that I loved him on his
death bed, and was able to let al1 my inner feelings out". She indicated that what she
found most helpful about the group was "we al1 had some problems of our own and we
were able to share them". Carol also recognized that her relationship with her daughter
had changed as a result of coming to the group sessions. She wrote that "1 feel cioser to
rny daughter", "1 can hug her". It was very significant for Caro! to be able to hug her

daughter because affection was something she witnessed very rarely in her own family of
origin.
Case Discussion

Carol attended nine of the eleven sessions. Her father was admitted to hospitat
just before group sessions began and he died the day before the group terminated.

Although her father had dieci, 1 believe, and she agreed, that the group had ben
very positive in helping her to resolve a number of issues from her pst. Quantitative
measures demonstrateci her improved mental health. At the first session she said that she
wanted to learn how "not to always feel guilty". At the second session she said that the

grotlp session the week before had brought out how much guilt she actually felt. She said
'7 recognized the degree of my guilt". She also said that since she had been coming to

the group she was able to express her feelings without becoming as angry as she had in
the past. By the end of the group Carol had resolved a number of issues and was feeling

very iittle guilt.
5.0.6 #7 marie
Quantitative Data
As can be seen on Table 5.7, Marie's pst-group scores on the CBi indicated

improvement in the areas of time dependence and physical burden. Her CAM and ISE
scores also showed some improvement fiom pre-test to pst-test.

Table 5.7

- Results of Pretest and Post-test Measures for Client #7

I

Ca regiver Bu rdeo inventory
Factor I - Time Dependence
Factor 2 - Deveio~mentalBurden
Factor 3 - Physical Burden
Factor 4 Social Burden
Factor 5 - Emotional Burden
CBt Total

3

-

l

1 Perceived Social S u p p n for Caregiving Scak

1
6

3
3.75

O

O

1
8

4

1
1

13-75
37

1

l6

/ 34

Child's Attitude toward MotberIFather

34

3 1.3

Index of Seif-Esteem

33.3

22.6

1

Items on the CAM which showed particular improvement were "1 dislike my mother"
and "1 think my mother is terriW.

Marie showed improvement on the ISE and moved out of the clinically significant

range.
Marie's perception of burden as measured by the CBI increased on developmental
burden, social burden and emotional burden fiom pre-group testing to pst-group testing.
Marie's scores on the PSSC and the SC slightiy decreased fiom pre-test to post-test.
Although her score on the PSSC did not show improvement fiom pre-test to pst-test,

her scores on both occasions were higher than those of any other members at pre-group
testing. This would indicate to me that she perceived herself to have quite a healthy

social support system to begin with.
Written Evaluation

Marie said that she benefitted fiom the group by listening to other members'

experiences and realizing how dificult it was to cope with a parent on an "intensive daily
basis". On the wtitten evaluation she said that what she found most helpful about the
group was the humour and laughter and that it was "very relaxing", and "stress
releasingy'. Marie did not identiEjr that any changes had occurred in the quality of her
relationships with other people.
Marie made a number of very good suggestions about the group. She

complimented me indicating that 1 was a very good facilitator and suggested that more

role plays would have been helpful. She also indicated that if I was not prepared to
continue to meet with the group that perhaps members could still have the opportunity to

meet in a neutral setting such as Deer Lodge Cenhe. She suggested that if I was to

facilitate another group, that this particular group could also meet at the sarne time using
a different space at Deer Lodge Centre. Therefore, although I would not be facilitating

the group 1 would be available afier the group session endedCase Discussion

Marie attended six group sessions and was quite late for one other session. She
had indicated at the tenth session that she was "just coasting9' and agreed with me that
this was a very honest statement on her part, about how she viewed her involvement in
the group. A number of other group members indicated that they had not gotten to know
Marie and I spoke to her about this. She said her situation with her mother had not been

stressful during the time fiame of the group, and had she attended the group last sumrner
when she had k e n having more dificulty with her mother she would have spoken out
much more. She also said that she felt her issues to be somewhat different and much

more trivial than those of other group members and did not know if others would
appreciate where she was coming fiom. Marie also recognized in herself that she is

rnuch more interactive one-on-one than in a group setting. This was also my experience
in my interactions with Marie.
At the first session she stated that she was coming to the group to help her cope

with her mother in that the content of group sessions put her own situation into

perspective. She agreed with me that the group positively reinforced how she was coping
with her parent and also helped her to put her own situation into perspective.

It is difficuh to comment in great detail about Marie as she attended about half of
the group sessions, and when she was in attendance stie maintained an emotionally safe
distance From other members of the group until the iast formal group session when she
started to share more about herself
5.0.7 #8 Ruth
Quantitative Data

As can be seen on Table 5.8 Ruth's scores on the Factors of the CB[ t?om pre-

group to pst-group al1 showed improvement except for emotional burden. Her scores on
the PSSC,SC, and CAM also showed improvement fiom pre-test to pst-test.

I

-

Table 5.8 Results of Pre-test and Post-test Messures for Client #8

1

Carqiver Burden Inventory

Factor 1 - Time De~endence
Factor 2 - Developmental Burden
Factor 3 Phvsid Burden
Factor 4 - Social Burden
Factor 5 - Emotional Burden

1O

I O

II

-

8
2.5

6.25
5
1

CBI Total

33.25

3
2
21.5

Perceived Social Support for Caregiving Scale

1
1

Child's Attitude toward Motber/Father

I

Iodex of Self-Esteem
l6Iv3

178

Ruth's scores on the CB1decreased slightly in al1 five areas of burden She said
her attitude towards her mother had changed and what had helped was the change in her
mother's attitude towards her, in that her mother gave her permission not to visit her
every day in the personal care home.
Ruth's score on the PSSC indicated a great improvement from pre-test to post-test
in her perception of social support for caregiving. Particular improvements were seen on
the following items: "'Others 1know have given me useful advice about how to plan for
the future", "Others have helped me gain insight into my behavior and feelings as
caregiver", "1 know someone who understands the difficulties 1 face as a caregiver",
"I've learned fiom others 1 know by watching how they manage stressn, "Overall, I feel
satisfied with support I receive h m others as I take care of my relative with a difficult
personality".
Changes in Ruth's SC score were minimal. Her score on the CAM decreased
indicating a much more positive attitude toward her mother. When Ruth filled out the
ISE pst-test she said she found it very interesting as it reinforced to her that her selfesteem continued to be a difficulty for her. On both occasions her scores suggest that
self-esteem was a significant problem. Post-test scores indicate a decrease in her selfesteem as measured by the ISE. This may be similar to Ann's situation, in that she was
more honest about her feelings of herself pst-test. There were a number of times
throughout the group when Ruth wodd indicate that she did not know how she "f'elt",
however, as sessions progressed she became much more in touch and honest with herself
and others about her feelings.

Written Evaluation

Ruth found that what was most helpful about the group was "the way people
opened up and 1found out that I wasn't done in my feelings". She had expected that
there would be more people in the group who had a similar backgroundof the degree of

abuse she had experienced. She said that she would have benefitted more had her pst
k e n discussed more extensively. Initially she had Found the group "a little intimidating
[but laterlfound out this was not the case at ali". She found that through the group she

met "gteat people" wiîh whom she hoped to keep in touch. She also indicated that she
would not hesitate to come to see me in the fbture for help.
Ruth indicated îhat her reiationship changed with her mother in that she felt she
did not have to see her every day. She also said that she did not dweli on her mother as
much as she used to before the gtoup. She identified that her mother's attitude had

changed as well in that her mother gave her permission not to come every day. Ruth
recognized positive changes in her attitude as well. Ruth did not recognize changes in
other relationships in her life.
Case Discussion

Ruth attended nine of the eleven sessions. As mentioned previously, Ruth's selfesteem may have worsened because she became more in touch with how she felt about
henelf, and because she had more tirne to do so because her perception of burden

changed in a way which gave her more tirne to focus on herseIf.

Ruth stated at the first session that she wanted to understand why she felt so
compelled to visit her mother as much as she did. The fifih session she stated that she

was begiming to understand that she was golng to see her mother so that she could say

''thal she was a good daughter" and that she was not going for her mother "at all" She
felt guilty and selfish about this revelation but group membea were supportive in helping
her work this through. At the sixth session she said "'one of my problems is I don't really
know who 1 am". At the seventh session she said that "since I have been coming here,

I've been really questioning myself. I'm starting to corne into doing things, thinking
different, but I've gotta become a person, a whole person on who t really am and if that

means k i n g vulnerable and showing people, then that's what I'm going to have to do".
It was also at this session that she said she had always wanted to travel but could not have

that dream fulfilled because she was married. Group memben encouraged her still to
consider going on a trip. She stated to me later that she felt I had aven her permission to
go, and at the p s t - group intewiew she said that she was planning a trip to China with
her fnend. I also leamed that after k i n g encouraged a number of times by Beth to go to

the gym (because Beth knew she enjoyed it) Ruth bought herself a membership at a gym
shortly aeer the group terminate&

Ruth stated that she would like the group to continue at a more advanced level.
We discussed this at length and 1 suggested to her that perhaps other group members did
not have the need to delve as deeply into their pst. 1 also suggested that with the

complexity of Ruth's situation she may benefit fiom individual counselling. Ruth did see
a psychologist in the p s t for a period of about one year and was receptive to my

suggestion. Afier the group tenninated she approached me to inquire about marital
therapists, as difficulties in her relationship were starting to anse. Although Ruth did not

recognize changes in the quality of other relationships in her life, she had made
statements during group sessions which alluded to growing discomfort in her relationship
with her husband as she began getting more in touch with who she was. 1also leamed

that just afier the termination of the group, she and her older child, who had not ken
speaking to one another for a number of years, reconciled some of their differences.
An interesting change in Ruth's situation was that she stopped taking her antidepressants about six weeks before the post-group interview and six weeks into the group
intervention. As she stated in the pre-group interview, she had felt that the antidepressant only rnasked her problems and she said that she preferred to deal directly with
her issues rather than medicate herself in order to çope. This may have made the
quantitative score changes even more meaninfil in that she was on an antidepressant
during the pre-test and not during the pst-test Her self-esteem was the only measure
which did not improve, and in fact deterïorated, probably indicating a more honest
picture of how she felt about herself. Ruth may have becorne more in touch with her

own level of self-esteem, since her mother occupied less of her emotional time and
energy, and yet was able to cope with this understanding without the use of an antidepressant,
5.1 CAREGWR BURDEN INVENTORY (CBI)

Novak and Guest (1989) established mean scores of the Caregiver Burden
Inventory (CBI) by measuring the burden experienced by those who care for individuals
suffering fbm some fom of cognitive impairment The group under study for this
practicum report included only one person who was caring for a parent with cognitive

impairment and this parent was in a Personal Care Home. Seven of the eight rnembers in
the group were caruig for a parent who was not suiTering fiom a dementing processIt is hue that because of the srnall sample used in this intervention, major
conclusions cannot be drawn. It is interestuig however, to note the mean scores of the
Factors in the pre-test scores of the CBI presented in Table 5.9. Mean scores in the first
four factors and total scores of the CBI al1 faIl within established mean score ranges (see
Table 5.9) as identified by Novak and Guest ( 1989). Emotional Burden (Factor 5)
however, is much more elevated with the population in this study as opposed to Novak
and Guest's research. Table 5.9 indicates that the mean score of emotional burden
measured with the present sample is much more severe than those caring for an
individual with Alzheimer Disease according to Novak and Guest's research.. Novak and
Guest's sample was also heterogeneous in that 44.9% were spouses, 48.8% were Adutt
children, and the remainder were essentially relatives of the impaired individual.

-

Table 5.9 CBI Mean Scores of gr ou^ Members and Novak and Guest's Researcb
CBI Factors Pre-test

Mean

Post-test
Mean

1

5.9

5.19

Total

31.16

27.5

Novak & Guest's
Means and Standard ûeviation
Scores
6.98
(s-d. 5.89)

22.14

(s.d. 16.30)

5.2 PERCEIVED SOCIAL SUPPORT FOR C A R E G M G AND SOCIAL

CONFLICT SCALE (PSSCM)
Goodman's ( 199 1) Perceived Social Support for Caregiving and Social Confl k t
Scales (PSSC/SC) are relatively new measures which have been utilized very little in
research studies. Goodman and Pynoos (1990) conducted a study with 66 individuals

(spouses, Adult children) who cared for a person with Alzheimer disease. Thirty-one of
the participants were placed in a peer telephone network of four to Cive caregivers who
phoned each other regularly over a 12-week period. Thirty-five participants were
provided with 12 telephone-accessed taped lectures about Alzheimer Disease which they

listened to over a 12-week period. The PSSC was utilized to measure changes in

perceived social support The mean pre-test score For the first group of participants was
3 1.O (s-d. 7.0) and the mean pst-test score was 28.4 (s.d. 8.0). The mean pre-test score

for the second group of participants was 35.2 (s.d 6.6) and the mean post-test score was

3 1.6 (s.d. 6.1 ). 1 finci the pre-test scores very interesting in that the individuals who
attended the group under shidy (see Table 5.10) scored much lower in terms of perceived
social support than did those participants in the Goodman and Pynoos (1990) study. This

suggests to me that perhaps people who struggle with a parent who they perceive as
having a "difficult personality" are much more isolated than those caregivers who care
For an individual with Alzheimer Disease. Mean pst-test scores (see Table 5.10) are

also interesting in that the members who attended the group under study scored higher

than those participants in the Goodman and Pynoos (1990) study.

As has been identified previously, one ofthe objectives of this intervention was to
increase perceived social support Results obtained utilizing the PSSC demonstrate that
seven OFthe eight rnembers met this objective (see individual members7tables). Marie's
score did not improve from pre-test to post-test. However, her pre-test score and post-test

score were both higher than any OF the other mernbers' pre-test scores, indicating that she
already had a healthy social support network.
Table 5.10

- Mean Scores of Other A~oliedPre-test and Pcwt-test Measures

Measures

Pre-test

Post-test

Mean

Mean

PSSC

24

35.25

SC

7

6.62

CAM

55.7

45.67

ISE

38.4

41-28
A

The PSSC scale represents "understanding, information, advice, insight,
emotional control, universality, e.upression, rnodeling, and support satisfaction"

(Goodman,1991, p. 167). Each item on the PSSC i s rated on a scale fiom 1 to 5; 1 = Not
at all, 2 = Slightly true, 3 = Moderately true, 4 = Very true, 5 = extremely me. All mean

scores on the 9 items of the PSSC showed improvement €iom pre-test to post-test. The

four items with the highest mean scored items pst-test were:
5. "1 know someone who understands the difflculties 1 face as a caregiver"
(pre-test 4, pst-test 4.62);

7. "Others i know have helped me realize my problems are not unique"
(pre-test = 3.37, pst-test = 4.62);
4. "ûthers have helped me gain insight into my behaviour and feelings as
caregiver" (pre-test = 1-62, pst-test = 4.25);

6. "Others 1 know have given me information about difficult personalities"
(pre-test = 2.25, pst-test = 4.25).

The Four items on the'PSSC where the greatest changes occurred fiom pre-test to
pst-test were:
4. "Others have helped me gain insight into rny behaviour and feelings as
caregiver" (pre-test = 1.62, pst-test = 4.25);

6. "Others 1 know have given me information about dificult personalities"
(pre-test = 2.25, pst-test = 4-25);
8, "I've learned fiom others I know by watching how they manage stress"

(pre-test = 1.5, pst-test = 3.12);
3. -0thers 1 know have given me useful advice about how to plan for the fiiture"
(pre-test = 1.88, pst-test = 3.35).
The mean scores for items 4,5,6, and 7 on the PSSC indicate that group
members as a whole found these statements very me. The mean for items 3 and 8
indicated that the group members as a whole found the statements to be moderately hue.
AI1 group members acknowledged the value of getting together as a group and most of

them commented that "sharing experiences with each other" was the most valuable.
The last three items on the PSSUSC scale attempt to measure the degree of social
conflict in one's life. There was liûle difierence in pre-test and pst-test scores.
Qualitative data does support, however, that the quality of some relationships in the
group members' lives had improved Al1 group members except Mane were able to

recognize positive changes in at least one of their relationships, &th, Ruth, Pat, Alice
and Karen ail acknowledged that the quality of their relationship with their parent had
changed Ruth and Pat had also seen positive changes in their parents attitude as well
and Pat said that the two of them were getting much better at communicating and
listening to each other. These statements reflect that relationships cm change positively
even when one suffers fiom dementia, and sometimes focusing on one's own behaviour
can result in positive changes in another.

Beth attriiuted the positive change in the quality of her telationship with her
mother to her own increased understanding of her mother. Karen attributed the positive
change to her own increased patience with her mother. Alice indicated that because
people in the group understood her better than her own Friends, she was able to establish

a "new" attitude towards her mother. She indicated that she was able to ignore
comments h m her mother that she normally wouid have reacted to in the p s t Carol, ANI, Pat, and Karen al1 identified positive changes in other relationships in
their lives. Pat stated that in general she was more receptive to others. Karen recognized
changes in her relationships with her husband and children as she was more patient, less
sarcastic and valued the importance of these relationships. She also recognized that she
was much more attentive to how she deals with her own children. Ann achowiedged
that she was able to express herself more honestiy and openly with her husband and

Carol said that because of the group she took the risk of hugging her daughter more
sincerely which made her feel closer to her daughter. She spontaneously acknowledged
that this change was because of her experience in the group-

It is interesting that group members experienced positive changes in relationships

with others even though positive changes did not necessarily occur with one's parent.
This indicates to me that some relationships are easier to change than others, and that
sorne people are more open to change than others.
5 3 CALLD'S ATTITUDE TOWARD MOTHERWATKER (CAMKAF)
The CAM/CAF which were developed by Walter Hudson are measures which
were researched and revalidated in 1987. Saunders and Schuchts (1987) researched
2,4 19 adolescents, Those adolescents who acknowledged a dificul t relationship with

their mother obtained a mean score of 59.4 (s.d,

= 19.6).

Those who identified a negahve

relationship with their father averaged a score of 59.9 (s-d. = 12.4). The authors indicate
that these scores support previous research on this scale completed by Giuli and Hudson.
They also report that because of the large standard deviation scores, more than just the
measure is required to complete an assessrnent on the attitude toward one's parent. It is
also interesting to note that afier my own research on the CAMICAF, 1 was unable to find
this rneasure administered to adults. Therefore, 1 could not locate rneans and standard
deviation scores for adults. The effect of differences in gender between the child and the
parent was not hlly explored in the study conducted by Saunders and Schuchts (1987).
Table 5.10 present mean scores of the CAM/CAF pre-test and pst-test. Every
mernber of the group experienced positive changes in her attitude toward her parent as
measured by the CAMKAF. It is interesting to note that seven out of the eight scores
pre-test were over 30 with a mean of 55.7. The mean of the CAMICAF did improve to
45.67 post-test, however a11 but two scores were still above 30 at post-group testing.

Perhaps this indicates the long-standing issues -whichwere not yet resoived andlot maybe
it has to do with simply having to spend petiods of time with a person you do not reafly
like.
The greatest change in attitude toward one's parent occurred with Ruth. Ruth's
score went Rom 68 to 42.6. Ruth acknowledged not only a change in her amtude but a
change in her mother's attitude as well. Perhaps this supports the importance ofa parent
validating his/her own cbild's experience which is very relieving for the Adült ckId
(Hargrave and Anderson, 1992)
Research on the CAM/CAF, as indicated pteviously, has foçused on individuals
under 18 years of age. More specific information is also not available in tenns of
differences in gender between the gender of the child in relation to the gender of the
parent on the CAM/CAF. Carol was the only member of the group who had a father in
contrat to a mother whom she described as having a "difficult personality" . found it
interesting that although she had incredible caregiver burden and her father was very
emotionally abusive to Carol, her score on the CAF was quite low. t realize that there
could be many reasons why her score on the CAF was as low as it was. Therefore, two
questions which I think deserve hrther exploration are, whether one's attitude toward
one's parent is less intense if the parent is of the opposite gender and, if this were the
case, would this indicate that higher differentiation between parent and child is easier
with a parent of the opposite gender and therefore one's attitude Iess intense when an

Aduit child cares for a parent who is of the opposite gender?
Both Beth and Karen's scores on the CAM dropped fiom pre-test to pst-test.

It is interesting to note their scores because although they both had the same mother
their scores were dramatically different. Beth's pre-test score was 65.3 (post-test 53.3)
and Karen's was 39.3 (post-test 24). There were many differences in their situations as
well. Beth is the second oldest in the family and Karen is the "baby" of the family. At
the time of the group Beth was 55 years old and Karen was 40 years old. Beth was raised

by her matemal grandmother whom she descn'bed as a very strong individual and a
person whom she had greatly admired Both Karen and Beth admired her- Beth came
back to Iive with her parents as a young teenager and both Karen and Beth agreed that
Beth acted as a "mother" to Karen and their younger brother. Beth stated that when she
was mam-ed she was amazed with al1 the time on her hands and what Iittle work was

required compared to when she lived with her parents. Beth acknowledged that not only
her mother but also her father had high expectations of Beth to care for the family. Both
Beth and Karen agreed that more was expected of Beth than Karen. Beth said that this
was especially true when Beth retired. 1 also think that the fact that Beth was raised by

her grandmother affected her bond with her mother, and may have helped her in
establishing a more objective view of her family. This also may have increased her

ability to differentiate herself from her mother. 1 do, however, believe she still had issues
lei? to resolve. Although she comes across as very calm and self-assured, she stated that
she lives with a constant feeling of anxiety, which may be a result of feeling abandoned

by her parent as a chiId.

It is interesting that although both Alice's and Ann's scores on the CBI indicated
increased caregiver burden, their attitude toward their parent as measured by the CAM
improved Alice was also able to identie a change in her attitude toward her mother.
5.4 INDEX OF SFLF-ESTEEM (ISE)

found it interesting that the three group members who spontaneously identifieci a
positive parental role mode1 in their lives were also the members who had the healthiest
scores on the Index of Self Esteem (ISE). Scores pre-test indicated that 5 ofthe 8
members in the group had clinically significant issues in the area of self-esteem, This
was one measure where the mean scores actually deteriorated from pre-test to pst-test.

ûnly Alice, Carol and Marie showed an improvement in their self-esteem. These results
are not particularly surprising as self-esteem is ' a concept, an attitude, a feeling, an
image" (Satir, p. 20) which has been learned and developed over a life time.
Consequently, positive changes in self-esteem may only be seen over a longer period OF
hme because it is ofien deeply ingrained in a person.
Reasons why self-esteem actually deteriorated for some rnernbers may have been
because some members had corne frorn particularly abusive homes and were becoming
more in touch with how they actually felt about themselves. Ruth and Pat acknowledged
that they needed to continue to work on their self-esteem. Ann's score on the ISE
deteriorated fiom pre-test to pst-test, as well. At the pst-group i n t e ~ e w
she was king
very hard on herself about how she was coping with her mother's behaviour. Both she
and Alice gave a great deal of credit to Carol and Beth in terms of their way of coping

with their parent., and they both compared themselves to them. This was not particularly

helpful for Ann in that she became more critical of herself in cornparison. Both Alice
and AM, however, viewed Beth and Carol as positive role rnodels, looked to them for
advice and direcîion, and respected their opinions.

The w ofthe ISE was less helpful in measuring improvements in selfisteem

and more helpful as an intervention in assisting memben to explore feelings about
themselves and reinforcing whether there was an indicated need for pam'cular group
members to address this issue more closely.

5.5 OVERALL SUMMARY

Quantitative and qualitative &ta gathered throughout this group process suggest

that al1 group members benefitted fiom their participation in this intervention. Al1
memben appreciated the group experience and al1 but one member perceived their social

support for caregiving to have improved as rneasured by the PSSC. As well, all members

acknowledged positive changes in their attitudes towards their parents and view of their
present situations.

-

CEIAPTER 6 DISCUSSION
The purpose of this practicum was to develop, impiement, and evaluate an

intervention which would assist the Adult child to improve her ability to cope with a
parent whom she perceived as having a 'difficult personality". In particular, the aim of
my intervention was to facilitate impaoved ways of coping for members through the

improvement of social support networks, and/or the reduction of feelings of burden,
and/or the improvement of one's attitude toward the parenc andfor the improvement of
selfssteem. This group intervention was informed by intergenerational and feminist
theory. A review of quantitative and qualitative results demonstrates that this
intervention made a positive impact on group mernbers and their ways of coping.
As has been indicated previously, this intervention focused on the needs and

challenges of the Adult child. In keeping with feminist theory the interaction between
the parent and the Adult child was also focused upon to affirm the Adult child's

perceptions and then ackmwledge that the Adult child had the personal power and
control over her behaviour to learn to react, cope and perceive her situation diffierently.
This chapter focuses upon common factors or themes which ernerged upon

reflection about this intervention. Topics discussed in this chapter include: Benefits of a
Group Format; Gender; Emotional Burden; Model of Intervention; and Achievement of
Leaming Objectives.
6.0 BENEFITS OF A GROUP FORMAT
A number of reasons for choosing a group format were outlined in the literature

review section of this practicum report. Quantitative and qualitative data confirm that

mernbers involved in the group under study benefitted from the experience of a group
format Quantitative data gathered fiom the PSSC indicate that mean scores showed
improvement in mernbers' perception of support as a result of the group experience.
Such items as gaining insight, planning for the future, understanding dificulties faced as
a caregiver, leaming to manage stress, and feeling that one's problems were not unique
al1 showed particular improvement as a result of the group experience. Results of the
qualitative data also support the value of utilizïng a group format with this population.
Some members' reports about what was most helpful about the group were: "finding out
that we share many common experiences", "the way people opened up and I found out
that 1 wasn't aione in my feelings", "talking about own and others experiences growing
up", "humour - laughter" was k e s s releasing" and "very relaxing", "we atl had some
problems of our own and we were able to share them", "'justlistening and king a part of
the gmup helped". Other comments included "the group was helpful and nonjudgemental. 1 felt like a family". These comments indicate to me that many of the
benefits of the group experience would have been lost had sessions been in the context of
individual or family therapy.
Goodman (1991) writes that "social support fiom peers in a support or self-help
group has unique benefits and characteristics, some of which differ fiom the benefits of
fnendship". She refets to Borkman who theorized that fiends and farnily may actually
be unable to support people through certain types of crises as they moy become
ovennvolved, stigmatize the person, or rnake demands that the individual cannot meet.
They also may lack the knowledge or experience which enhances understanding. Karen

alluded to this and Alice actually identified this concept and wrote that the change in her
relationship with her mother was "maybe just the idea that people here understand m e
better than my tnends". Pat also said at one group session that it was easier to talk in the
group session because "1 know everyone and 1 feel protected here". This was very
significant because Pat had made statements in the p s t that she had always been looking
for a place to belong.
Group memkrs did have different experiences, and different ways of coping, as
well. Marie and Ruth thought that they could have benefitted more if they had
experienced more common issues with other group members. Differences in general,
however, seemed to help rather than hinder the group process. A number of common
issues were addressed wichin the group setting. These were:
coping with feelings of pity, guilt, fnistration and anger, towards one's parent;
fear of being like one's parent;
expectations of women by family and society in general;
coping with feelings of anxiety;
struggles in setting lirnits with a parent and others in one's life;
interest in leaming and receiving feedback about how to manage one's
relationship with one's parent more effectively; and
the need for information about "dificult personalities".
Goodman (1 99 1 ) writes that groups develop cohesiveness, enhance self-esteem,
and produce better coping. Cohesiveness as well as improved coping definitely
developed through the group process. Quantitative measures did not demonstrate an

overall irnprovement in selfksteem. 1 believe that cohesiveness developed more quickly
because the goup was closed. 1 do not think that memben would have shared as
intirnately as they did if the group had been open. Members shared some very personal

and traumatic events in their lives and were able to do so because of the trust which
developed among those particular members.
1 think it is also important to limit the number of memben in a group. The group

under study in this practicum consisted ofeight people. Ido not think membership
should exceed this number because I believe that the Adult child whose parent has a
"difficult personality" has a great need to "tell h i s k story", to hear and be hearâ, to
listen and be listened to. Sorne of these children have felt like caregivers all of their lives

and have not given themselves permission to express their needs and wants and to realize
their identity as human being. As Ruth said at one of the beginning sessions,
"1 don? know who 1 am".

There were times during the group when 1 felt that perhaps

group members would have benefitted more if mernbership had been limited to six
individuals. Ann commented afieter one of the group sessions which only five people

attended that she felt she had gotten more out of that session because individual issues
were explored at a deeper level.

I believe that cohesion was developed and enhanceci because of the homogeneity
of the caregivers in that they were al1 Adult children, al1 women, and could relate quickly
and easiiy to each others' feelings and experiences as they al1 had a parent whom they

perceived as having a "difficult personality". Members also became very aware that they

were not alone, and acknowledged that women do a large majority of the caregiving.

Intervention with group members involved pre-group and pst-group interviews,
ten forma1 sessions, and an eleventh session which involved a wrÏtten evaluation and a
social event. I found that the number of sessions was appropriate for this particular

group. A time-limited group was also usehl because it was my impression that although
some members claimed that they were invested in continuing the group in a forma1 way,
there were others in the group who were ready for termination. This gave those

individuals the permission to leave the group and have closure with other group
members. Perhaps more sessions could have @en members more time to address more
issues and process information. Pre- and pst-test measures may have du>shown

greater changes if the time behveen testing had k e n greater. I think, however, that it may
have been dificult to facilitate an ongoing group because of the particular mix of

mernbers and their varied needs. I gave members the option of contacting me if they

required my input, but 1 think that there were enough members in the group who would
initiate contact with others that future meetings might occur without the need For a
professional facilitator.

Marie suggested having continued group sessions without a facilitator. Marie
thought it would work quite well if, when 1 facilitate another group with new members,

memben from the previous group could also meet at Deer Lodge Centre but in a
different room. In that way there would be a neutral meeting place and should my input
be required group members could speak with me at the end of the group session. Group

members did, indeed, agree to continue meeting, and based on their need would corne as

ofien as once pet week or as little as once per month These meetings began on February
18, 1997, as agreed by the members of the group.

6.1 GENDER
The participants involved in this group intervention were al1 women, seven of
whom were the primary caregivers. This fact supports the literature which indicates that
it is largely women who are expected to be caregivecs (Scheyett, 1990). This project also
supports the literature which suggests that most caregivers are either daughters or
daughters-in-law and span the ages of forty and sixty years (Brody, 1985, Cantor, 1983).
Al1 participants in this project were daughters and al1 within the mean age of 52. Six of
the seven parents of the Adult children in the group were women and this supports
Aronson's (1986) finding that the majonty of care recipients are women (Aronson,
1986).

Five of the eight wornen who attended the group had at least one brother who was
either not involved or minimally involved with the parent. Conversation in the group
focused on patriarchal values about the family, societal expectations and the tendency for
women to take on the role of caregiver. The literature indicates that a child who is
parentified begins to meet the needs of other farnily members while sacrificing her own
needs (Gelinas, l983), and she ofien become the "super-responsibIe child" (Black, 198 1).
This was the experience for most of the women who attended the group. Women in the
group also agreed that women achieve autonomy in society by king able to do for others
while men achieve autonomy by k i n g able to do for themselves (Subby, 1990). As a
result differentiation is more of a challenge for a woman than it is for a man in society.

Differentiation was also a major theme.which amse in this group intervention.
Members spoke often about their fear of king like their parent and not until this was
addressed openly at the sixth session did this fear subside somewhat [nterestingly, these
feus were discussed just as the group itself was moving into the stage of group

development of differentiatiodgroup identity. After this session, instead of k i n g afraid
of king like one's parent, fears started to anse about king too happy. This shified the
Focus fiom the parent to the Adult child, and helped members to explore the personai
power they had to change parts of themselves if that was what they wanted. lt was also
after the sixth session that Boszonnenyi-Nagy's Relational Ethics were focused upon.
His theory, as stated previously, looks specifically at learning to discnminate another's
needs as valid and distinct fiom one's own needs (Boszormenyi-Nagy & Spark, 1973).
6.2 EMOTIONAL BURDEN
As rnentioned previously, subscale mean scores of emotional burden

on the Ci31

were significantly higher with the members who attended this group in contrast to Novak

and Guest's research with caregivers of those with Alzheimer Disease. Perhaps this
relates partly to the Adult child being challenged by differentiating herself from her
parent as rnother-child bonds are one of the most intense, according to Gsldenberg and
Goldenberg (1 99 1).
Emotional Burden was identified by McClelland (1993) as well. She utiiized the
CS1 with caregivers of the elderly who were physically demanding and not sufferÏng

From a dementing process. The caregivers in McClelland's study found questions related
to emotional burden less relevant than other areas of burden. McClelland (1993)

suggested that caregivers of cognitively well elderly may not find these questions
relevant to their situation, because the inappropriate behaviours associated with cognitive
impairment were not an issue.

In conhast to McClelland's finding, emotional burden was found to be very
relevant to the members who atîended the group descriid in this practicurn report,
despite the fact that six out of the seven care recipients did not suffer from a dementing
process. Information identifieci in this report reinforces the notion that a parent does not
have to be cognitively impaired to exhibit inappropriate behaviours. Perhaps

inappropriate behaviour as a result of cognitive impairment may be easier to cope with
because the caregiver can understand the behaviour in terms of a "disease". It can be

much more dificult to accept the inappropriate behavioun of an individual who is
cognitively intact and well aware of hidher behaviour. This observation was introduced

in the first chapter of this practicurn report Ruth, whose mother suffered fiom dementia,
agreed with this statement, and in fact, Ruth agreed that the inappropriate behaviour
exhibited by her rnother due to dementia was much easier to cope with than the
inappropriate behaviour her rnother had exhibited when she was cognitively well. The
Adult child of a parent with a "dificult personality" rnay experience even more intense
feelings of resentrnent, embarrassment, shame, discornfort and anger than those Adult
children who care for a parent sufferïng fkom a ' b d i ~ e " .

The findings in this project continue to reinforce the high degree of emotional
burden that the family and society in general place on women. Brady (1 985) States, and 1
emphasize, that the most petvasive and most severe consequences of caregiving occur in

the area of emotional strain, the area which is most &en 1eEt up to women. It is also the
emotional aspects of caring which rnany caregivers report as k i n g the most dificult to
handle (Bowers, 1987). Interestingly Brody (1985) has also found that it is emotional
support that most individuals want in their o1d age (Brody, 1985).

6 3 MODEL OF GROCTP INTERVENTION
The model created for this group intervention utilized a blending of Boszonnenyi-

Nagy's (1 986), Toseland and Rivas' ( 1984), Garland et al.3 (1965), Maier's (196 1-62),
and Schultz and Schultz's (1 990) theories. These theories integrated together beautifully
in helping to h m e the intervention and identifj. issues to be addressed This fiamework

dlowed for flexibility to also incorporate emotional abuse issues and feminist theory as
weil. As indicated in the Literature Review, the impact of emotional abuse and that OF
caregiver stress have many similarities- As also stated in the Literature Review,
intergenerational therapy models at times complement feminist theory, and those areas
which conflict can be reworked to support feminist values. Although BoszonnenyiNagy's contextual Fmily therapy model was developed for use with families of course,
this mode1 was very usehl for helping individuals in a group setting to understand
thernselves and their families.
This mode1 of group intervention is one which can be used for various caregiver
groups including parent groups. It reinforces the need to care for oneself and supports
the beIief that an individual can improve her quality of life if she is open to examining
the nature and quality of her family relationships (Roberto, 1992) and shows insight into

its significance in her daily life (Bowen, 1978). 1 believe that this intervention can also

provide a usehl framework for social workers who engage individuals, couples, and of
course fmilies in therapy.
6.4 ACFIIEVEMENT OF LE-C

OBJECTIWS.

The knowledge and experience p n e d through the completion of this practicum
was very rewarding both professionally and pewnaily. M y counselling and group work

skills, as well as my ability to research and integrate a number of theories into practice,
have s h o w marked improvement,

Four learning objectives wete outlined in the first chapter of this practicum
report. My first learning objective was accomplished: Le. to develop and implement a

support group targeted towards the Adult child whose parent was perceived as having a
dificult personality. The support group was developed based u p n the mode1 of
intervention which I was able to create utilizing a number of theoretical and practicai
perspectives researched through the process of compieting the literature review. The
group was successfully implemented fiom September 1996 - November 1996. Eight
individuals agreed to be members of the group and participate in having this process
evaluated No one withdrew throughout the eleven sessions.
My second leaming objective was to improve my skills and techniques in shofl-

term group counselling. I have facilitateci groups in the pst, and found that this
practicum experience not only developed and enhanced previous skills, but also
provided an opportunity to learn new skills. Some facilitation skills which 1 was able to
enhance included: enabIing, brokenng, mediating, advocating, and educating Other
skills which I was able to develop included eliciting, moratorium, rejunction, therapeutic

crediting, siding, loyalty b i n g , and exoneration. These are interventions developed by
Boszormenyi-Nagy and identified in the literature review section of this practicum report
(pp. 59 and 60). These skills and techniques were implemented within the fiamework of
feminist theory and values. Members of the group came together and became cohesive
very quickly. 1 belicve that I enhanced this cohesion by stnicturing the room to increase
members' comfort level, having the group over the dinner hour, and asking questions
which helped group members recognize their commonalities. Through the group process
and the content of sessions, members were able to identie their individual needs and
empower themselves to take steps towards having those needs met- For some members,
meeting their needs meant taking more courses, for other members, it was seeking help
fiom outside resources. Others acknowledged the need to maintain contact with one
another. Group members advised me !bat contact between them was continuing to occur
two months after the group had terminated.
More specifically, 1believe îhat 1 was able ta promote insight development
by providing alternative ways of viewing one's situation. Members also offered various
perspectives and though this process members were able to provide and receive
psychosocial support.
My professional skills were also enhanced by the help of my advisor Shirley

Grosser who reviewed audio-taped sessions with me on a regular basis. Her assistance
increased my confidence by positively reinforcing effectivetechniques that 1 had utilized
and providing further feedback which could increase my effectiveness as a facilitator.
She also spent a great deal of time teaching me new techniques such as guided

image~/anchoringand other experiential exercises. I implemented these techniques
during group sessions on a nurnber of occasions. 1 am pleased with the degree to which 1
improved my skills and techniques in short tenn group counselling.
My third learning objective was to further enhance my knowledge of the
difficulties associated with caring for an elderly parent who is perceived as having a
dificult personality, and the effect it has on the Adult child. There is no doubt that I
advanced my practical knowledge and experience through my contacts with each and
every group mernber. Through the members' willingness to express their feelings,
experiences and issues, not only did memben leam Eoom each other but I also learned
valuable information about those Adult children who care for their parent with a
"difficult personality". Through Geri McGrath's willingness to be available on site 1 was
able to consult her regularly and this geatly enhanced my learning. Through my research

and experience as a facilitator 1 believe 1 was able to meet my third learning objective.
My final learning objective was to develop knowledge administering instruments
and gathering and analyzing data. Diane Hiebert-Murphy was instrumental in assisting

me with the choice of measures which were administered in this intervention and
interpreting the findings obtained Quantitative measures administered pre-group
indicated high levels of burden and low levels of social support. Elevated scores on the

CAM and ISE also indicated that many of the Adult children in the group under study
were dealing with a high degree of issues and stress. These quantitative measures were

useful in leaming that many of these Adult children were under a great deal of stress and
that the degree of stress was not less with the Adult child whose parent was already in a

personal care home, The degree of stress and number of issues were less, however, with
the one member of the group who was not a primary caregiver to her parent, which might
indicate that with the stresses of caregiving, issues fiom the pst also resurface. The

nurnber of issues members had were dso quite diverse, with scores indicating a range
from little or no issues to a number of diffrculties in the areas of caregiver burden, social
support, child's attitude toward parent, and self-esteem.
1 also leamed that the group was a very positive experience for group members in

terms of increasing their social support. Post-group scores were much higher than pregroup scores on the PSSC indicating a valuable increase in social support.
1 leaned fiom pst-group rneasures that although quantitative scores did not

always indicate great improvement from pre-group to post-group, qualitative measures
did indicate a nurnber of positive changes within group rnembers, As one member
pointed out, she was more honest on the post-group measures than she had been on the
pre-group measures. Through the group process rnembers can become more in touch
with, and honest about, their issues. Alîhough this is a move in a positive direction,
quantitative measures indicate the opposite. 1 also believe that individuals in the group
did benefit more than both quantitative and qualitative measures would suggest. 1
believe this first, because this population of Adult children tend to be very critical of
themselves. Second, the high degree of stress for some members in the group made it
more dificult to integrate healthier ways of coping, suggesting that although the
knowledge existe4 integration could take more than two or three months, especially if
one has relied on unhealthy ways of coping throughout her Iife.

1 also leamed that members of a group can achieve benefits even if the group is

quite heterogeneous as this one was- From my experience of facilitating groups in the
past 1 recognize that every group is different, and depending on the needs of the group,

each group may take on difTerent foms. 1 believe that this flexibility is helpful and if it
is feasible, a group could be extended if this is agreed upon by group members.

-

CFIAPTER 7 CONCLUSION
This practician report concludes with a review of the major findings gathered
fiom this project These findings are viewed in relation to implications for future social
work practiceAs identifiai at the beginning of this practicum report, although there has been

research about group interventions with caregivers, attention has seldom focused on the
unique characteristics of a population of caregivers, in terrns of their gender and their
relationship to the care receiver. In addition, little attention has been given to family of
origin issues and intergenerational conflict (Goldstein, 1990). The intervention

discussed in this report was very specifically designed for the Adult children of a parent
perceived as having a "'ciifficult personality". The gender present in the group, although
not deliberately, consisted only of women. A great deal of attention was given to
intergenerational conîlict and family of origin issues throughout the group process.
The purpose of this practicum was to develop, implement, and evaluate an
intervention which wouid assist the Adult child to improve her ability to cope with a
parent who she perceived as having a "dificult personality". In particular, the aim of my
intervention was to facilitate improved ways of coping for rnembers through the
reduction of feeIings of burden, andlor the development of social support networks,
andor the improvement in attitude toward the parent, andor the improvement of selfesteem. Quantitative and qualitative daîa have supported that the group intervention was
effective in meeting some of the needs of this population. The data suggest that al1 of the
rnembers of the group demonstrated some improvement in at least one of the following

areas: caregiver burden, perceived social support, attitude toward parent, and self-

esteem. Al1 of the members emenced

an improved attitude toward their parent as

rneasured by the CAMICAF. Many members also identified positive changes in other
relationships in their Iives as a result of the group.
The personal leaming objectives which were outlined at the beginning of this
report were met to my satisfaction. 1 have developed more knowledge and awareness of
the Adult child who has a parent with a "dificult penonality" . I have enhanced and

developed new techniques which can be utilized in a group setting. My knowledge and
theory base have become more solid, pticularly in terms of my ability to integrate a
number of theoretical perspectives, including intergenerational theory, feminist theory
and small group theory. I learned to develop the framework for intervention and utilize it
effective1y.
7.0 iMPLICATIONS FOR SOCIAL WORK PRACTICE

Social workers utilize group interventions with many different populations. The
need for group interventions with the Adult children described in this practicum is no

exception. As indicated in the literature review chapter of this reporf caregivers may
perceive that interpersonal conflicts between themselves and the care receiver are due to

historical causes other than caregiving. As a result of this perception caregivers may not
perceive caregiver support groups as an appropriate setting in which to resolve longstanding parent-child conflicts (Brody, 1985; Tobin, 1987). Perhaps up until this point
support groups have not been appropriate settings for the resolution of these conflicts,

because as Goldstein (1990) points out, many caregiver groups do not address

intergenerational conftict or family of origin issues- This research confirms and
reinforces the need for groups for the Adult child who wishes to resolve interpersonal
conflicts and family oforigin issues. Since this group was developed 1 have received a
number of telephone calls h m individuals whom 1 have never met, expressing an
interest in coming to a group such as this.
Another important component which professionals in health care must keep in
mind is that caregiver burden does not necessarïly decrease d e n one's parent or the care
receiver is admitted to a personal care home. Burden can be decreased if professionals
identi$ that the Adult child continues to experience intergenerational conflict and
unresolved family o f ongin issues, and offer services to address these needs. In that same
vein, perhaps burden is also transferred to personal care home staff. As mentioned
previously, just as it is important for social workers to recognize the presence of a
"difflcult personality", it is also important for others in the health care system to
recognize the tirne, energy, and fnistrations which may occur when carhg for an
individual with a "dificul t personality". tn my experience dealing with these individuals
requires specialized knowledge and skill which is not often readify available or priorized

for health care staff.

E also frnd it interesting that five of the six mothers who were perceived as having
a "difficult personality" were also individuals who had been p r e m i d vaIium in the

past. After being taken off valium, four of these women were prescribed an antidepressant which had a positive effect. Perhaps individuals ( particularly women) seen

as having a "difiicult personality" have not been treated well in the p s t and have in fact

been dismissed by health Gare professionals- Had professionals recognized their
difficulties and accurately treated the problem, much less damage could have been done
to al1 members ofthe family. Additionally, if the identified patient could not be helped
perhaps other members of the farnily would have been open to some kind of intervention.
This example supports the need for health care professionals to assess the individual in
the context of her environment and the dynamics inherent in that environment.

This group intervention may also have helped group members to consider their

own issues of aging and, through this vehicle, assist them to prepare for the losses and
stresses which corne with old age. If this is the case, their "golden years" may actually be
more "golden" because of their improved ways of coping leamed through the group
intervention. Perhaps this group intervention may have also decreased the potential risk
for members to abuse others (particularly their parent) in the future.
Recniiting Adult sons and daughters for this group which explored interpersonal
conflict and family of ongin issues was done by identifying the parent as having a
"difficult personality". Because of the burden already being experienced by group
members 1 chose initially to address the parents as being individuals with "dificult
personalities". Many Adult children seen in my professional work are much too quick to
blame themselves for the dificulties in their relationship with their parent. ûther family
members, caregivers, Fnends, and society in general, are also quick to blame the Adult
child. Although the term "dificult pemnality" appears as a label 1 would continue to
use this term to recruit members for future sessions. Adult children have a right to their
feelings and a right to be heard, and many have learned that when they have talked about

their parent in the past either people do not believe them or they arejudgemental and
place further pressure on the Adult child If an Adult child has any sense that this could
~ c u again,
r
they may refiise to corne to a group, The Adult child has reasons to feeI
angry, hurt, and victimized in her relationship with her parent based upon the
inappropriate and o k n abusive behaviour exhibited by the parent. Putting the focus on
the parent to begin with may be enough for them to feel less threatened about çoming to

a group, which in the process, acknowledges the Adult child's responsibility in the
relationship and how she can change to improve the situation. I must add that although 1
used the term "difficult personality" when 1 initially spoke with group members,

nowhere in the body of the letter of invitation sent to rnemkrs did 1 use this term (see
Appendix A). The letter states clarly that the group is for Adult children who "woutd

Iike to change their relationship with their parent".

This group ran for a total of eleven sessions. it is my opinion that this number of
sessions was appropriate for this particular group. This was a heterogeneous group in
that although members had similarities, each had individual issues which were not the
same as those of other members. As a result, issues which were identified by most of the
members were the issues which were addressed Other issues were identified but not

addressed in depth because of the diversity of needs within the group. For exarnple one
group member had experienced severe emotional, physical, and sexual abuse. She
acknowledged her need to discuss this abuse in more detail, however, other group
members' expetiences were less abusive and they had less need to explore their past to
the same degree. As a resdt this gmup member could not fully explore her abuse issues,

however still benefitted €iom the group. The process of the group intervention helped her
to clarify the areas where she had more work to do. It is tme that other group memben
also became more clear about their own individual issues, and gained a clearer
understanding of their strengths as well. Phcular group members took the initiative to

continue to work on their own issues, whether it meant taking a course or engaging in

more intensive therapy.
The heterogeneity of the group was positive in that memben were able to put

their situation into penpective. Some members leamed that their situation was not as
"bad" as they had believed, while other membea realized that their feelings of distress
were well wananted given the difiïculties they were having in coping with their parent.
It was also helphl

in that group members leamed a variety of ways of coping fiom each

other. Had the group been more homogeneous, however, perhaps some issues could
have been explored at a much deeper level. This could be a consideration for future

group interventions.
Although Ifelt that the number of sessions was appropriate for this particular
group 1 was also sorry that time did not allow me to address issues of anger and anger

management with the group, or engage members in mouming the loss of the fantasy of
having the parent one had hoped for. 1 had some apprehension about going into depth
about issues ofanger, because I felt that one group member had an incredible amount o f

anger, which if tapped into could not be properly dealt with in group sessions. Again,

however, my sense was that al1 memben had a varied need to address these issues, and
although these issues were not addressed they were identified during group sessions. As

mentioned previously, mne members considered whether these were issues for them and
took the initiative to explore them M e r .
The quantitative measures utilized for this practicum report were useful. They
provided a profile of the struggles which many group mernbers were experiencing. The
elevated scores on the CAMfCAF verified that there were indeed problems between the
Adult children and their parents. A11 but one of the scores on the C M C A F pre-test
indicated that members had problems in relation to their attitude toward their parent
(74udson, 1982). Caregiver burden scores were within the means and standard deviations
detennined by Novak and Guest (1989) for caregivers of those suffering from a

dementing process. What was particularly interesthg for the members involved in this
intervention was the elevated scores of emotional burden on the CBI. Mean scores on
the CBI pre-test indicated that emotional burden was the factor where caregivers
experienced the most burden. This score was even higher than mean scores and standard

deviation scores found in Novak and Guest's (1989) research.
Two quantitative measures indicated consistent irnprovements in group members'
lives. All mernbers' scores on the CAMJCAF imprwed and al1 but one group member
experienced improved social support for caregiving as rneasured by the PSSC. These

scales were good indicators of some of the benefits derived fiom king a part of the
groupCornparison of the mean pre-test score of the PSSC obtained fiom the Goodman

and Pynoos (1 990) study and the pre-test score obtained fiom this group intervention may

suggest that those Adult children who care for a parent with a "diEcult personality" are
more socially isolated than those who care for a parent with Alzheimer Disease.
Mean scores on the ISE actually deteriorated h m pre-test to post-test. Not al1
members had issues with self-esteem. Those who had issues with self-esteem seemed to
experience a deterioration in their scores h m pre-test to post-test Some members
identified that they were more honest in answering the items on the post-test. Others
became more in touch with how they actually Felt about themselves because their
perception of burden decreased, giving them more emotional time and energy to think
about themselves. The ISE was useful in reinforcing to mernbers their need to address
this particular area.
The SC scale (Goodman,1991)cotisisted of only rhree items. 1 did not find this
scale useful, and found qualitative data much more helpful in determining improvements

in the quality of relationships in the group members' lives.
1think that a very important aspect of this group was to reinforce to members to

use their discretion in terms of who they talked to about the difficulties they experienced
with their parent. They began to realize who they could talli to and that the members of
the group provided a safe and secure milieu in which individuals could discuss these
issues at length. Members also recognized their need for ongoing support and took the
initiative to coordinate future get-togethers with each other. Some met in dyads in
addition to get-togethers where al1 members were invited.
The population of caregivers who care for an individual with a "difficult
personality" share some issues and characteristics similar to those who care for an

individual who suffers from alcoholism. This intervention is much broder than many of

the ACOA treatment groups and although there is overlap, 1 believe that the experience
of having a parent who abuses alcohol provides some kind of explmation for a parent's
behaviour whereas a "dificult personality" is much more ambiyous.
It is true that this group sample was small, and in some ways heterogeneous. It is

also tme that the absence of a control group makes it difficult to make generalizations
about how valuable or effective this particular group intervention was. Nonetheless, both

quantitative and quantitative data presented in this report indicate that group members

benefitted from this group intervention. Further support of the effectiveness of the
intervention lies in the fact that the member who attended the least number of sessions
experienced the least improvements. The member who attended al1 eleven sessions
experienced some of the greatest changes as measured by quantitative measures. Al1

group members could identiQ positive changes in their lives as a result of king part of
this group intervention.
tn conclusion, this practicum describes the effectiveness of an intervention for a

srna11 group of Adult daughters. Interventions of this nature must continue in order for
professionals to gain a greater understanding of the Adult child who cares for a parent
who is perceived as having a "difficult personaiity". More research is required into the

study of those who care for an individual with a "dificult personality". Further study
regarding the needs and issues of, for example, spouses, Adult sons, other relatives and
those who care for males in contrast to females with "ditticult personalities" is also in
order. 1 have planned ta facilitate a group in the coming months wïthcaregivers who are

siblings, nephews/nieces, and in-laws to the eldedy person with a "difficult personality".
It has b e n my experience that formal, professional caregivers also face dificulties in

caring for an elderly person with a "difficultpersonality", and they may be an appropriate
target for a similar intervention in the future.
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX A
LETTERS TO PROSPECTNE GROUP MEMBERS

MEMBERS' CONSENT FORM

T have m e t a number of A d u l t c h i l d r e n who would I i k e to
change t h e i r r e l a t i o n s h i p witli t h a i r p a r e n t .
Some of t h e s e
c h i l d r e n f e e l h a l p l e ç s o r demeaned by t h e i r p a r e n t ; o t h a r s
f e ? l t h a t n o t h i n q thcy do Eor t h e i r p a r e n t is e v a r rjood
enciugh.
Somc A d u l t c h i l d r e n recogriiza t h a t t h c i r parent acts
d i f Lerently with d i f f e r e n t people, c a u s i n g miscomm~inication
and misunderstanding.

A s d i s c u s s e d w i t h you o n t h e t e l e p h o n e , you a n d j o u r s i b l i n g s

This g r o u p w i l l
a r e i n v i t e d t o a g r o u p f o r Adylt c h i l d r e n .
g i v e you t h e opportunity to s h a r e y o u r own e x p e r i e n c e s w i t h
W e p l a n to look at t h e
otliers i n a s i m i l a r situation.
following issues:
- understanding your parentlunderstanding y o u r s e l f
d e v c l u p i n g h e a l t h i c r caping st: r a t e g r e s
s c t t i n g limits
- self-estccm and self-image

-

caring for o n e s e l f

T h i s group vil1 be held 10 Nedncsdays
on t h e f o l l o w i n g d a t e s :

Crom 6 : D O

-

8:CO

p.ni.

S e p t e m b e r 18, 2 5
O c t o b e r 2 , 9 , 16, 73, 30
~ o v e r n b e r6 , 13. 2 0
The m e e t i n g s w i l l be held at
Winnipeg, M a n i t o b a ,
Pavilion.
The e n t r a n c e i s
Lodge, and you c a n park o n
s n a c k s w i l l be s e r v e d .

Avenue,

Deer Lodge Centre, 2109 Portage
on t h e 3 r d floor o f t h e N o r t h
off Duffield S t r e e t , close t o
the street,
C o f f e e , t e a , and

I f you would l i k e to d o some r e a d i n g i n the meantirne, 1 would
s u g g e s t you t a k e a l o o k at t h e book e n t i t l e d "Toxic P a r e n t s "
by S u s a n F o r u a r d .

To c o n f i r m y o u r a t t e n d a n c e , or i f you h a v e any q u e s t i o n s
please c a l 1 m e at 831-2180 by September 3 , 1996.
I f you c a n
n o t r e a c h m e i n person, please l e a v e .a m e s s a g e I Look
f o r w a r d t o h e a r i n g from you.
S i n c e r e ly,
S u z a n n e R u t l e d g e , B.S.W.,
S o c i a l Worker
Dcer Lodge C e n t r e

R.S.W.

e tre Q

Dea r

This is just a f o l l o w - u p

l e t t e r i n v i t i n g yoii t o t h e S u p p o r t
Group b e q i n n i n g o n S e p t e m b e r 18/96 E r o m 6 : 0 0 - 8 : O 0 p,m.
The
G r o u p w i l l fun For 1 0 W e d n e s d a y s .
B e c a u s e 1 am u t i l r z i n g t h e g r o u p a s t h e b a s i s for c o m p l e t i n g
my M a s t e r o f S o c i a l Work d e g r e e it i s n e c e s s a r y f o r m e to
rneet w i t h each g r o u p member
i n d i v i d u a l l y t h e weck uf
September 9th.

If y o u are s t i l l i n t e r e s t e d i n a t t e n d i n g t h e g r o u p . p l e a s c
As i n t e r e s t is
c o n t a c t m e i n o r d e r t o set up a n a p p o i n t m e n t .
h i g h 1 w o u l d ask t h a t you c o n t a c t m e as s o o n a s p o s s i b l e .
M e m b e r s h i p may have t o b e c u t o f f and t h o s e who h a v e made a n
a p p o i n t m e n t w i t h m e w i l l be c o n s i d e r e d o n a f i r s t corne f i r s t
serve b a s i s .
E n c l o s c d is a fonn which I'd
Like t o ask you t o f i l 1 out
b e f o r e w e m e e t t o g c t h e r t h e week of S e p t e m b e r 9.
If y o u have
a n y q u e s t i o n s a t a l 1 a b o u t t h e form o r a n y t h i n g else a b o u t
t h e g r o u p I c a n a n s w e r these q u e s t i o n s t h o r o u g l i l y when w e
mee t

.

I Look f o r w a r d to haaring £ r o m you and e v e n t u a l l y m e e t i n g a n d
g e t t i n g t o know you.
Sincerely,

S u z a n n e R u t l e d g c , B.S. W.
S o c i a l Worker
Deer Lodge C e n t r e
831-2180

, R .S.W.

For the purposes ofmy practicum it wouId be helpfid to have some specific infinnation
about yourself. This information WU
be kept confidentid and will in no way effect your
participation in the group.
Age and birthday of your parent?

1s your parent a widow?

If yes, when did his(her most recent spouse die?
# of sisters aiive

# of brothers aiive
# of deceased siblings

H o w many miscaniages did your mother have?
Were any of your siblings adopted?
Ifyes, how many?
How long have you cared for your parent?
What is your marital status?

How many sons (mclude ages ) do you have?
How many daughters (include ages) do you have?
When is your Birthday?

Where were you bom?

day/month/y ear
Level of education:
Place of employment and position
Who

E&c

you live with?
background

Religious Background
Present church affiliation, if any

Do you have any health problems?

If yes, please list:

INFORMED CONSENT FOR PARTICIPATION IN SUPPORT GROUP
FACILITATOR: Suzanne Rutledge, B.S.W., RS.W.
Master ofSocial Work Studcnt
UniversityofManitoba, Whpeg, Manitoba
Telephone: 83 1-2 180 (office) or 772-7979 (home)

SUPERVISOR: Proîkssor ShirIey Grosser, US.W,
University ofManitoba, W h p e g , Manitoba
Telephone: 474-8273

The purpose for this support group has been explauied to me. 1 understand the group
process and have berm advised that I may benefit Ciom the group.
1 consent to participate in ten group sessions, and approximately threr individual
interviews which will be audio-taped, for the purposes of this study. 1 understand that

dl written and taped information is confidentid. I understand that rny identity will no&
be disclosrd in any material which results from these sessioris/interviews. Records rnay
be accessed only by the facilitator's pmcticurn cornmittee, who are University uf
Manitoba professors. Records will be kept in a locked file. Records will be destroyed
upon successfi completion of the practicum. 1 understand that 1 may have access to a

completrd report.
I understand that this project will contribute to a better understanding by professio~lsof
the n c e h or hosr c'aring for a parmi with a difficuIt personaiity.
1have had the opportunity to ask questions rdal<xlio Lhis projeci and ihey tiavr b n n
answrred by the Fiiciliiator. 1 undersiand that I am kee to discontinue with this process
at any time. I undentand dial rny participation is voiuniiuy.
THIS 1s TO CERTlFY THAT I,

( p r h name)
HAVE READ AND UNDERSTOOD THIS CONSENT AND HEREBY AGREE TO PARTICIPATE AS
A VOLUNTEEIZ IN THE ABOVE NAMED PROECT.

(*a)
Please print your name and address ifyou w d d Iike a summary ofthe study results.

APPENDIX B

QUALITATIVE EVALUATION TOOL

WRITTEN EVALUATION
Thank-you v e q much for your
in this group expen'ence. In order to
help me evatuate and plan for future group sessions [ would appreciate if you would take
a few moments to answer the following questions. Please use the back side of the-sheet
if you require more writing space.
1. What personal benefits and changes were denved fiom your participation in the

group?

2. What was it about the group that you found most helpful?

-

-

-

-

- -

-

3. What was it about the goup that you found least helpful?

4. What was your impression of the group experience?

-

-

-

-

5. Has the quality of your relationship with your parent changed since the group began?

I f so, in what ways?

To what do you atmbute the change?

6. Has the quality of other reiationships in your life changed since the beginning of the
group?
If so, which ones, and in what ways?

To what do you attnbute the changes in those relationships?

7.

Do you have further suggestions for the group?

Thank-you very much! !

Cuided Imagery ExerciseKircle of Cornpetence and Confidence

Think of a time in your life when you had a feeling of confidence and competence. It
could be when you were a child having leamed how to walk, it could be as a teenager
when you received your driver's license, or as an adult d e r a successful interview or
having made a meal which everyone loved tf you cannot think ofa time, try and
imagine a "hero" figure who would be capable of feeling confident and competent.
When you have thought of a time, close your eyes and begin to think about that time.
Where were you? Was anyone there with you? What time of year was it? What was the
weather like? What else do you see as you imagine this time? What were you wearing?
What did you hear from others? What were you saying? Were you sitting or standing?
Take a deep breath and remember the details of that time in your life. How did you
accomplish what you had done?
(Pause For 15 seconds)
When you have a clear picture oFthat time, stand up in a way which would represent
your feelings of confidence and competence. Take another deep breath and allow
yourself to explore the feelings associated with your competence and confidence.
(Pause for 20 seconds)
Now, look down to the floor and imagine a circle on the floor. In the circle put aIl those
positive feelings, sensations, and affirmations in the circle. Can you rnake the circle?
What colour is the circle? What can you do to the circle to make it stronger, richer, more
meaningfül? Does the circle need to be bigger, deeper, brighter? When you have the
circle the way you want it, step into the circle allowing your body to absorb ail o r the
circle's energy. You may take two or three breaths to help in absorbing and breathing in
the energy, or notice that you are bathed in light, perhaps feeling tingling sensations of
positive energy. When you are ready, step out of the circle bringing with you al1 that you
gained from the circle. Bring your thoughts, words, sounds, and feelings with you and
remember that these can be with you wherever you go.
(Pause for 20 seconds)
Now think oCa time when you experienced a guilt provoking situation with your parent.
If you were to live this scenario over again, how would you prepare for it? How would
you act and what would you say? How would you Feel knowing you are responding from
a position of confidence and competence, knowing you had everything that the circle of
competence had, within you?
Think about this, and when you have thought about this long enough, stretch if you like
get a cup of coffee, or continue to sit quietly.

APPENDIX D

LETTERS OF PERMISSION

l O08 Dominion Sircet
Winnipeg, Manitoba, CANADA

D G 2P1
La Trobe University
Department o f khavioural Heallh Sciences
Bundoora, Victoria, AUSTRALiA
3083

ATTENTION: CYNTHIA L SCHULTZ
Dear Ms. Schultz

I am wfiting you to express my interest and enthusiasm relatai to the mode1 for
caregiving dtveloped by yourselfand your collcague, 1 have incorpotatcd this symbol of
growth i n 6 a grhp interventionfor carcgivet~~
The caregiven wut al[ women who
cared for a parent with a "dificult pcrsonality"; or in other w r d s a-parent 6 o s e lemcd
ways of coping impactsncgativdyon the carcgivcr1 have bacri working on my Mastct o f Social Work degrce, and the above
mentioncdaoup h abcen the subjcct of my practicum report. Encloscd is a diagram of
the conctpts/iheoti~
which 1 utilizcd in my intavention As you can sec 1have
incorporatcûyour SymboI ofGrowth into the
and hopc to include this in my
report, with your ptnnisSt*on, 1 wvould also appreciateyour cornmcnts andlot feadback an
this diagram.
1am also intaestcd in obtaining a copy of p u r book The kev to can'ng(1990),
Melbourne, bugmanCheshire. t \ w l d bc very thankhi if you coutd direct me as to
how I cuuld obtain a aqy.
I have faund your modcr to lx vtry valuable, it is uscfial a d appropriate in the
work that 1have done wilh the group for caregks- ?ha&-you for consideringrny
rquest to utilut your mode1 in rny pradicurn report and your anticipatcd rcsponsc to my
letter* I look foward to hearing fiom you

Suzanne Ruticdge, B.S.W., RS.W.
Psychogeriatric Services, (204) 83 1-2 1 80

JOURNAL OF FAMILYSTUDIES
Editor: Cynthia L. Schultz PhD MAPsS

Ms S u z a ~ eRutledge
1008 Dominion Street
Winnipeg
Manitoba
Canada R3G2P I
Dear Suzanne
Thankyou for your leuer of 28 November 1996. in which you informed me
of your interest in the "Model for k g i v i n g " . My CO-author and husband.
the Rev. Dr. Noel Schultz and 1. were delighted ro hear how helpful you
are finding our wotk. We are happy for you to use the same. with due
acknowledgement.
Your development of concepts and theones underlying your intervenrion.
and the way in which you have incaeporated the Model i s moa
impressive. 1 particularly iike your use of the term "Symbol of Growth"
and the way in which you have matched gmnp processes to the levels of
the Model.
Enclosed please find a copy of TOC Key ~o C h 5 g with an invoice for
(Aus)$13.00. Also herewith is a brochure for the Journal of which 1 am
Editor. Your organisationNniversity's library may be interested in
subscrïbing. 1 believe the Special Issue on "Empowerment of FamiLies"
due out in Aprii 1997 would be of interest m you. as the Model receives
fwther development there. Please keep the Journal in mind if you intend
to submit your work for publication some tirne.
Another point tbat may be worth noting is that we are p u b l i s h g two
books this year in which the Model is applied to parents of children with
special needs.

--

Best wishes in your undertakings.

Sincerely.

------I~I~-I
Cynrbia L. Schuitz PhD MAPS

Encl : 7ap Keym C
P
in
w
JFS Brochure
List of Schultz Caregiver Publications

Dr. Mark Novak
Continuing Education Division
The University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2
Dear Dr. Novak:

I am writing to express my interest in your Caregiver Burden lnventory and to
request your permission to utilize this scale in my practicum for ihe cornpletion of rny
Master's Degree in Social Work.
1 have chosen to study adult children as -vers
to the elderly in my pcacticum,
and will be facilitaùng a support group as my intervention. One of the ~ntriables1hope to
mcasurt is whether the group intemntion affects subjective feelings ofburdm on the
part of the carcgive~R 1 have reviewed a number of burden inventories, and find yours
particularly usehl as it distinguishesbct\Necnthe various types of budm and ihenfocc,
provida more detailed information.

Should you have any suggestions for refmnces on the use o f the CBf, it &uld k
gmtly appnciatcd. 1plan to -n
my practïcum by Apn? or Septanber '95, depending
on when 1will have m i t c d a sufficient numbtr ofgroup mcmbcrs. Your q t y to the
above a d d m as soon as possible would be appreciated.
'Ilbank you for your anticipateci assistance.

THE WVERSITY OF MANITOBA

CONTiNUING EWCAflON DlVlSlON

Tel: (201) 4744921

Fuc W)235-5465

April 20, 1995
Suzanne Rutledge. BXW, RS-W.
Deer Lodge ~ e & e
2109 Portage Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3J O U

Dear Ms. Rutledge:

You have my permission to use the Caregiver Burden heutory Üt your work.
Best wishes for successful project.

Sincerely,

Mark Novak, Ph.D.
Assoaate Dean (Acadenllc)

ûcat P r o f iGoodman:

l am h t i n g to express my intacsl in your PcrccivcdSocial Support for
CamgivingSale uid your Soàil Cunflict Scrlt. 1 am r q u a i n g your pamission to
u ü l k these sulcs in my prrciiaun for the comptaionormy MIner's Ogac in M a i
Work
I havc dwism ta study adull diildm as a r q i v c n io ihc c M y in my &am.
and will be frciliuiingr support @oup as my intervention. One ofthc variaûles 1 hopc to
mcwrr is whdharhc group intementian impm\.es subjective fccling o f a n o t i o d and
social suon ihe put ofdit -vers
t have rcvicwlcd a n u m k ofscalq urd find
ihcsc two sales v a y spœific to onc of my purpases of intcrvcntion
Should )(ou hvc uiy -ions
for furthcr rcfothu than your uiide
œ
&
SOCE~IS+
for-ng
u e a n ï n 6 tht m
i
to f seifHelplSuppoctGroup ïhrWptionw. itwould bt gratty rpprraued 1 phta bcgin my
prraicum by Sepnnkr '96.depading on whtn I m'il hivt mitaia suffkknt

fhuik you for pur unicipaud iJWumc
Sinecrrly,

Lir:( m u )

87S-20$&

WALMYR PublishingCo.,
P.O. Box 24779
Tempe, AZ
852854ïï9

To Whom ft May Conccm:
I am writing to express my interest in utilizing the I n k of Clinicai Stress @CS)
dcvelopcd by Neil Abel1 and the Child's Attitude Toward Mother Scale developd by
Walter W,Hudson. f would tikc to utiiizt ttiesc scaks in my p ~ a ~ c ufor
m the
cornpktionofrny Masta's k g r œ in SociaI Work

Codd you pladVix me as to wtiert I must direct a letter to obtain the
permission ta titiiizrt thcsc d e s Your rtply, as soon as possible, wuld bc grtatly
appreciatadas 1will bc noedingthest scales in ïatc Spring.
Tbank-you vay much for your time and aneution to this matter-

W A m m

Publishlng
Company

We are pleased that you bdsaded to use our scales in ywr practi-ani. Our d e s are
copyrighted and cannot be oopisd, rrpmducsdor a i t d in any m a m . Upon purchaseofthe
instrument you do not med Pamisgcmto use the m3Énunaits in your pradcum

if we can be offurtheraskmcq pletse do not htstatc to coma us. Good luck with your
projea.

P.O. Bor 24779

Tape. AZ -779

(60897-1010

FAX (602) 897-8168

.
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